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Abstract
“Are they supposed to be heugin?’:
Negotiating Race, Nation, and Representation in Korean Musical Theatre 1
by
Ji Hyon (Kayla) Yuh
Advisor: David Savran

This dissertation examines contemporary Korean musical theatre as a form of popular
culture that has served an important role in reflecting and establishing personal and national
identity in Korea, especially as it intersects with the global and local manifestations of race and
racial ideologies. I argue that musical theatre has served an important political and economic
role, since its beginning as a cultural weapon in the height of the Cold War to more
contemporary examples in which Korean musicals serve as a tool to brand Korea as an advanced
nation in the world. To make a case for this relationship between musical theatre and race in
Korea, and its implications in East Asia, this dissertation begins by briefly introducing the
history of musical theatre in Korea and racial representation on Korea’s theatrical stage. By
looking at the history of Koreans’ understanding of self and theatrical representation of others, I

1

Heugin, (흑인) a Korean transliteration of a combination of two Chinese letters that mean
black(黑; heug) and person (人; in), translates to “(a) black person” in Korean. I consciously
used the term heugin instead of a more common translation “black” or an “African American” in
the title to point to the untranslatability of the cultural bearings of the term. Heugin, much like
black, is a description and a category based on the color of one’s skin, regardless of geographical
or cultural background. At the same time, Koreans’ use of the term “heugin” does not always
bear the histories of the black people due to the differences in cultural knowledge and
experience. This question in the title is a translation of a direct quote from my sister, who saw the
Korean production of the musical Dreamgirls, and by leaving the Korean word for “black” in the
question, I also mark that this sentence was originally spoken in Korean. There will be more
discussions on the quote in chapter 3 of this dissertation.
iv

reveal how Korean theatre makers abstracted the realities of race through the history of modern
drama in Korea, and provide the contexts on which the following case studies can be examined.
The overview is followed by examples of Korean productions of American musicals, through
which I examine what it means when Korean bodies are interpolated into a story that is originally
a binary relationship between whites and blacks in the U.S. I also look at a homegrown, original
production with non-ethnic Korean characters, and the production history and reception of the
musical in the late 2000s, during which time Koreans became more aware of the multicultural
heterogeneity of the Korean community. I conclude the dissertation by suggesting ways in which
musical theatre as a global popular culture, has become sufficiently glocalized in Korea to
complicate, challenge, and expand the definition, implications, and intersections of musical
theatre and global racial projects, especially within the sociocultural and historical contexts of
East Asia.
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Introduction
On December 8, 2013, the New York Times featured an article by Patrick Healy about
productions of American musicals in Seoul, South Korea (Korea from here on), and how the
“head-spinning popularity” of musicals in Seoul has changed the business of a number of New
York-based producers.2 Within the month of December, Healy wrote two more articles on
musical theatre in Korea: one about the growth of the K-pop industry and its relationship to
Korean musical theatre, especially in terms of casting practices, and the second on the changing
business strategies of Korean producers who now make direct investments on Broadway and the
implications of such practices.3 In all three articles, Healy provides a fairly objective portrayal
of the celebrated status that musicals, particularly American and European musicals, hold in
Korea, and introduces to the English-speaking readership the multilayered concerns and opinions
of those who are involved in the Korean musical theatre industry.
In fact, Healy’s articles were not the first articles on Korean musical theatre industry in
the New York Times. In 2009, it featured an article by Sang-Hun Choe about the Seoul try-out
production of a New York-bound revival of Michael Bennett’s musical Dreamgirls, focusing a
great deal on the potential that this experiment offered to a number of Broadway producers who
were on the lookout for a new and viable business model to secure their profit.4 One could see

2

Patrick Healy, “Musicals Couldn’t Be Hotter Off Broadway (by 7,000 Miles),” New York
Times, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/08/theater/musicals-couldnt-be-hotter-off-broadwayby-7000-miles.html?_r=0.
3
Healy, “Heartthrobs Rule the Korean Stage,” New York Times,
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/29/theater/k-pop-stars-selling-stage-musicals-inkorea.html?ref=patrickdhealy&_r=0; “Korean Cash Takes Broadway Bows,” New York Times,
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/01/theater/korean-cash-takes-broadwaybows.html?ref=patrickdhealy.
4
Incidentally, it may merit mentioning that Healy is credited as a contributor in this article from
2009. Sang-Hun Choe, “For ‘Dreamgirls,’ Pacific Overtures,” New York Times,
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/03/14/theater/14drea.html.
1

Healy’s recent articles as a follow-up to the previous one by Choe, as Healy names specific
productions with “iffy pedigrees” that sold well in Korea, which can be linked to the business
potential that Choe mentions in his 2009 article.5 Healy quotes a Korean producer noting that one
of their business strategies is to provide a bridge between Broadway producers and the Chinese
market, which is still uncharted territory for many.6 While Healy attempts to go beyond the
economic implications of the rise of the Korean musical theatre industry, his focus remains on
the potential benefits that musical theatre can bring about. However, the economic aspect of the
current phenomenon is only one of the many layers that need to be explored to fully understand
the rise of Korea in the global musical theatre industry.
My dissertation explores some of those layers that need to be taken into consideration to
obtain a more comprehensive understanding of Korean musical theatre. More specifically, I
examine the political implications of the musical theatre as the U.S. institution that was imported
during the height of the Cold War, how musical theatre’s political implications positioned this
form as a means for Korean government to use as a tool to exhibit its cultural development to the
world. Furthermore, by juxtaposing the development of musical theatre to the development of
local understandings of race and racial ideologies, I argue that the musical theatre served as a
form of popular culture that reflects Koreans’ national and personal identity, as well as Korea’s
international identity within the global neoliberal multicultural ideology. At the same time, I
contend that musical theatre, as a cultural form, helped building Koreans’ view of the world,
especially with regards to the race and racialized others. In that sense, what follows can be

5
6

Healy, “Heartthrobs Rule the Korean Stage.” Choe, “For ‘Dreamgirls,’ Pacific Overtures.”
Healy, “Korean Cash Takes Broadway Bows.”
2

viewed as an extension of and a response to what Healy has written five years ago for the
English-speaking readers of the New York Times.7
Healy introduced Times’s readers to the interesting phenomena in Korea, providing a few
snapshots of the industry at the present moment, especially in regard to the local productions of
imported musicals. It is still true that American and European musicals tend to receive more
publicity in Korea, and this somewhat validates his focus on imported musicals as opposed to
homegrown, original musicals. However, this is not to say that his statement and implications on
the “dearth of original Korean musicals” is entirely accurate, as there are a great number of
small- to medium-sized Korean musicals created by local artists and consumed by the general
public.8 The Korean musicals that he mentions in the article, in fact, are only a modicum of a
vast repertoire that Koreans have built, especially since the early 2000s, when Korean musical
theatre experienced its first boom. Moreover, the perfunctory manner with which Healy treats the
cultural differences that Korean audiences and creators need to deal with in mounting licensed
local productions of American musicals prompts further examination of Korean musical theatre
as a form of popular culture that originated in the U.S. but gradually become one of the most
socioculturally and economically significant theatre genres in Korea.

7

According to the statistics New York Times has provides, the audience of New York Times are
relatively well-educated male and female professionals with mid-to-high income level. For more
information on this, see “Audience” on New York Times Media Kit, New York Times,
http://nytmediakit.com/newspaper.
8
Healy, “Heartthrobs Rule the Korean Stage.”
Despite the inevitable disparity in financial dimensions of the local and imported musicals in
Korea, the shear number of the original musicals easily overwhelms the imported musicals.
Chung Kieun, Kooknae myujikeol saneop hyeonhwang mit baljeonbanghyang yeon’gu [Reports
on Domestic Musical Theatre Industry and Studies on Further Development], Korea Culture &
Tourism Institute, 2011.
3

To explain how Korean musical theatre has become what it is in 2018, I contextualize its
development and argue that the booming industry of musical theatre in Korea has to be discussed
within the historical, cultural, and social context of the development of Korea as a modern nation
during the twentieth century. Furthermore, as mentioned above, I contend that musical theatre
serves an important role in reflecting and establishing personal and national identity in Korea,
similar to the ways in which musicals have been closely tied to the formation of personal and
national identities in the United States.9 During most of its history as a modern nation, Korea has
boasted of its (nonetheless constructed) racial and ethnic homogeneity, embodied in the term
“one-bloodedness.” However, by the beginning of 2000s, a few sociologists and historians have
published books that debunked the notion of a racially and ethnically homogeneous Korea,
accounting for records of immigrants that trace back to as early as the Three Kingdoms period
(57 BCE – CE 676).10 The rise of musical theatre in Korea coincided with the rise of
“multicultural” awareness in Korean society, and my dissertation intentionally interweaves these
two historical phenomena that seem at a first glance to be disparate.11 I am not assuming that
there is an overt causal relationship between the rise of musical theatre and the growing

9

Raymond Knapp, The American Musical and the Formation of National Identity (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2005); The American Musical and the Formation of Personal
Identity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006).
10
It is assumed that the migration had happened even before the Three Kingdoms period, but
there is not enough extant records that can provide detailed and substantiated support for the
assumption. For more information, see Park Kihyeon, Uri Yeoksareul Bakkun Gwihua Sungssi
[Naturalized Last Names that Changed Korean History] (Seoul: wisdom House, 2007); Kim
Jeongho, Hanguk’ui gwihwa sungssi [Naturalized Last Names in Korea] (Seoul: Chisik Sanŏpsa,
2003).
11
My use of the term “multicultural” needs to be qualified, as I use it here as a translation of a
Korean term damunhwa (다문화), which literally means many cultures, and refers to the English
term multicultural. The critique of damunhwa-ism in Korea will be discussed in depth in chapter
4, where I analyze a Korean original musical that feature an ethnically non-Korean character. For
now, it suffices to say that Korean multiculturalism is not immune to the problems and critiques
that of multiculturalism such as those made of it in the U.S.
4

awareness of multicultural demands of the society, but I argue that musical theatre, and the
productions that I examine in this dissertation, reflect and effected such changes in Korean
society.
In discussing the construction of racial and ethnic identities of Koreans, I reason that
they are developed not only through their direct engagement with the racial and ethnic other, but
also through internalizing the racial hierarchies they encountered in American popular culture, of
which racial stratification is a foundational part. This had long been in place by the time movies
and pop music made inroads into Korean culture, even before Korea became an independent
country in 1945. This is especially true in the case of the triangular racial dynamic among black,
white, and Asian; Koreans received U.S. hierarchies shaped by relationships between
phenotypically white Americans, phenotypically darker-skinned African Americans (as well as
Caribbean and Larino/a), and Koreans, because Koreans were exposed to the racialized images
in American popular culture before most had a chance to form their own relationship with black
people of various descents. Considering the influence of popular culture, musicals provide a
particularly potent medium wherein Koreans can vicariously live as white Americans while
simultaneously attempting to somehow create a Korean product out of what is considered
quintessentially American. Furthermore, such performances of cross-cultural and international
productions demand that participants and viewers continuously renegotiate the definition,
functions, and implications of musical theatre in a global sense, especially as a means to
perpetuate or subvert racial and ethnic hierarchies.
To make a case for this relationship between musical theatre and race in Korea, and its
implications in East Asia, my dissertation will begin by briefly introducing the history of musical
theatre and racial representation on Korea’s musical stage, followed by examples of Korean

5

productions of American musicals, through which I will examine what it means when Korean
bodies are interpolated into a story that is originally a binary relationship between whites and
blacks in the U.S. I also look at a homegrown, original production with non-ethnic Korean
characters, and the production history and reception of the musical in the late 2000s, during
which time Koreans became more aware of the multicultural heterogeneity of the Korean
community. I will then conclude the dissertation by suggesting ways in which musical theatre as
a global popular culture, has become sufficiently glocalized in Korea to complicate, challenge,
and expand the definition, implications, and intersections of musical theatre and global racial
projects, especially within the sociocultural and historical contexts of East Asia. 12

Literature Review
Compared to the explosive growth of the musical theatre industry, musical theatre
scholarship’s development in Korea has been relatively slow. Up until the 2009 publication of
Yoo Inkyeong’s The World of Korean Musicals: Tradition and Innovation, a book-length study
of Korean musical theatre history, the most scholarly treatment Korean musicals would receive
was a chapter in a book on conventional Korean theatre. In 2012, Park Mankyu’s The History of
Korean Musicals Since 1941, a more personal yet extensive account of the development of
Korean musical theatre, was published.13 Yoo’s book is more within the tradition of academic

12

First coined for as a Japanese business term, glocalization “underscores the relationship
between the local and the global […] as interactive and interpretive.” Jean Graham-Jones,
“Theorizing Globalization through Theatre”, Theatre Jounal 57 (October 2005): ix. Also, I
borrow the term “racial project” from Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s scholarship. More
detailed information on their work is to appear under methodology section.
13
Yoo Inkyeong, Hanguk Musical’ui Segye: Jeontong’gwa Hyeoksin [The World of Korean
musicals: tradition and innovation] (Seoul: Yeongeukgwa Ingan, 2009); Park Mankyu, Hanguk
Musicalsa [The History of Koeran Musicals Since 1941] (Seoul: Han’ul Academy, 2011); Since
the 2000s, quite a few other books on musicals have been published in Korea, but most of them
6

writing, with solid and footnoted accounts of the historical events associated with the
development of Korean musicals; on the other hand Park, one of the pioneers and forefathers of
the Korean musical theatre industry, has produced a book that reads like a personal memoir,
incorporating many first-person accounts. Because of the different approaches that the authors
take vis-à-vis the development of musical theatre in Korea, interesting dissonances can be found
in their accounts. One that is particularly pertinent to this dissertation is what they consider to be
the first-ever Korean original musical.
Yoo’s account of the history of Korean musicals begins in the 1960s, the country’s postindependence and post-Korean War period, which is drastically different from Park’s approach.
Park argues that the first Korean musical was produced as early as the 1940s, which is before the
country’s independence. What this discrepancy points to are the different definitions of the term
“musical.” Yoo’s definition of the term is associated with a very specific theatrical form of
popular entertainment developed in the United States during the twentieth century. For that
reason, she differentiates the conventions of Korean indigenous forms of music drama such as
gageuk or akgeuk from those she terms musicals. She states that the first Korean musical was not
until the 1960s, when Koreans began experimenting with the form by producing local
productions of American musicals such as Porgy and Bess (1962 and then 1966) and also created
both amateur and commercial original productions such as Shrimp Fishing (1965) and Sweet,
Come to Me Stealthily (1966), following the tradition of American musicals.14 Park, on the other
hand, uses the term musical to include all theatrical form in which drama is told through music
and songs, which exist in virtually all cultures. Thus, he points to Gyeonwoo, Jingnyeo (1941),

are what could be considered coffee table books and relatively personal reviews on American
and European musicals.
14
Yoo, 75-81, 103-105.
7

which Yoo consideres as gageuk, to be the first Korean musical, and justifies by quoting Yong
Gu Park, a company manager and a lyricist of the 1966 production of Sweet, Come to Me
Stealthily, who said that Gyeonwoo, Jingnyeo was an “attempt at a fully-fledged Korean musical
under the name of Ga-geuk.”15
This discrepancy in the use of the term actually reflects the debates that existed during
the formative years of Korean musicals through the 1980s. As Yoo briefly mentions in her
introductory chapter, some scholars and practitioners wanted to coin a new Korean term to
replace “musical,” as they felt the term’s association with the west was too obvious for it to grow
as more than a borrowed art form for Koreans.16 They thought using the term would perpetuate
the nation’s cultural dependency on the west, especially the United States, to eventually
undermine the autonomous cultural growth of the country. However, as the country became
more Americanized and the use of English words and phrases became more common in everyday
parlance, especially among the younger generation, this debate became dated; now the term is
unequivocally used to indicate the theatrical performances that follow the tradition of American
musical theatre. The fact that the traditions of gageuk and akgeuk have now become almost
obsolete have also helped to clarify the definition.
On the surface, this debate shows the challenges of translation, not only in terms of
language but also in terms of a cultural tradition. Even if the phonetic attributes of the term can
be borrowed to signify the same form of theatre, that does not mean all the connotations and
history of a musical can travel without being lost, add to, or otherwise altered. By looking at how
certain musicals were produced, circulated, and consumed in Korea, Choi Minwoo’s Myujikeol

15
16

Park Mankyu, 164.
Yoo, 29-30.
8

Sahoehak (Musical Sociology, 뮤지컬 사회학), which was published in 2014, attempts to get at
the sociocultural and economic status of the Korean musical within contemporary Korea.17 As a
journalist who was in charge of culture and arts section of one of the major newspapers in Korea,
Choi’s writing reads more like special reports in newspaper, without footnotes or reference to
scholarship in the field. However, his research and analyses provided important sets of data for
musical theatre as an industry and a cultural product—examining issues such as the production
cost in relation to the casting of a star in Jekyll and Hyde, or why Shiki’s Korean language
production of Disney’s The Lion King in Seoul failed—thereby serving as a useful secondary
resource for musical theatre scholarship.
In addition, there have been a growing number of scholarly articles on Korean musical
theatre within the larger discourses on the transnational musical theatre industry. David Savran’s
2014 Theatre Survey article “Trafficking in Transnational Brands: The New ‘Broadway-Style’
Musical” called for theatre scholars to acknowledge and understand transnational musicals,
especially “Broadway-Style” musicals, thereby expanding the field of musical theatre
scholarship beyond the U.S. and beyond English-speaking territories.18 Hyunjung Lee’s study on
Korean transnational theatrical productions in and outside Korea, Performing the Nation in
Global Korea, was published in the following year. It provides an in-depth analysis of the
obsession with the global and the intricate and somewhat contradictory ways in which Korea’s
national agenda for marketing and publicizing itself as a global nation is embedded in
transnational musical productions such as The Last Empress, Nanta, and Line 1. By looking at
their production histories, individual and collective agendas, as well as implications of the
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productions in Korea and abroad, Lee argues that these productions embody what she terms a
“global fetishism” and explains how the national is assimilated into the global.19 Although Lee
also includes dance performances and Korean Shakespeare productions musicals figure heavily
in her analyses, and therefore her study marks the first published, book-length, English-language
scholarship on Korean musical theatre.20
While the U.S. American musical theatre scholar Bruce Kirle’s analysis of musicals'
unfinishedness is limited to examples within the United States, the principle of his theory applies
equally to international productions of musicals.21 The porosity and pliability of musical theatre
actually enables particular works to be adapted to the sociocultural and temporal context within
which the production is presented. Expanding on Kirle, I argue that the way such unfinishedness
of musicals plays out in local productions in Korea overlaps with what Homi Bhabha’s calls
colonial mimicry not only in the American musicals where the Korean audience sees Korean
actors performing as Americans, but also in original Korean musicals that are conscious and
subconscious imitations of American musicals.22 Moreover, the ambivalent attitude toward the
U.S. found in Korean musicals points to Bhabha’s theory on ambivalence, in that the colonial
mimicry is “at once a mode of appropriation and of resistance, from the disciplined to the
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desiring.”23 Granted, Korea’s colonial conditions need to be examined and assessed with a
complex set of axes, especially vis-à-vis the U.S. However, I believe that Bhabha’s theories on
cultural development in colonial states can shed light on musical theatre and cultural
development in Korea even though the two nations do not have a traditional colonizer-colonized
relationship. Bhabha’s argument is also pertinent to discussions of Korea’s cultural development
in relation to its checkered history with Japan.
Despite the fact that Korea was never a colony of the U.S., an extensive level of
Americanization during the latter half of the twentieth century enabled cultural colonization for
many years. Based on this, I argue that Korean musicals perform both as a means to pay homage
to the U.S. as a nation that Koreans need to emulate and respect, if not praise, but also as a means
to undermine American authority, especially the authority of supposedly racially superior white
Americans. Moreover, when Korean actors perform as Americans in local productions of
American musicals, Korean actors are not only “appropriating” the other but also perpetuating
the white supremacy that is embedded in American musicals. I will come back to this argument
later with Korean productions of Dreamgirls and Hairspray in chapter 3, but to do so, it is
important to examine how the inherent “Americanness” in musicals has been studied in the U.S.
Musical theatre scholarship in the U.S., unlike in Korea, has been relatively prolific since
the late 1990s. Among the multi-layered historical, social, cultural, and economic issues
pertinent to the development of the form, one of the most recurrent and much-researched themes
within the field of musical theatre studies is the interactive relationship between musical theatre,
the making of the U.S., and the construction of American identity. Regarding the inevitable
correlation between theatre-making and nation-making, Andrea Most aptly states that the process
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of imagining Americans on the musical theatre stage is not so different from the process of
nation-making itself.24 Not only Most, but also scholars such as Raymond Knapp and David
Savran, analyze how nation-making was not only reflected in but also made possible through
specific works of musicals and their creators, confirming that American musical theatre has
always been the story of Americans told by and through American creators.25
From the very early years of the form’s development, musical theatre provided characters
and their creators with a safe space and time within which their dreams and desires could be
revealed and made to come true. American musicals served also as a reservoir of the persistent
myth of the American Dream, which glorifies the U.S. as a utopic land where dreams can be
achieved and celebrated. Most’s focus is on the Jewish demographic of the industry and how
musicals helped them to assimilate into U.S. society while holding onto their Jewishness, to
make their dreams come true as legitimate American citizens. Knapp’s scholarship is more wideranging, as he covers different layers and shades of identity and weaves the musical into the very
fabric of American life and nation formation. What is notable in their studies is that they both
acknowledge the political and social ramifications of musical theatre and the centrality of the
questions of identity in the development of the form and the industry.
Given such a tradition of scholarship, my dissertation attempts to adapt their approach to
musical theatre for analyses of Korean musicals both in Korea and in East Asia. This is not to
assume that musical theatre in Korea developed in the same way it did in the U.S., as musical
theatre is recognized as an undeniably foreign product in Korea. However, musical theatre in
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Korea bears great political and social value in addition to cultural and artistic values, especially
as musical theatre became an industry embodying Korea’s decade-long desire for segyehwa, or
“globalization.” In fact, since the beginning of the new millennium, the Korean government has
made a great deal of effort in turning the country into a musical theatre “hub” within Asia.26 In
this context, I argue that Korean musicals offer a similarly utopic place for Koreans to have their
dreams come true, not only on a personal level but also on a national level. By proving to the
world that Korea has mastered a cultural product that often carries the highest level of symbolic
capital, and that Korean musicals can match those of the “developed” world (meaning western
and particularly U.S. culture), these musicals raise the country’s global status.
Such an understanding of musical theatre’s place in the cultural hierarchy of
contemporary Korean society is essential in discussing the representations of race on Korean
musical theatre stage. As mentioned earlier, the discussion of race in Korea is relatively new,
and there is not much scholarship on racial and ethnic identity in musical theatre to which I can
refer. However, since the late 2000s there has been a growing body of scholarship that debunks
the myth of “one-blooded” Korea, a myth that considers Koreans to be those who were born to
ethnically Korean parents whose lineages are similarly homogenous. This growing scholarship is
in part the result of the growing population of non-ethnic and non-racial Koreans residing in
Korea, but also in part thanks to the ever-expanding demands of globalization, especially the
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impacts that neoliberal globalization and neoliberal multiculturalism have had on Korea since its
financial crisis at the end of the twentieth century.
A vital work on this subject is Imperial Citizens by Nadia Y. Kim, who examines the
formation of racial and ethnic ideologies within Korean society through the triangulated
relationship between white U.S. American, black U.S. Americans, and Koreans, created by the
circulation of racial ideologies between Korea and the Korean Americans in the U.S. In addition
to this work is Hae Yeon Choo’s Decentering Citizenship: Gender, Labor, and Migrant Rights in
South Korea, which looks at the intersections of gender, laws, and migrant populations in South
Korea. In this ethnographic work, Choo weaves the personal narratives of female migrant
workers through state policies about and around citizenship.27 The latest addition to the
scholarship on domestic understandings of race and ethnicity in Korea is Ji-Hyun Ahn’s MixedRace Politics and Neoliberal Multiculturalism in South Korean Media, which was published
earlier this year.28 Identifying neoliberal multiculturalism as the racial project of the Korean
government, she studies media’s presentation and reception of celebrated mixed-race, Amerasian
television personalities as a way to make her case that visual culture affects “racial thinking in
Koreans’ daily lives,” Ahn’ “conceptualizes neoliberal multiculturalism as occurring at the
intersection of the neoliberal restructuring of global order and the national reshaping of the racial
order.”29
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Ahn’s turn to neoliberalism is in line with other scholars who examine the formation of
Koreans’ national, ethnic, and individual identities within the sociopolitical and historical
context of nation-building in modern Korea. Vladimir Thikhonov, a naturalized Korean scholar
originally from Russia who is currently teaching at the University of Oslo, wrote a few books on
the formation of Korean national and ethnic identity especially focusing on working-class
history. In an article titled “Transcending Boundaries, Embracing Others: Nationalism and
Transnationalism in Modern and Contemporary Korea,” Thikhonov traces the formation of
Korea’s national identity through the lenses of nationalism in the 1960s to 80s and reactionary
“discursive-colonialism” in the more recent years, and critiques the complex relations that Korea
formed with other countries, especially with non-Euro-American countries.30
Other important scholarship that looks at the formation of Korea’s identity within the
sociopolitical and historical contexts are Gi-Wook Shin’s Ethnic Nationalism in Korea:
Genealogy, Politics, and Legacy and Park Chanseung’s Minjok, Minjokju’ui which were
published respectively in 2006 and 2010. Shin’s book looks at the history of modern, post-War
Korea’s project of nation-building, and argues that Korea’s ethnic nationalism, which is often
symbolized by the phrase danil minjok (One-blooded nation), was created and disseminated
during the early years of modern Korea as a centripetal force that bound the new nation.31 Park’s
book studies the etymology of the term minjok, which he translates from “nation” in English and
“volk” in German, delineates the development of the term, and explores how the term and the
ideology of minjokju’ui, which he translates from English word “nationalism,” were put to use in
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modern Korea.32 While Park’s study focused mostly on the history and the use the concept in
Korea, he also argues for the term’s centrality in the formation of national identity throughout the
twentieth century, and demonstrates that changes in the twenty-first century could change the
usage and meaning of the term.
The studies on the formation of Korea’s national identity in the twentieth century also
considered early exposure to both foreign powers and racial others on Korean land, and the
introduction of a modern theatrical tradition through which Koreans’ understanding of racial
others were confirmed and challenged. While there have been a number of books exploring the
history of Korean theatre, several new and extensive edited collections were published in 2008
and 2009 as a part of a celebration of the 100-year anniversary of the beginning of the Korean
theatre. Among them, Hanguk Geun/Hyeondae Yeongeuk 100nyeonsa [One Hundred Years of
Korean Modern and Contemporary Theatre] and Hanguk Hyeondae Yeongeuk 100nyeon [100
Years of Modern Theatre in Korea] are particularly useful for understanding the early years of
modern theatre in Korea.33 While the former is structured more like a chronological
encyclopedia, covering acting to theatre architecture, the latter compiled articles with in-depth
analyses on cultural and historical contexts, arranged chronologically and thematically.
Much Korean and English-language scholarship examines Koreans’ exposure to foreign
forces, especially western forces, at the beginning of and throughout the twentieth century.
While compilations of the personal writings are important sources about Korea from the
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perspective of white missionaries, Korean newspapers and Korean-language scholarship provide
interesting counterpoints that demonstrate how foreigners were viewed by Koreans during the
early twentieth century.34 More recent scholarship on Koreans’ exposure to racial and ethnic
others is often housed in anthologies that are purposefully inter-Asian, using similar
methodologies as that espoused by Kuan-Hsing Chen in Asia as Method: Towards
Deimpreialization, which calls for more inter/intra-Asian approaches as a self-reflexive practice
of deimperialization and decolonization.35
In addition to the global circulation of musicals, the above works examined together
demonstrate expanded scholarship on the global circulation of U.S. and western ideologies of
race, in conversation with work on local racial projects that reflect the specific sociocultural
contexts of the communities that undertake them yet coincide with the rise of globalization and
neoliberalism in the twentieth and twenty-first century.36 While critical race theory as it was
developed in the U.S. does not prove to be very relevant in discussing the formation of racial and
ethnic ideology in Korea, due to the differences in the historical specificities, the works that
explore the global transmission of the U.S. and western racial ideologies especially through the
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means of performance provide important data on the role of cultural product, the efficacy of such
campaigns, and the economy of traveling performing bodies.37 Among them, Shannon Steen’s
work on traveling black performing bodies and Charlotte Canning’s work on the politics of the
U.S. American performing troupes during the height of the Cold War provide particularly useful
to me as I analyze Koreans’ responses to black performers and blackness in Korea.
The final important field of scholarship that informed my analyses of race in
contemporary Korean musicals is work on global capitalism and the spread of neoliberalism in
Asia. Since David Harvey’s 2005 publication A Brief History of Neoliberalism, there has been
much scholarship that critically examines the multifaceted ways in which neoliberal philosophy
manifests first as economic philosophy and then gradually as an ideology that encompasses and
influences the all aspects of life. Within this conversation, in her book Undoing the Demos:
Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution, Wendy Brown reads Foucault’s theories to explains how
neoliberal rationality has replaced “democracy with economic vocabulary and social
consciousness,” and the consequences of this in different realms of life.38 Brown’s reading of
neoliberalism is similar to Jodi Melamed’s critique of U.S. formal antiracisms, which replaced
white supremacy after WWII and manifested as neoliberal multiculturalism during the 2000s.
Noting the U.S.’s global ascendancy as one of the causes of the spread of its racial projects
outside the U.S., Melamed explains “neoliberal multiculturalism” as the phase through which
neoliberalism “portrayed the ethics of multiculturalism to be the spirit of neoliberalism.”39
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Aihwa Ong’s scholarship looks more specifically at how neoliberalism transformed and
reconfigured the traditional value systems and policy structures in Asia, especially considering
neoliberalism as a “technology of governing.”40
Such readings of different, global modalities of neoliberalism have led to scholarship that
looks at the specific ways in which Korea embraced and reacted to neoliberal agendas in the
realms of culture, finance, labor, and policy-making. In addition to Ji-Hyun Ahn’s reading of the
celebrities, Gil-Soo Han also examined race and racial discrimination within the Korean
neoliberal political economy through reading the Korean media’s portrayal of racialized others in
Korea. Han’s ambitious study touches upon issues from migrant workers to K-pop to Korean’s
obsession with language and nationalistic desires, and thereby provides a wide array of
symptoms that are associated with the intersection of neoliberalism and multiculturalism in
Korea.41

Methodology
In placing musical theatre at the center of my analysis, I draw on the scholarship by
Pierre Bourdieu and Lawrence Levine, whose works map the field of culture in France and the
U.S., and that of David Savran, whose work maps popular culture in the United States during the
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1920s. Discussing cultural hierarchy and the field of culture is particularly significant in
exposing the purposes of both the producers and consumers in the field of Korean musical
theatre. While Bourdieu’s research is very specific to nineteenth century France, the fact that
Korean society is a class society (albeit with disinterested members) provides a background on
which Bourdieu’s theories of different capital can be applied. Moreover, the pliancy of the
Bourdieuian “field” allows a theoretically consistent grounding in understanding the background
on which musicals are produced and consumed in Korea, a conservative yet fast-paced society
where everything seems to be in flux.42
Granted, there are spatial and temporal differences that need to be taken into
consideration. However, despite such differences, Levine’s and Savran’s studies on cultural
hierarchy in the United States and on how racial hierarchy was created, maintained, and
challenged can shed light on where musical theatre is situated on the grid of culture and class in
contemporary Korean society and the world. Right now, musical theatre has a conflicted
position in Korea, as a form of a popular but also high culture, especially because commercial
productions vary a great deal in their production quality as well as their thematic concerns. Also,
financial resources tend to be concentrated on big-budgeted local productions of musicals of U.S.
or European origin; but due to the high production cost the tickets for these big productions sell
at higher cost, while smaller budgeted and smaller-sized musicals sell at a lower price. In other
words, the economic, social, and symbolic capitals of the licensed works are much higher than
those of homegrown works. Moreover, the notion that musicals are originally from the United
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States and that local original productions are therefore not authentic, has deterred the public from
choosing Korean original musicals over Korean productions of American musicals.
Furthermore, the sociological lens that the abovementioned scholarship provides allows
me to assess not only the artistic merits but also the socioeconomic merits of the musical
productions that I examine. As a form of popular culture that is inherently commercial, the
commercial success and failure of the productions are as important, if not more, than their
artistry. Commercial success or failure serves as a means not only to gauge the public’s response
but also to engage the context of the production, to consider the capitalist and neoliberal political
economy of twentieth century Korea.
The works of Michael Omi and Howard Winant are important in discussions of race,
especially to remedy the biggest challenge that exists in discussing race in Korea—the lack of
proper academic terms and theories for the ways in which racial identity has been constructed in
Korea. According to Omi and Winant, race is a concept that ultimately refers to different types of
human bodies, and human bodies are foregrounded in the discussion of race; this is unlike
ethnicity, which tends to be more culturally grounded. As a signifier and a symbol of social
conflicts and interests, “race” is “a matter of both social construction and cultural
representation.”43 In other words, race is a collectively imagined and agreed upon set of
categories of humankind, based on the phenotypes of people and articulated and communicated
through various modes of representations. Omi and Winant call this process of categorization a
“racial project,” which is “simultaneously an interpretation, representation, or explanation of
racial dynamics, and an effort to reorganize and redistribute resources along particular racial
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lines.”44 Based on this, I argue that the racial formation in Korea is a result of the two very
different kinds of racial projects involving Japan and the United States, the two nations that most
interacted with Koreans during the twentieth century when Korean became established as a
modern nation.
In addition to Omi and Winant’s theories on racial formation in the U.S., I also draw
from Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, who famously looked at contemporary U.S. racial dynamics in his
book, Racism without Racists: Color-Blind Racism and the Persistence of Racial Inequality in
America. Expanding on Bonilla-Silva’s analyses of “color-blind” racism, I take his argument
further to conceive of Korea’s racism as “raceless racism,” a concept that encompasses and
expands terms like “cultural racism” and “GDP racism” that are proffered by local scholars such
as Wol-San Liem and Jong-il Lee.45 Bonilla-Silva traces how racism persists in the
contemporary U.S., articulating what seems less visible in the current climate. Liem adapts Omi
and Winant to Korea’s circumstances, and argues that the lack of reference to biological race in
the Korean government’s policies lends itself to “cultural racism, or racism without races,” a
racial project that makes race similarly invisible in the way that Bonilla-Silva explains. Lee’s
“GDP racism” refers to the more individual-level prejudices that Koreans employ in their
interactions with racial and ethnic others, and the ways in which race is conflated with economic
class.
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In a similar vein, Harvey Young foregrounds the subject of black performing bodies,
whether in part or in whole, as he examines how the collective and cumulative experiences of
blackness have shaped the ways in which black people are perceived in the U.S. His examples
range from early daguerreotypes of black slaves, boxing matches, and theatrical representations,
to an exhibition of violated black bodies in museums, and together they reveal how black bodies
serve as a repository of black experiences and memories of the past.46 In doing so, Young
employs a concept of “critical memory,” which is a very conscious and careful way of
remembering the collective experiences of black bodies without presuming that all black bodies
have the same memories.47 The centrality of bodies in Young’s work informs my strategy of
discussing bodies on and off theatrical stage when examining racialization and its implications in
Korea, and the concept of critical memory provides a lens through which I analyze racialization
in Korea vis-à-vis both Japanese people and black and white Americans.
When it comes to studying casting for the musical theatre stage, and racial representation
and performance, I also look to Angela C. Pao’s groundbreaking book. While Most and Knapp
were more concerned with how racial identity was manifested through plot, characterization, and
the creation process, Pao’s focus is more on the performances of race. If Most and Knapp
handled the issue from the creators’ point of view, Pao is concerned with how particular casts are
received from the audience’s point of view. In so doing, she examines a range of so-called
nontraditional casting practices, using examples of both multiracial and multiethnic casting.48
Through her case studies on all-black productions of Hello, Dolly! and Guys and Dolls, Asian
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American Falsettoland, and multiethnic Fiddler on the Roof, she demonstrates how race and
ethnicity categories are “porous and mutable,” and how nontraditional casting ends up
“reinforcing the conceptions that are defined by racial categories based on visual and visible
distinctions.”49
The details of the practices of nontraditional casting as discussed in Pao’s work cannot be
applied to the Korean musical theatre industry, as most of the actors in Korea are considered to
be entirely racially and ethnically homogeneous, except one or two of mixed race heritage.50
However, her analyses will serve as a particularly productive tool for me in examining the ways
in which race is (un)marked in specific productions, as costume, make-up, and certain physical
features are used to substitute for racially and ethnically specific casting in Korea. As costume
and make-up inevitably reflect the audience’s imaginations and assumptions, how a racially and
ethnically Korean actor is (un)marked will reveal a great deal about Koreans assumptions of race
and ethnicity.
The first half of the dissertation is archival research that provides the background for
further discussion of race in Korea, and draws from available sources on the history of Korean
musical theatre, racial construction, and racial representations on musical theatre stages in Korea.
Acknowledging the limited number of examples of racial and ethnic representations on stage, my
research also draws from popular entertainment practices other than theatre to fill in the history
of conventions of portraying “others” in Korean popular culture. In the second half of the
dissertation I analyze case studies of recent musicals within the context of Korean society,
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synthesizing, adapting, and challenging the theories on musicals, race, culture, nation, and
globalization that I have outlined above. For the analyses of different productions, I rely on
reviews as well as my experiences as an audience member. Compared to those in New York and
other cities and countries with rich theatrical traditions, the reviews in the public media tend to
be short and trivial. However, the reviewers’ perspectives raise interesting questions about how
musicals are received in Korea. Nonetheless, my first-hand experience of the production is a vital
supplement.

On Terms and Language
Because race, ethnicity, and minjok are all socially constructed and therefore fluid, but
how these terms are being used are specific in the Korean sociolinguistic context, as I will show
throughout the dissertation. I distinguish ethnic Koreans from non-ethnic and non-racial Koreans
throughout; simply put, non-racial Koreans refer to non-Koreans who have different racial
background, while non-ethnic Koreans refer to non-Koreans who are of different ethnic
background, but share the same racial background as Asians. While this distinction is useful
within the Anglocentric academia where there is a generally accepted notion on the differences
between race and ethnicity—the former based on physical features and the latter on shared
culture—, it must be noted that Koreans’ understanding of the differences between the two
concepts are limited, in part because the gap that exist in English term and the Korean term that
correspond to race and ethnicity, but also because Korea has been considered as homogeneous
nation for a very long time. In other words, both non-ethnic and non-racial Koreans are similarly
considered as outsiders in a Korean society, as neither of them are considered to be of the same
minjok, which literally translates to people. The Chinese words that are used for minjok are
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民(min) and 族(jok), both of which mean people. The difference between them, however, is that
the 民 connotes people of a state, while 族 connotes (extended) family. Therefore, minjok, as a
term, implies a familial relationship among the members of the group.
Granted, because there is a sense of shared culture and community, minjok is similar to
the meaning of ethnicity than race, which is why Gi-Wook Shin aptly pointed out that Korea’s
nationalism should be termed as “ethnic nationalism,” At the same time, one belongs to the
Korean minjok not merely by speaking the language, but also by possessing a sense of shared
history and direction for the future.51 For that,—even if the Chinese letters were not enough to
hint at the implication—to become part of Korean minjok was often likened to becoming part of
one enormous extended and patriarchal family. To obtain the membership, you will have to be
born into the family, fake your membership by “passing” as one, or marry into the family. To
pass as one, or if you are to marry into the family, you will have to prove that you have become
part of the family by assimilating into the family’s culture and customs.
Minjok, in that sense, seems to be the overruling category in Korea that distinguishes
“us” from others. However, that is not to say that the western concepts of race did not influence
Koreans’ view of the other and the self, which will be further explained in chapter 2. For now, it
suffices to say that critical race theory scholar Nikhil Singh’s description of race is fitting to how
systems of race played out in modern Korea. Concluding Black is a Country, his study of race in
the post-civil rights U.S., he explained that race goes beyond the skin color and the biophysical
essence, and that race is a set of “historic repertoires and cultural, spatial and signifying systems
that stigmatize and depreciate one form of humanity for the purposes of another’s health,
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development, safety, profit or pleasure.”52 While the second half of the description may be more
specific to particular cases (i.e. Musical Bballae, which I examine in chapter 4), the first half of
the description is particularly suitable in understanding the ways in which race plays out in
Korean society. What this means is that regardless of Koreans’ awareness of their individual and
collective understandings of race, it is undeniable that race has been an overdetermining factor in
lifespan and socioeconomic class, both domestically and globally. The scope and breadth of the
influence and manifestation of race varies from one community to another, but it is an
inescapable reality.
In terms of the translation of the vocabulary, I use musical (or myujikeol, a transliteration
of 뮤지컬, which is a Korean transliteration of English term musical) to refer to all titles that
were created in the convention of the U.S. American musical theatre. I purposefully incorporate
local Korean language scholarship as a way to introduce some Korean-language scholarship to
English-speaking scholars and academic communities. For those instances, I supply most of the
translation of the texts myself, unless otherwise indicated, paying careful attention to the cultural
references and nuances that need to be understood to comprehend the contexts as well as the
texts for the purposes of translation.

Dissertation Structure
This dissertation is divided into two parts; the first half contextualizes the ways in which
musical theatre has developed in Korea, and how race has been understood in Korea. It also
contextualizes how racial and racialized others have been portrayed on Korean theatrical stages,
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especially within the conventions of Korean musical theatre. The second half of the dissertation
looks at specific productions as examples from the last decade that reflect, complicate, question,
and/or subvert the ways in which different racial relations function in and outside Korea.
The first chapter serves as a sociocultural and political study of the development of
musical theatre as a genre. Looking at the very beginning of the musical theatre as a state(s)sponsored popular entertainment, both by the U.S. and the South Korean government during the
height of the Cold War. I argue that the musicals had manifold purposes, from political ones such
as competing with North Korea and the U.S., to economic and nationalistic ones such as
proclaiming Korea’s global status to the world. I begin the chapter with early encounters with
U.S. and western culture during Japanese colonization at the beginning of the twentieth century
and trace the development of musical theatre in Korea up until today, focusing on the genre’s
role as a way for Korea to fight a nationalistic battle of culture in the world.
The second chapter is a historical survey of how race has been constructed in Korean
society. In it I study the racial relationship that Koreans built with the U.S. through direct and
indirect exposure to both Americans and American culture, and how through such interactions
U.S. and western theatrical conventions reflected and effected the formation of Koreans’ racial
and ethnic identity. I start by examining racial formation during Japanese colonial rule, which
overlaps with Korea’s first encounters with American popular culture. Then, I move onto discuss
how Koreans began establishing their racial identity through internalizing the racial projects
employed in the American cultural products that Koreans consumed. While the limited scholarly
account of the development of stage makeup conventions speaks volumes, I use the little that is
available to reveal how Koreans identified themselves through the stage vis-à-vis racial and
racialized others. The main purpose of this chapter is to offer the historical background for
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understanding how race is used in the contemporary productions I discuss in the subsequent
chapters, but I also hope that chapter two foregrounds the inherent theatricality in performances
of race by revealing the arbitrary construction of such conventions.
Following these chapters on the theoretical and historical context for contemporary
productions, the third chapter examines the racial relations between Koreans and Americans by
examining Korean language local productions of Hairspray and Dreamgirls. Both of these
shows deal with the Civil Rights movement and racial dynamics between black and white people
within the United States. This chapter serves as the focal point of my dissertation as I discuss the
ways that Korean productions not only represent and subscribe to already-existing racial
dynamics between “whites,” “blacks,” and “yellows,” but also how Korean performances and
production elements have the potential to subvert existing dynamics between Korea and the U.S.
Hairspray, a story of the white high school girl Tracy who protests against segregation in her
school and on television, can be said to have three groups of main characters; good white
protagonists (Tracy, Penny, etc.), villainous white antagonists (Velma and Amber), and good
(neutral) blacks (Seaweed, Little Inez, etc.). While the white villains are obviously marked with
absurdly blonde wigs, and while the actors who play black characters wore slightly darkened
facial makeup and dark, curly-haired wigs, the good whites were not as obviously marked as
white, thereby looking more Korean than Caucasian. I argue that in this Korean production of
Hairspray, Korean audiences identify themselves with Tracy not only because she is the good
character and the main protagonist, but also because she is strategically unmarked and is
therefore the most Korean. Considering this, Hairspray in Korea provides an outlet for Koreans
to critique white America while maintaining their superiority over African Americans, marked as
darker-skinned and less fortunate.
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Unlike Hairspray, the revival of Dreamgirls did not have a single white character on
stage, except in a short piece of video footage. This meant that the only racial group on stage was
Korean, and none of the performers wore wigs or darkened makeup to mark themselves as black.
In dialogues and songs where they had to mention “white” people, the Korean lyrics were
translated into a non-descriptive pronoun, “them.”53 Moreover, because there is no verbal
recognition of the characters’ racial identity, the only way it is suggested is by their display of
the “African American groove,” which is not only a vague quality but also a caricatured
commodification of the racial stereotypes of African American culture. Due to these production
choices, the tension in the story was no longer simply between the African American characters
and the white hegemony. Rather, the more obvious and lasting tension became that between
Koreans (or a not-so-non-descriptive “us”) and white America (“them”).
Through analysis of the texts, performances, and reception of these two particular
productions, I write about where Koreans are situated in the triangular racial dynamic that is not
only about whites and non-whites, but white, black, and yellow. This chapter also engages with
the growing scholarly interest in globalization’s impact on racial dynamics at a global level,
especially about the impact of Americanization.
In the fourth chapter, I look at a Korean original musical titled Bballae [Laundry, or “to
do laundry,” 빨래], the most popular Korean original work that features a main character who is
not ethnically Korean. Bballae is a story about people who live in a ghettoized neighborhood.
The male lead of the story, Solongos, is a young man from Mongolia, an “illegal” immigrant
trying to make his “Korean Dream” come true in Korea. Since its premiere in 2005, the show has
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been revived almost every year, and several prominent Korean musical actors have performed
the male lead. While it is a small piece that gets produced at venues with 200 seats or less, it is
remarkably successful and the first musical to have an “illegal” immigrant as the main character.
The chapter covers the production history of the show as well as some textual analyses on
the story, which has a happy ending in that the sweet and hardworking Solongos marries a sweet
and hardworking Korean girl, Nayoung. By analyzing the text and performance of the musical, I
reveal that this happy ending is given to them as a reward for performing as faithful neoliberal
multicultural subjects, and that this musical explains how racial identity in Korea is conflated
with class identity. By looking at the Korean government’s public policies about
multiculturalism, and the musical’s coinciding rise in popularity, I argue that the success of
Bballae in Korea and beyond proves not only that the musical reflects and affects society, but
also that neoliberal multiculturalism is a global ideology that goes beyond the U.S.
I end my dissertation with a brief conclusion in which I explore the changing
circumstances of Korean musical theatre as K-pop and K-culture in general become more
popular outside Korea, especially in neighboring East Asian countries. With the country’s
growing awareness of and exposure to non-ethnic and non-racial Koreans residing in Korea,
racial politics in Korean musical theatre and the conventions of racial representations on Korean
theatrical stage will continue to change. This dissertation begins to open many doors to the study
of global musical theatre’s intersection with racial, ethnic, and national identities in our
increasingly neoliberal world.
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Chapter 1
The Development of Musical Theatre in Korea
The first time that Korean audiences saw a local, professional production of an American
musical was in August 1962, when an adapted and abbreviated version of Gershwin’s Porgy and
Bess opened at the Korea Research Institute for Dramatic Arts (Deurama Senta, or Drama
Center, KRIDA) in Seoul, a new theater that had just been completed in April of that year.54
DongA Ilbo, a local newspaper, described the production as the first “musical-drama” in Korea.55
Yu Chi Jin, the production’s director, explained that he had conceived the production as a
musical, which he saw as a genre with the potential to revitalize Korean theatre, which was then
competing with the rising popularity of films and other forms of popular entertainment.56 This
vision for musical theatre had its roots in his stay in the U.S. from 1956 to 1957, when Yu
received a sponsorship from the Rockefeller Foundation to spend a year studying U.S. theatre.
During that time, Yu saw productions of two long-running Broadway musical comedies, The
Pajama Game and Damn Yankees, and found musicals to be more accessible and fast-paced than
the spoken drama, with a greater potential to attract contemporary Korean audience in post-
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Independence, post-war Korea.57 When the KRIDA was completed in 1962, thanks in part to
continued support from the Rockefeller Foundation, Yu was appointed the manager/artistic
director of the venue. His vision for the KRIDA as a modern playhouse led him to introduce
American-style musicals in this new venue.58 While it is unclear why Yu chose Porgy and Bess
among other titles available to him at the time, one likely reason is that Yu had directed Po-ghi
(Porgy), an original play written by DuBose Heyward, in 1937, which would have made him
familiar with the plot.59 Although Yu chose the title he was ultimately too busy to direct the
show, and the responsibility largely fell to Lee Haerang, another playwright/director who studied
in the U.S. in 1955 with the sponsorship of the U.S. Department of State.60
According to the extant records and reviews, the cast was composed of contemporary
film stars who had two months to rehearse the songs and choreography under the guidance of
local talents. However, two-months-long rehearsal was not enough for a cast who had never
seen or performed in the genre of American musical theatre; it was even more difficult for the
staff, who had a very limited understanding of the form. Therefore, despite their efforts, the cast
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was never fully prepared or familiarized with the skills and conventions of musical theatre by the
opening night. Indeed, the actress who played Bess, Choi Jeehee, ended up lip-synching her
songs while another actress sang her part from backstage.61 Moreover, reviewers also noted cuts
made to the story, observing that only about 9 of the original songs were used in the
production.62 Despite such limitations, the KRIDA’s records reveal that the production
performed 34 times to over 15,000 audience members, making it more successful than most of
the shows that the KRIDA had previously staged during its inaugural season.63
If this record is any indication, it seems that Korean audiences enjoyed the production,
and that its ticket sales benefitted from the star-studded cast. The responses from the reviewers
were similarly positive, even though they noted the show’s limitations. Despite the obvious
shortcomings of the cast and staff, Cha Beomseok, an influential figure in the history of modern
Korean playwrights, commended them for bringing to life the “sorrows of the blacks and
troubles of mankind,” and noted that this was the first time that eumakgeuk (music drama) was
performed in Korea.64 Another reviewer whose pen name was Jin wrote a review in
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Kyeonghyang Sinmun [Kyeonghyang Newspaper], and noted the production’s shortcomings,
ranging from music, lighting, vocals, costumes, to the set on stage. However, the reviewer
concluded on a hopeful note, writing that it is “noteworthy that [this production] revealed a great
potential [in pioneering a new field].”65 On the other hand, Park Yonggu, a so-called renaissance
man who was a pioneer in establishing Korean musicals in the following years, argued that the
production’s use of music did not follow the conventions of musical theatre as a genre, as the
music functions only marginally to create stage ambience and mood rather than advancing the
story.66 Thomas Patterson, a professor of Dramatic Art at the University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, commented that he was able to see the potential of the cast in their performances of
black characters, and that the success of such portrayals may have resulted from the simplified
songs and choreography.67
From these short excerpts quoted above, one can conclude that the 1962 production of
Porgy and Bess was an important step towards a full-fledged musical theatre in Korea, and that
the efforts of the production team were noteworthy given their lack of training or experience in
this new genre. However, the greater importance of this production and its reviews lies in the
ways in which they provide a portrait, and even a microcosm, of the particular environment in
which musical theatre was introduced in Korea. This environment included those who had been
involved in modern (western) play making (Cha), and those who entered the field from more
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popular theatrical traditions (Park). Additionally, there was the American (Patterson), who
served as a mentor to aspiring playwrights and theatre artists such as Yu Chi Jin and Lee
Haerang, who studied under him. It is also worth mentioning that the KRIDA, the venue that Yu
Chi Jin was in charge of programming and running, was the second private theatre that was built
thanks to a donation from the Rockefeller Foundation.68 Furthermore, Cha used the word
“eumakgeuk” instead of calling the production a “musical,” while Park used “mood drama,” a
term that he coined to distinguish this production from musicals while also differentiating it from
its precursors. Patterson, the American reviewer, seems to have only commented on the cast’s
acting without mentioning the production’s merits as a musical. At the same time, it is also
evident that this production of Porgy and Bess may not have been conceived or realized without
the support of the Rockefeller Foundation, which served as a messenger of American capitalism
and anti-communism during the height of the Cold War.
The introduction and development of musical theatre in Korea, in other words, must be
understood within the context of the country’s relationship with the U.S., especially during the
years that followed independence and the Korean War. The U.S. had already embodied the
images of an altruistic savior, political ally, and role model in different contexts even before
1953. Once Japanese colonial powers left the Korean peninsula in 1945, the influence and
pervasiveness of American culture were quickly established, both voluntarily and involuntarily.
It was voluntary in that Syngman Rhee’s post-independence government (1948-1960) and
cabinet were manifestly pro-American. However, it was not entirely voluntary because the U.S.
exerted significant influence in making him the first president of Korea, primarily as a means of
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maintaining their control over Asia against the very palpable threats of communist countries such
as the Soviet Union and the People’s Republic of China.69
In considering the political climate of postwar Korea, one must account for the influx and
localization of American culture, with all its sociopolitical and cultural implications. To study
musical theatre’s position in Korea, especially in relation to Koreans’ understanding of the global
systems of race and their own racialized place in the world, this chapter begins with a brief
examination of Korea’s interactions with the U.S. to show how American culture shaped
Koreans’ understanding of race. By analyzing the ways in which musical theatre was imported,
developed, and utilized in Korea, I argue that musical theatre developed as a tool for the global
cultural, political, and economic advancement of Korea, as musical theatre occupies a
particularly ambivalent and politically potent space that generate and reflect a Korean imaginary
of the U.S., a synechdochical symbol of the rest of the world. I will also explain the musical’s
place and implications as a Korean institution, especially as it pertains to the development (or
lack thereof) of racialized identities, both on domestic and international levels.

Early Exposures to the U.S. and Other Cultures
The Korean public was exposed to American popular culture on a large scale during the
1930s, when American films shown in Seoul were a popular form of entertainment, especially
for social elites. However, both elite and non-elite Koreans had more significant exposure to
American culture by the turn of the twentieth century, when a sizeable number of American
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missionaries resided in various regions in Korea. How Koreans interacted with the white
missionaries from Europe and the U.S. will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter,
but it is important to note here that white missionaries, and especially American missionaries,
embodied the ideologies of the capitalist U.S. Moreover, the fact that most of the missionaries in
Korea worked as faculty in schools that were built to implement modern (western) educational
systems further cultivated among Koreans a certain kind of veneration towards the west. In a
context influenced by enduring traditions of Confucian ideals and philosophy, missionaries were
not considered to be more than teachers of knowledge and information, as seniors and mentors
from whom Koreans needed to learn in order to attain a similar level of civilizational
advancement. Therefore, in spite of initial hesitation and ambivalence, Koreans quickly saw the
merits of following the ways of the west, as the west’s civilizational superiority was clearly
exhibited in the form of military, material, and civilizational abundance (especially when
compared to what Koreans could afford at that time).70 Moreover, the severe and widespread
corruption that ravaged Koreans in both rural and urban areas during the Late Chosun period had
amplified the people’s desire for a radically different society, one that the modern and affluent
whites (including, and especially, missionaries) seemed to embody and preach.71
In the political realm, Korea was in desperate search for a western ally at the turn of the
century, as Korea faced many threats from other western countries; Korean government officials
deemed the U.S. the most just, fair, and trustworthy of these nations, in part thanks to the
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positive images of the U.S. painted by the missionaries.72 In 1883, when Korea established a
formal relationship with the U.S., Korean ambassadors who visited America returned with a
hand-written letter from President Garfield, which was viewed as both a promise of support for a
desperate young nation and a confirmation of the generosity of the U.S. Furthermore, unlike
other western powers that were more aggressive toward Korea, the U.S. seemed to maintain a
level of disinterestedness, which registered to many as gentlemanly and fair, particularly given
America’s status as a relatively young yet much-advanced nation. De-classified information
regarding the relationships between Japan and the U.S. reveals to us now that this
disinterestedness was largely the result of America’s diplomatic relationship with Japan, which
was intent on annexing Korea at the time.73 The Korean government had no knowledge of this,
and the presence of American missionaries in Korea contributed to a false faith in the U.S. In a
1903 letter that one of these missionaries, Horace N. Allen, wrote to the American Methodist
Mission on behalf of the people of Pyeongyang (who wanted the missionaries to found a trade
school focusing on technology), he pleaded that the U.S. was the only nation that could protect
and save Koreans by bringing them “out of their ignorance.” Allen exhibited great confidence in
the significant impact that the U.S. could exert, given Koreans’ strong faith in the U.S. and its
people.74
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It is important to note that the version of the U.S. that Koreans put their faith in was
profoundly white, leading Koreans to adopt American notions of race, and the affinity that
Koreans had with the “white” nation led them to view black people with a sense of superiority
and black culture as an object of consumption.75 The white foreigners and their culture signified
a more advanced modern civilization, and the fetishization of whiteness and white bodies (a
subject that will be further examined in the next chapter) also intensified throughout the 1920s
and 1930s. By the mid-1930s, about a third of the movies that were playing in Korean theaters
were from the west, and 90% of them were from the U.S.76 Despite the sensual nature of some of
these films, particularly in the eyes of conservative and Confucian Koreans, film quickly became
and remained as one of the most popular entertainment genres in Korea until the late 1930s. It
was also during this period that Koreans witnessed American musical films for the first time.
Early musical films that played in Korea include The Love Parade (1929) and a revue-style
musical Paramount On Parade (1930), both of which were produced by Paramount Pictures and
opened in Korea in October 1931.77 As Sun Young Yoo writes, the American culture that came
to Korea via Japan represented an unattainable modernity that Koreans desperately sought,
especially given their status as colonial subjects who lacked sufficient political or economic
autonomy to pursue the same kind of modernity as the U.S., which often manifested itself in
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material terms.78 As a fantasy and an illusion, American culture and its ideals represented in the
early musical films contributed to a greater fetishization of the white (American) bodies that
portrayed and proselytized the gospel of American material modernity.
During the 1920s and 1930s, Japanese colonizers continued their campaign to eradicate
and denigrate Korean culture and history as a means of legitimizing their political and social
control over Korea. Therefore, the spread of American culture served Japanese colonizers’
purposes by encouraging a sense of self-hatred among the Korean elites, as the modernity
portrayed in the western, mostly American, cultural products was precisely what Koreans could
not attain by themselves at the time. These images of modernity presented to Koreans sought to
prove that they were indeed inferior to the Japanese, as they had achieved a significant level of
modernization, proven by the historical fact that Japan became a colonizer. At the same time,
Koreans’ resentment towards Japanese colonization did not transfer to its views of the U.S., who
agreed to Japan’s annexation of Korea, and the U.S. remained a neutral, if not positive and
sympathetic, nation in Koreans’ naïve imagination.79 This explains why the Japanese colonial
government in Korea did not significantly regulate the influx of American culture until the late
1930s, when Japan began to prepare for an all-out war against the U.S. and the Allied forces.80
By then, Japan needed Koreans to be more fully assimilated into Japanese culture, ideals, and
philosophy so as to facilitate their recruitment for imminent Japanese military campaigns. With
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this goal in mind, Japanese colonial rule released a propaganda campaign titled “Japan and
Korea as One” [Nae Seon Il Che, ないせんいったい], which argued that Koreans and the
Japanese in fact shared a common ancestral root; Koreans, the theory purported, fell to the
unfortunate fate of having been separated from the great presence of the Japanese Emperor, thus
explaining Korean cultural inferiority. By this logic, Koreans could become like the Japanese in
their modern and advanced ways only by being assimilated into the customs and culture of the
Japanese Empire. This rhetoric of assimilation was further extended to the rest of East Asia, in
keeping with the political agenda of Japan’s Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere, which
was to create a political collective of Asian nations under the leadership of the Japanese Empire.
With this new initiative, Japanese colonial rule became harsher and more brutal, which resulted
in policies that tried to eradicate all that was regarded as unique to Korean culture or the result of
American influence.

Americanization in Post-Independence Korea
It was during the years that followed Korea’s independence and the Korean War that the
presence of Americans and American culture became far more significant. Japan’s colonization
came to an abrupt end when Japanese Emperor Hirohito announced a complete and immediate
surrender after the U.S. detonated two atomic bombs over Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945.
With Japan’s surrender, Korea was liberated, but the liberation was followed by a division of
Korea into the North and the South, the consequence of trusteeship by the Soviet Union and the
U.S. The result of external forces, this division planted the seeds of the Korean War in 1950 and
led to a deeper and more lasting break between the North and the South that coincided with the
rise of the global Cold War. The presence of the U.S.’ occupation army and its direct and indirect
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influence on Korea’s governance in this period aligned with American strategic interests: the
United States sought to suppress the growth of communism in Asia while maintaining its own
authority and influence, which was in keeping with its self-appointed responsibility for the
“welfare of the world capitalist system” following World War II.81
To help achieve its goals, the U.S. established army bases in several countries in East
Asia including South Korea. The ROK-U.S. Mutual Defense Agreement that came into effect in
1954, as well as the subsequent establishment of the United States Forces in Korea (USFK) in
1957, confirmed the U.S. military’s lasting presence in Korea. In addition to its military
presence, the U.S. also provided more than $1 billion in financial aid in the 1950s. Especially
during the 1950s and early 1960s, the U.S.’ increasing financial assistance brought with it greater
demands on Korean sovereignty, which resulted in greater influence on the Korean economy and
more privileged treatment of U.S. and U.S.-related businesses. That Korea became subordinate
to and dependent on the U.S. in the areas of national security and the economy also meant that
Koreans were more exposed, directly and indirectly, to American culture and policies. There
were, for example, civilians who worked with and for American soldiers who were stationed in
Korea, as well as a greater volume of cultural and material products imported from the U.S. Also
important to note is that the U.S. provided opportunities for Korean intellectuals (i.e. journalists,
scholars, businessmen, and administrators) to study the U.S. American capitalist system in the
U.S., thus imbuing the ruling classes of Korean society with aspects of American culture, in the
term’s broadest sense.82
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Another important aspect of the relationship between Korea and the U.S. during the
1950s is the material culture that America presented to war-ravaged South Koreans. Much like
the missionaries in Korea at the turn of the century, American soldiers embodied American
ideals and portrayed the U.S. not only as a liberator but also as a utopic world marked by
affluence and generosity. One phrase that captures this sentiment is “Gimme Chocolate,” which
Korean children would say to American soldiers on the street.83 Additionally, some people
smuggled “mije” (“made in the U.S.”) products obtained from stores in the U.S. army bases,
selling them at higher prices on the street to those who could afford them. Mije goods were of
better quality and greater variety, and they served to remind Koreans of the seemingly
unbridgeable gap that existed between their country and the U.S.
During the 1950s, the U.S.’ image as a liberator, idealized world of affluence, and the
epitome of modern civilization continued to spread and develop, in part providing a justification
for a corresponding spread of Americanization in Korea, a process that introduced and
implemented the systems and sensibilities of the U.S. and its people. This voluntary—in that
Koreans and the Korean government chose to emulate the U.S.—and involuntary—in that the
U.S. sought to strengthen and maintain its influence in post-war Korea through financial and
military support—process of Americanization served as a backdrop for the introduction and
increasing popularity of American musicals and other forms for American popular culture during
the 1960s, as Korea recovered from the war, and began to see the need to cultivate culture for
reasons that will be explained later in this chapter.84
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Local Popular Entertainment and Precursors to Musical Theatre
Before the introduction of American musicals, there were indigenous genres of musical
drama that accompanied storytelling with songs. They were categorized as changgeuk (창극) or
akgeuk (악극), and mostly followed the style and conventions of Korean traditional music, such
as pansori, or the popular music of the time (which often exhibited the influence of both
Japanese and American culture). Changgeuk was an extended form of pansori, a traditional form
of dramatic storytelling that involved singing accompanied by a drummer, who provided the beat
and served as an internal audience. While pansori was one of the most popular forms of
theatrical performance during the nineteenth century, it quickly became outdated in the twentieth
century with the growing influence of western culture. The development of changgeuk reflected
the desires of artists and the Korean government to transform a traditional art form that was
losing its audience into a more western and modern (and therefore more advanced) genre, while
still preserving Korean culture and a sense of nationalistic pride.85 Akgeuk, a transliteration of
Chinese characters that stand for music (ak) and drama (geuk), was a form of music drama that
prioritized storytelling with music and choreography.86 In many ways, akgeuk shared traits with
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American musicals, not only in its use of music and choreography, but also because it was a
popular entertainment that sought commercial gain. As popular entertainment, akgeuk was
rooted in a genre often called addeulaeksyon (아뜨랙숀), a transliteration of the English word
attraction. A popular genre that was comparable to western variety shows or revues, these short
pieces of entertainment developed further in the 1930s, and gave birth to akgeukdan (akgeuk
companies, 악극단) that offered revue-like entertainments, as well as akgeuk performances with
a cohesive plot that could be either an original story or familiar tropes and folktales (or a blend of
both).87
The last phase of akgeuk’s development was during the 1940s, when akgeuk evolved into
an indigenous genre of gageuk, whose name translates to song drama. Gageuk aligns most
closely with the genre of musical theatre, in that it features spoken dialogue interspersed by
songs. In light of this, Park No Hong and Park Man Kyu argue that the akgeuk and gageuk
performances during the 1940s and 1950s should be considered the first phase of the history of
musicals in Korea, though Park Yong Gu differentiates gageuk and akgeuk from musicals, and
labels the Korean original works that were written during the 1940s as hyangto gageuk (Local
Song Drama, 향토가극).88 According to Park Yong Gu, the difference is that hyangto gageuk
was similar to singspiel or opera, as it lacked what he considered to be the three core elements of
American-style musical theatre: stylized and choreographed mundane movements, satirical
attitudes toward social problems, and jazz rhythms that add vitality to the music. Hyangto
gageuk preceded the introduction of American-style staged musicals, which did not happen until
the 1960s; hyangto gageuk also relied more on the musical style that contemporary Korean
87
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audiences were familiar with, which had elements of Japanese and/or American popular songs of
the time. During the 1950s, akgeuk lost its popularity rather abruptly, partly due to the expansion
of the domestic film industry in the 1950s and partly because of a postwar ideological divide,
both of which contracted the pool of available actors and actresses for akgeuk. However, a more
significant and fundamental reason can be found in the views of theatre makers who had studied
overseas during the 1930s. Many of these artists, some of whom were instrumental in
establishing modern theatre in Korea (including musical theatre), considered akgeuk to be an
undesirable entertainment that debased the public who should be exposed to more modern and
western—and implicitly advanced—types of theatrical offerings. By the mid-1950s, these
intellectuals/theatre makers held offices such as that allowed them to make cultural policy and
affect the programming of theatres, effectively suppressing akgeuk to the point of its sudden
demise.89

The Politics of American Musical Theatre in Postwar Korea
In fact, the 1962 production of Porgy and Bess that was mentioned at the beginning of
this chapter was not the first staged production of an American musical in Korea. When U.S.
soldiers were stationed in Korea in the aftermath of the Korean War, American college students
had visited the army bases to provide entertainment for the soldiers, which included
performances of American musicals. Following Delaware University, whose students
performed The Tender Trap in 1958, students from Utah University (1960) and Kansas
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University (1960) had come and performed shows such as Damn Yankees and Brigadoon.90
While the students performed primarily for the soldiers stationed in Korea, these performances
were also open for the general public free of charge. Moreover, Delaware University students
are said to have invited the theatre program students from a local Korean college to work
together on some scenes, which would mark the very first time that Korean students worked with
an American director.91
The catalyst for musical theatre’s beginning in Korea, however, was the formation of
Yegrin Akdan (Yegrin Music Troupe, 예그린 악단), a major theatre company founded with
political and economic support from the government and devoted to producing musicals.92
Yegrin Akdan was first established in 1961, a few months after the military coup that toppled
pro-American Syngman Rhee’s government and began Park Chung Hee’s eighteen-year military
dictatorship in South Korea. Although ultimately funded by private companies, it was planned
and executed as part of a government project to rebuild the nation’s cultural foundations, and
also to compete with the lavish performances that North Korea offered at the time.93 The impetus
for building what would be considered a “minjok munhwa” (national culture) was from Park
Chung Hee, a “self-proclaimed nationalist” who sought to establish a positive national identity
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for Koreans and motivate the general public to work together to build up the impoverished
nation.94 In building this national culture, Park turned to Korean traditional culture, despite his
previous dismissal, if not outright criticism, of it. Park believed that a conservative modernism
that would not undermine his own authority could be cultivated by adopting some of the
traditional ways of thinking and living during the late 1960s when Yegrin Akdan was being
formed. Moreover, holding on to a “national culture” was an attempt to legitimize South Korea
in the eyes of the North Korean regime. Musicals, then, were useful, as they allowed South
Korea to demonstrate its competency in adapting/appropriating an American genre. Kim
Jongpil, then head of the Korean Central Intelligence Agency (KCIA), spearheaded the plan to
establish a Korean musical theatre, and mobilized his political power to gather enough sponsors
from the private sector to finance the inauguration and operations of Yegrin Akdan. While the
company may have pursued a high level of artistry, Kim Jongpil’s heavy involvement
demonstrates that Yegrin Akdan was designed from its inception to serve a political purpose by
providing South Korea a means of culturally upstaging North Korea’s big-budgeted, visualcentric propagandistic productions.95 Considering the influence of Yegrin Akdan on the history
of musicals in South Korea, it is significant that there was a political agenda behind the
company’s operations in its early years.
That Yegrin Akdan started as an akdan merits some explanation, as akdan is a
transliteration of the Chinese word 樂團, literally music troupe, which connotes a group that
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offers more musical entertainment than the traditional theatrical forms. It not only reflects the
legacy of akgeuk in Yegrin Akdan’s early years but also the company’s initial direction, which
changed drastically after its first phase of development; the group continued to break up and
regroup until 1972, when the company was subsumed under a series of national theatres
sponsored by the government.96 The first phase lasted approximate three years, during which
Yegrin Akdan focused on producing big-budget variety shows consisting of musical
performances and dance sequences that combined traditional and contemporary styles. The
inaugural production was titled Samcheonman’ui Hyangyeon (A Feast of 30 Million, 삼천만의
향연), and opened on January 13, 1962. It ran for five nights, with approximately 300 people
involved in the creation, running and performing in the show.97 Historians generally agree that
while it was an extravagant theatrical offering intended to compete with North Korean theatrical
offerings on an unprecedented scale, the lack of a cohesive plot to streamline disparate segments
seems to have taken a toll in the ticket sales.98 Until the company stopped operating in 1963,
there were four other productions in a similar style that Yegrin Akdan produced, but none of
them was well-received by audiences or critics, and the demise of this first phase was in part due
to the absence of an enthusiastic audience. However, more significant was that Kim Jong Pil, the
mastermind behind the company’s creation, lost his political influence when he was forced to
step down from his position as the head of KCIA. The decline in Kim’s political status also
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meant a weakening of support from Yegrin Akdan’s financial backers, which dealt the final blow
to that phase of the company’s existence.99
The second phase of Yegrin, which has been more influential in the development of
musical theatre in Korea, began in 1966 with the reinstatement of Kim Jong Pil. However, the
three years during which Yegrin Akdan was on an involuntary hiatus were also productive years
for early musicals in Korea. Contrary to popular belief, many theatre historians in Korea now
consider the first piece of musical theatre to be Saewoo Jabi (Shrimp Fishing, 새우잡이) by
Jesam Geukjang (The Third Theatre, 제 3 극장), produced in 1965. Jeon Sekwon, who was one
of the founding members of the troupe and its playwright/director, based the book and the lyrics
on a play of a similar title, Shrimp, that he had written in 1963.100 Saewoo (Shrimp, 새우) was a
satirical black comedy on the failed attempts of society’s embezzlers to escape punishment,
though Shrimp Fishing added a love story and slightly more developed characters.101 A dearth of
information on the score makes it difficult to discuss the original music, composed by O
Kyeongil, other than to note that the score was supposed to have combined traditional Korean
melodies with more western styles of music, which also hints at the show’s choreography.
Despite the struggles with a limited budget throughout the rehearsal process, the creative staff,
musicians, and cast seemed to have believed in the show. It officially opened on August 26,
99
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1965, scheduled for a short, two-night run at one of the government sponsored venues,
Myeongdong Gungnip Geukjang (Myeongdong National Theater, 명동국립극장).
However, the production had issues, and the biggest one among them was that its vision
was not communicated clearly to potential audiences, largely the result of the lack of marketing
and publicity budget. The first night’s performance had only three people sitting in the house,
which unnerved the musicians in the orchestra pit who had not been paid. The orchestra
demanded that they receive their payment before the performance began, and when their request
was not met, the musicians walked out before the producer could decide whether or not to open
the show to an audience of three people. The producers then scurried to secure a pianist who
helped them during the rehearsal process in order to open the show as planned. The second (and
last) night had a larger audience of 150 people, but it was already too late to placate the
musicians and coax them back to the show.102 Moreover, the reviews were rather harsh,
critiquing what they saw as a less-than-cohesive plot, sloppy set, and unimpressive acting.
Understandably, Shrimp Fishing was a flop, despite the buzz that it created among the theatre
makers of the time as the first, genuine effort to create an original Korean musical.103
In the same year, Jeon saw the touring production of Hello Dolly! featuring Mary Martin,
which came to Korea and performed for two nights: the first was for American soldiers, the
second for the public. This production of Hello Dolly! and the appearance of its star inspired and
motivated many aspiring musical theatre makers and artists, including Jeon.104
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Jeon subsequently gathered his creative staff for The Third Theatre’s next title, Kanibal
Sucheop (Carnival Note), which opened in July 1966 and received nine performances. Having
tasted a bitter failure with his previous work, Jeon made sure to hire a creative team that was
more experienced in and understanding of the genre of musical theatre. More importantly,
however, he also reached out to other companies for financial sponsorship, and found one that
promised unlimited financial support after hearing Jeon’s impassioned speech about his dream of
musical theatre and his desire to present that dream to the world.105 Carnival Note is a story
about college students’ love that is thwarted by the power and corruption of society, and was
meant to be “a narrative of love and conflict in the backdrop of a college campus.”106 After
several months of rehearsals and training, the show opened on July 22, 1966 before an
enthusiastic audience, drawing a total of 3,300 people over its 9 performances.107
Some of the noteworthy strategies and changes that Jeon implemented for Carnival Note
were drawn from his experiences with Shrimp Fishing, and included greater attention to the
vocal training and performance skills required for musical theatre. He also desired choreography
that better matched the director’s overall vision, and wanted to ensure that the show would have
broad popular appeal. Having seen the differences between the vocal styles of musicals and
opera, Jeon specifically asked the composer to write music that transitions smoothly from
dialogue to singing.108 For the production’s female lead, Jeon cast Lee Romi, who had been in
the 1962 production of Porgy and Bess and consequently went to the U.S. to study musicals and
worked as an ensemble member in a 1958 Broadway production of Flower Drum Song, and
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asked her to instruct the other ensemble members in musical theatre conventions.109 Aemo’ui
Norae (A Song of Love), one of the songs from Carnival Note, became a popular standard and is
still enjoyed by many.110 Moreover, Carnival Note was made into a radio drama by the Korean
Broadcasting System (KBS) in 1967, and the musical’s cast album was published in conjunction
with the radio drama.111
Therefore, when Yegrin Akdan was reinstituted in 1966 on the wishes of Kim Jongpil,
there was a greater awareness of the genre among the public and theatre makers.112 The second
phase of Yegrin Akdan was also politically fraught as South Korea continued to compete with
North Korea while trying to placate the public in the midst of a series of unsettling incidents
within and outside Korea. These incidents included sporadic acts of terrorism from North Korea,
domestic agitation against the dictatorship, and South Korea’s involvement in the Vietnam
War.113 In light of these circumstances, Park Yonggu, the newly appointed company manager of
Yegrin Akdan, persuaded Kim that they should exclusively produce American-style musical
theatre. Having studied in Japan during the 1930s and worked closely with the members of
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Dongkyeong Haksaeng Yesuljwa (Tokyo Students Art Theater, 동경 학생예술좌—established
by Korean students in Tokyo to study and produce original shingeki plays), Park was already
familiar with American-style musicals before joining the company. According to Park, American
musical theatre’s “vitality,” which derived from African American jazz rhythms, was key in
competing against North Korea’s large-scale shows that could impress an audience with
spectacle and grandeur. While it is difficult to interpret exactly what is meant by the term
“vitality,” one can assume that Park was referring to the room for improvisation and freedom that
is commonly found in jazz music, and to the satirical humor in shows such as My Fair Lady
(1956) and The King and I (1951) that he used as examples of American musicals in his
interview. Park further argued that North Korea would never adopt American cultural forms, at
least not officially and openly, given their antagonism toward the U.S. and its principles. 114
With Park’s clear vision for instituting musical theatre for Korea, the direction and
specific operations of this phase of the company differed significantly from those of its initial
phase. First of all, Park ordered all of Yegrin Akdan’s productions to be publicized as “Yegrin
Musicals” as a way of announcing the beginning of the Korean tradition of musical theatre, and
claiming a legacy that Yegrin Akdan was to further establish in years to come. In order to
localize this foreign form, Park created an in-house research team whose goal was to collect
Korean folk tales and legends as source materials for an original Korean musical. At the same
time, the research team organized the first-ever in-house symposium on musical theatre in May
1966. The first of the symposium’s two days was dedicated to discussing the ways by which
traditional performances could be modernized, while the second was dedicated to discussing the
feasibility of creating a Korean-style musical. William H. Quiety, a professor and Jesuit priest at
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Sogang University who had produced an amateur musical production with his students in 1965,
presented a keynote speech addressing the conventions of American musicals and what Korean
creators could do to negotiate the different cultural contexts.115 After two days of panel
presentation and discussions, the conference participants concluded that U.S. and U.K musical
theatre examples could not be anything more than references for Koreans, and that Koreans
needed to develop their own materials to appeal to local audiences.116
With this guidance, Park Yonggu and Yegrin Akdan’s research team chose the source for
Yegrin Akdan’s first original musical, Saljjagi Obseoye (Sweet, Come to Me Stealthily, 살짜기
옵서예). It was adapted from a folk tale titled Baebijangjeon (The Story of Baebijang,
배비장전), which pokes fun at the hypocrisy of aristocrats while centering on a love story
featuring a courtesan and an aristocrat overcoming class barriers. After selecting the story, Park
contacted Kim Youngsu, a novelist with experience in writing radio plays, to write the book for
the musical. Although he did not have any experience in the genre, Kim was able to write the
book, while Park Yonggu penned the lyrics for all the numbers. Choi Changkwon, whose
training was in western classical music, wrote the music.
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University. The production performed nine times over five days (April 19-23). Supposedly, more
than 2500 people saw the show, and the production was invited by many government offices and
expat communities. Chun Hyang Song was written and performed in English, which may have
been one of the reasons the production received such public attention. Yu argues that this project
was designed with an educational purpose in mind for the students, but also for the expat
communities in Seoul. While the success of this show also set the stage for Korean musical
theatre, Yoo further critiques the project by noting that the English musical that became the
Sogang Drama Club’s legacy also served to privilege the anglocentric programming of musicals
in South Korea. Yoo Inkyeong, 114-115.
116
Park Mankyu, 205.
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Park was also cognizant of the genre’s origins in and relationship to popular culture. He
saw the centrality of the musical’s middle-class audience in the U.S., and the importance of
addressing the interests of this demographic to firmly establish the genre in Korea. Park cast
Patty Kim, a popular pop singer at the time, and further capitalized on Kim’s fame by having her
record her character’s main theme song prior to the show’s opening. He aired the recording on
radio programs to entice the middle-class demographic. Park’s marketing plan worked, as the
theme song’s popularity provided a powerful boost to ticket sales during the show’s initial
production, which was almost sold out for its three-day-run at the 3,000 seat Seoul Civic Center.
Park also magnified the satirical treatment of the aristocrats, as he believed that satire and
tongue-in-cheek humor were vital elements in the tradition of American musical theatre.117
Park’s vision paid off, and the audience and critics were further enthused about the success of
Sweet, Come to Me. It was praised for heralding a new era of musical theatre and served as a
model that captured Korean sensibilities through the music, story, and pathos; it also received
positive remarks for successfully adapting the western form of musical theatre for a local
audience. The successful inaugural production of Yegrin Akdan’s second phase was followed by
two more relatively well-received productions of new musicals, Kkotnimi, Kkotnimi, Kkotnimi
(The Prettiest Bride in the World, 꽃님이 꽃님이 꽃님이) in 1967 and Dae Chunhyang Jeon
(The Grand Story of Chunhyang, 대춘향전) in 1968.
In addition to Sweet, Come to Me, however, another important production that opened in
1966 was a revival of Porgy and Bess, directed by Yu Inhyeong, Yu Chi Jin’s daughter who had
come back from the U.S. after finishing her Master’s degree in Directing at Trinity College.118
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Unlike the 1962 production that featured only 9 numbers, the revival production utilized
approximately 20 of the original numbers, and had an 8-piece live band. Moreover, to supply the
production with more authentic costumes, the artistic team reached out to Miss Statler, who was
in charge of entertainment at the U.S. army base in Seoul. Rehearsals began in June 1966, and
the production opened in November, running for approximately two weeks to favorable reviews
that praised the overall production, despite noting several limitations. One of the reviewers
commented on the lack of “Black pathos,” observing that “the effect of black gospel songs was
reduced.”119 The original music of Porgy and Bess would not have been available for the Korean
audience, and considering that Porgy and Bess is in fact not gospel music raise an interesting
point regarding Koreans’ expectations for this musical about black people, which will be taken
up further in the following chapter. For now, it suffices to say that it revealed the gap between
the reviewer’s expectations and the reality of (re)presenting African Americans on stage with
Korean bodies, voices, and language.
In considering these early examples, it is difficult to tell whether or not the musicals
produced during the second phase of Yegrin Akdan affected South Korea’s relationship with the
North in the manner intended by the project’s founders. Yegrin Akdan’s influence in South
Korea, however, is not in question, as it cradled fledgling musical theatre artists and strengthened
the foothold of American cultural influence. Unfortunately, Kim Jong Pil did not agree with
Yegrin Akdan’s direction during its second phase, as he wanted more spectacles in the fashion of
Radio City shows.120 The disagreement was particularly unfortunate as it resulted in a change in
Yegrin Akdan’s leadership, which thwarted the momentum on discussions of further localization
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of the American form. In the following years, Yegrin Akdan endured additional leadership
changes and renamings, and was subsumed under Gungnip Gamudan (National Song and Dance
Company, 국립가무단) in 1973. During the changes of the late 1960s, there were fewer
centralized efforts to create musicals among the smaller, privately sponsored companies that
were inspired by Yegrin Akdan’s success. The 1967 Korean language production of Man of La
Mancha, titled Dongkihote (Don Quixote, 동키호테) in Korean, as well as smaller original
productions such as Galdae’ui Norae (The Song of the Reed, 갈대의 노래; 1964) and
Jungmaehapsida (Let’s Do an Arranged Marriage, 중매합시다; 1968), were some of the few
examples that reveal the sustained interest among the theatre makers in creating musical theatre
that local audiences could respond to.121
During musical theatre’s foundational years, the new genre, combined with the pervasive
Americanization that swept across the country in cultural, economic, and political realms, served
the political as well as cultural demands of the new nation and proved to be a particularly apt
medium through which the Korean government could proselytize the benefits of American
modernity, Korea’s cultural and economic developments, and hence Park’s legitimacy during his
dictatorship.

Bootleg Productions and Local Artists During the 1970 and 1980s
In the 1970s and 1980s, musical theatre continued to be a popular form of live
entertainment, though it received relatively little attention as an industry or as a popular
theatrical form from the public or critics. In fact, the 1970s and 1980s were the decades in which
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Dongkihote ran for six days from October 18 to 23, and about 5,000 people are thought to
have seen the show. Yoo Inkyeong, 94.
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Korea’s government-led rapid industrialization set the capitalist, materialistic course that the
nation was to take in the years that followed. With this industrialization came changes in the
social status of Koreans, as the traditional class hierarchy based on professions and family
lineage became influenced and informed by changes in economic status, education levels, and/or
cultural exposure. In terms of industrialization, it is important to note that the growth of the
nation’s wealth was dependent on the scale of its exports.122
During this time, the repertoire of original musicals created by local artists was joined by
bootleg Korean-language productions of American musicals. While there were more notable
original productions in the 1970s, the most notable productions of the 1980s were imported titles,
one of which was Andrew Lloyd Weber’s Jesus Christ Superstar, which premiered on Broadway
in 1971. Produced by Hyundae Geukjang (Hyundae Theate Company, 현대극장), a theatre
company that was inaugurated in 1976 dedicated to producing commercial productions of
musicals, Jesus Christ Superstar premiered in Korea in February 1980 at NTOK, under the title
Supeosta Yesu Geuriseudo, which is a transliteration of the original English title.123 Following its
premiere, the title received at least 14 different productions in 1980 alone, with 220,000
attendees over 124 performances. While the story of Jesus Christ Superstar is not necessarily in
line with the messages of evangelical Christianity, Korean producers adapted the script to
accentuate the portrayal of Jesus on stage as the savior all people, rather than just the Israelites,
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The heavy reliance on export goods is particularly important in understanding the Korean
government’s focus on exports and expansion in the development of the contemporary (2017)
musical theatre industry.
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Established in 1976, Hyundae Geukjang’s vision was to create more works for children and
teenagers as a means of cultivating theatrical appreciation. While they also produced some
western spoken drama, they primarily focused their efforts on musicals. Given the lack of proper
training available for actors interested in musicals, Hyundae Geukjang founded Hyundae
Yeongeuk Academi (Hyundae Theatre Academy) and also developed an unrealized plan to create
stress-relieving theatrical activities for working-class audiences. Park Mankyu, 370.
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while condemning Judas for his betrayal.124 Such changes were possible because they produced a
pirate production, as Korea was not part of the Universal Copyright Convention (UCC) until
1987. In fact, as Park Mankyu writes in his recollection, Hyundae Geukjang copied and learned
the music by listening to the original recordings, instead of obtaining original copies from the
right holders.

Figure 1-1 Cover Image of a Souvenir Program for the 1980 Premiere of Jesus Christ Superstar
It is also important to note that the popularity of Jesus Christ Superstar in Korea during
the 1980s was a direct result of the growing presence of evangelicalism in Korea. Some of the
newspaper articles addressing the production foreground the importance of the performers’
personal faith, and the souvenir program features essays by Cho Hyangrok, then-chairman of the
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Park explains that the musical was considered offensive to some Christians when produced on
Broadway, but that such criticisms were avoided in the Korean production through minor script
changes and by enlisting support from the local Christian authorities. Additionally, Park alleges
the biggest difference between the Korean production and the West End production was that
Judas was buried on the ground while Jesus was lifted to the sky at the end. Ibid., 376.
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Korea Seminary School, Ha Yongjo, a pastor of Yeonyein Gyohwe (Celebrity Church), and
Taesoo Kim, an editor at the Gidokgongbosa (The Offical Newsletter of the Presbyterian Church
of Korea), to name but a few. The cover image of the program also clearly marks this production
as Korean, as it depicts the Bible story of Jesus walking on the water to save Peter, one of his
apostles, from drowning. Originally a work from the 1950s by Korean painter Kim Kichang
(1913-2001), the image was a part of the series titled, Yesu’ui Sangae (The Life of Jesus, 예수의
생애), in which Kim reimagined vignettes of Jesus’ life in traditional Korean settings. His work
reified and appropriated Jesus’ position as the savior of all people, including Koreans.125 The use
of this particular painting, which portrays Jesus in Korean traditional garb, along with the short
greetings and reflections that appeared inside the program, emphasizes the producers’ desire to
communicate a religious message with the Korean bootleg production of Jesus Christ Superstar.
In the same year, Gaspel (Godspell, 가스펠) also premiered in Korea, produced by
Mirinae (The Milky Way, 미리내), a theatre company that was dedicated to producing smaller
sized commercial musicals. It also became a popular title for churches and Christian groups
during the 1980s until Korea joined the UCC in 1987.126 Before this came into effect, other
bootleg productions such as Evita (1981), Sound of Music (1981), Guys and Dolls (1983), and
Annie (1985) had been produced; the UCC, however, gradually discouraged producers from
borrowing existing works from the U.S. without securing proper copyrights, and encouraged
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While his vibrant and robust strokes were well appreciated, Kim Kichang’s reputation has
been tarnished in the last decade or so following accusations he willingly cooperation with the
Japanese colonial government in Korea. He has denied the accusations.
126
The relationship between Christianity and the development of musical theatre and performers
in Korea is a politically and socioculturally fraught topic that warrants additional study. While
such research is beyond the scope of this project, suffice it to note that Christianity was a factor
in the development of musical theatre in Korea.
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local artists to create their own original material. However, the UCC did not protect the
copyrights of works created before October 1987, and producers continued to produce them until
1996 when the Berne Convention came into effect in Korea, which provided protections for all
titles created since 1957.127 The first title that properly secured licenses for a local, Koreanlanguage production was a 1994 mounting of Guys and Dolls, produced by ACOM (Arts
Communications), a company that is best known for its productions of The Last Empress and
Hero, both of which received productions in New York in 1996 and 2011, respectively.

Global Korea’s Battle of the Cultures and Musical Theatre
In fact, ACOM’s The Last Empress represented the Korean government’s general
sentiments and the direction of its campaigns to make the nation more prepared and open
towards the global market at the time. During the 1990s, segyehwa (globalization) initiatives
were implemented in all aspects of Korean domestic industries, and musical theatre was not an
exception to the trend of globalization. Granted, segyehwa, as a term, had been in use prior to the
1990s, but it became a specific brand and a motto in 1995, when President Kim Young Sam
declared it to be the nation’s slogan as Koreans sought to build a “first-class country.”128
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According to a supplementary provision in the 1995 Copyright Law in Korea, cease-anddesist orders are not applied to secondary creations produced before 1995 based on works whose
copyrights are protected under the Berne Convention, given the secondary works had already
been produced before the convention came into effect. However, the law stipulates that the
original creators can demand a significant amount of compensation for any of the secondary
works offered after December 31, 1999. Geukdan Daejung (Theatre Company People, 극단
대중) filed suit against Australia’s Really Useful Group (RUG) for their 2000 production of Cats
that obviously borrowed much from Andrew Lloyd Weber’s Cats, and lost the suit based on the
above-mentioned supplementary provision. 2010 Nyeon Gongyeongwa Jeojakgwon (2010 년
공연과 저작권, Performance and Copyright 2010), (Seoul: Korea Arts Management Service,
2011), 22.
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Samuel S. Kim, Korea’s Globalization, (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press,
2000), 1.
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Initially, the campaign was a vague, catch-all concept that urged individuals and corporations to
meet global standards in almost all aspects of life; it soon became more specific in its economic
association with neoliberalism, as the dominance of neoliberal capitalism in the global economy
became more evident throughout the 1990s and beyond. In his inaugural speech, Kim Dae Joong,
Kim Young Sam’s successor, explicitly recognized the importance of the economy and culture in
the twenty-first century, declaring that “we must keep expanding trade, investment, tourism, and
cultural exchanges in order to make our way in the age of boundless competition.”129 The need
for “expansion” has always been particularly apparent in Korea’s economy, and has often been
promulgated as the only viable option if Korea’s many industries are to prosper and sustain
themselves. That South Korea’s rapid economic development during the 1970s and 1980s
depended significantly on the export of manufactured goods legitimated such an attitude.
Given these circumstances, the theatrical productions that were most prominent in Korea
during the 1990s are particularly telling, in that they embodied the sentiments of globalization.
One of the most important productions in the 1990s was The Last Empress, which toured in the
U.S., U.K., and Canada, mostly playing to the Korean expat population in various cities.
Produced by ACOM International, a production company based in Seoul, and directed by Ho Jin
Yoon, the CEO and lead producer at ACOM, The Last Empress depicted the life and death of
Queen Min, a controversial figure whose pro-Russian and anti-Japanese position was a hindrance
for the plans of Japanese officials who were keen on annexing Korea at the turn of the twentieth
century. Queen Min was killed by Japanese assassins, and the musical portrays her as a symbol
of the forces and virtuous efforts of Koreans who tried to protect their nation from the evil
Japanese colonizers. It premiered in Korea at the end of 1995, and garnered significant praise
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and many accolades including Best Musical at the second Hanguk Musical Daesang (Korea
Musical Awards) in 1996. The reviews praised the talented cast as well as the production’s visual
elements that helped tell the story, while also noting the story’s slow initial development as a
weakness of the show.130 The Last Empress is significant in that it was the first Korean original
production with a sizeable budget (1.2 billion KRW, approximately 12 million USD) that
managed to make a profit during its premiere. However, what really contributed to the
production’s domestic success and reputation in the following years were the overseas
productions that The Last Empress received in New York in 1997 and 1998, when it was
publicized as the first original Korean musical that managed to perform on [sic] “Broadway.” 131
Yoon also brought touring production to Los Angeles (1998, 2004), London (2002), and Toronto
(2003).
Many of the reviews for these tour productions were mixed, with most praising the visual
elements and vocal skills of the performers while critiquing the naïve and simplistic (if not
confusing) portrayal of the incidents and characters involved in specific historical events
involving complex nation-state dynamics.132 Some news articles at the time also predicted The
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DongA Ilbo, “Myujikeol Myeongseonghwanghooreul Bogo” [After seeing The Last Empress]
January 6, 1996.
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Although the production was at the Lincoln Center, it was presented not at the Vivian
Beaumont Theater, which would have counted as a Broadway house, but at the David H. Koch
Theater, in a special week-long engagement. However, many local newspapers in Korea falsely
publicized the production as the first Korean musical to be performed on Broadway. While false,
it was an effective claim when it came to increasing ticket sales when The Last Empress returned
to Korea and received a revival production in 1997. DongA Ilbo, “Myeongseonghwanghoo,
Beurodeuweiga Hannoone Banaetda.” [The Last Empress Charmed Broadway At First Sight],
Aug. 24 1997.
132
The production received the harshest criticism in London, in part because of an unsuccessful
attempt to perform everything in English instead of using English subtitles. Yoon reversed this
decision for the subsequent Toronto and Los Angeles runs, arguing that the English production
of The Last Empress inevitably lost the inherent lyricism and musicality of the Korean
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Last Empress’ success would lead to further economic benefits for Korean entrepreneurs and
businesspeople; one anecdotal report tells of an associate at Lincoln Center who said that they
would buy “Korean cars” as a result of having been impressed by The Last Empress.133 Much
has been (and remains to be) written about The Last Empress’ overseas productions, such as the
work of Hyunjung Lee, who explores the relationship between Korea’s segyehwa initiatives and
the journeys of these productions. 134 For this project, however, what matters more about The
Last Empress is that it inspired local talents who became role-models for local producers by
demonstrating the possibility of exporting original Korean works to Broadway and the West End,
and planted the seeds for a second generation of producers who dreamed of Broadway, which
will be discussed later.
The 1990s was the decade during which the first generation of “musical theatre” actors
and creators were cultivated, almost all of whom were involved in a small production titled
Jihacheol Ilhoseon [Subway Line #1, 지하철 1 호선], a Korean adaptation of the German
musical Linie 1, originally created by Volker Ludwig in 1986 based on the people of Berlin. Kim
Minki, a well-known folk singer who had his own theatre company called Hakjeon, was
contacted by Kim Kwangrim, a playwright/director who thought that Kim Minki was the only
one who could tackle the theatre-in-the-round quality of Linie 1. Originally a musical about

production. Mary Nersessian, “The Tweaking of The Last Empress,” The Globe and Mail, Aug.
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Hyunjung Lee, an assistant professor at Kansai Gaidai University in Osaka, Japan, has written
extensively on the relationship between the two productions and Korea’s national undertaking to
become more global during the 1990s. For more, see Hyunjung Lee Performing the Nation in
Global Korea: Transnational Theatre. (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015).
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people on a Berlin subway line, the setting of Subway Line #1 was shifted to Korea, and included
issues and characters addressing Korea’s reunification and democratization, thereby fully
Koreanizing the script. Moreover, Subway Line #1 was the first production at a small venue to
utilize a live band, thereby changing industry conventions that had relied on recorded music for
musicals produced at smaller venues.135 Subway Line #1 opened in 1994, and was performed
nearly 4,000 times, running seasonally for 15 years until it closed in 2008. Other notable
productions during the 1990s include an Asian tour production of Cats (1994) that originated in
Australia, and 42nd Street (1996). While Cats was significant in that it was the first-ever Englishlanguage tour production that came to Korea, 42nd Street perhaps merits more attention as it was
the first production where a Korean production company, Samsung Entertainment Group,
collaborated with Troika Entertainment based in the U.S., to produce a Korean-language
production.136 The creative and technical staff from Troika Entertainment joined the Koreanlanguage production, and hired six non-Korean actors and actresses as ensemble members that
performed alongside the Korean cast.137 As the first production that required its cast to follow
Troika’s instructions in greater detail, 42nd Street not only identified the next generation of
musical theatre actors, but also helped to cultivate a new musical theatre audience during the
1990s.
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During the 1990s, Munhwa Jeonjaeng gained currency as a phrase. Combining the
Korean words for culture and war, it is best translated as “Battle of the Cultures.” Unlike the
phrase “culture war” in American English, which is often plural and refers to ideological battles
between conservatives and liberals or religion and secular society, the Korean phrase munhwa
jeonjaeng rather refers to the competitive nature of the global culture industry, in which nationstates vie to secure and advance cultural superiority and dominance over other cultures and
peoples.138 Much like segyehwa, the phrase had already been in use, but it was during the 1990s
that it gained currency as a call-to-arms for all those involved in creating and circulating culture.
In 1996, Yoon Jaegeun, a scholar of Korean literature, advocated for the creation of stronger and
distinctive culture, given weaker cultures often end up conquered or consumed by the strong.
According to his argument, all cultural exchanges inevitably become competitions among
cultures once the disparities and differences between cultures are recognized by the involved
parties. He criticized the indiscriminate acceptance of western culture by Koreans at the expense
of their own, and argued for a renewed interest in and support of what is distinctively Korean in
order to sustain a strong foundation that would make it possible to adapt elements of western
culture without losing what is Korean.139 When comparing his argument with the 1960s’ call for
a national culture, Yoon can be seen as a further manifestation and articulation of the 1960s’
nationalistic mandate in the age of globalization.
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Granted, one could criticize his protectionist arguments as somewhat outdated and
paradoxical, if not troubling, given the heterogeneous nature of what he considers “Korean”
culture. However, it is clear that his arguments are reflected in the productions of The Last
Empress and Cookin,’ another original Korean production that was created in the 1990s with a
view to attracting foreign audiences within and outside Korea.140 Both The Last Empress and
Cookin’ drew their materials from obviously Korean subjects and delivered them as musical
theatre, a medium that would be make the content more accessible to foreign, especially New
York, audiences. In that sense, these efforts in the 1990s successfully marked the genre of
musical theatre as an effective vessel to help Korea compete in the fierce “battle of the cultures”
that they were facing.
In the phrase “battle of the cultures,” the specific identity of the “enemy” is frequently
and intentionally left ambiguous, and the phrase often ends up emphasizing the need for the
domestic mobilization of resources and commending the efforts of those who are “battling”
unknown enemies and competitors outside Korea.141 Considering the U.S.’s cultural policies are
based on the cultural imperialism of Pax Americana, Kang Joon-man, a media and
communications scholar based in Korea, argues that over the years, the global battle for culture
has become inherently a conflict between the pervasive hegemony of the U.S. and American
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Originally titled Nanta (난타) in Korean, Cookin’ is a piece of physical theatre with heavily
choreographed movements that also generate percussive music in the fashion of STOMP. After a
successful run at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in 1998, Cookin’ was produced at New York’s
New Victory Theater on 42nd for a short run in 2003, and moved downtown to Minetta Lane
Theater in the next year, where it ran for over a year. The story is set inside a kitchen that is
preparing for a traditional Korean ceremony wedding reception, and the movements and sounds
were based on Korean traditional music, dance, and martial arts. For more information, see
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culture and the rest of the world, at least in the phenomenon’s current phase; American culture is
already the norm in many parts of the world.142 I take his view further and argue that many
nation states try to undermine America’s cultural hegemony while simultaneously seeking to
emulate it in order to gain some foothold in the global culture industry, thereby reaping some
political and economic benefits as the U.S. has proven with their films, television, as well as
musical theatre.
Applying such an argument to the Korean musical theatre industry raises an interesting
series of questions about contemporary musical’s cultural and political position, as well as the
government’s investment in its transnational expansion. In addition to seeing the political,
socioeconomic, and cultural implications of the spread of American culture throughout the
world, the rising popularity and dissemination of K-pop (and K-culture, generally) in the 2000s
revealed to government officials the potential of Korean cultural products to further the nation’s
advancement in the global race for power and influence. With this in mind, it seems clear that the
motivations of the domestic media, business, and (especially) the Korean government are
directed towards “claiming and expanding cultural territory.”143 Putting aside the chilling
implications of cultural imperialism in such rhetoric, it is clearly manifest when Korean musicals
cross national borders, there is an expectation that these transnational products carry with them
the metaphorical—as well as literal and physical—Korean flag to wave as a symbol of victory.144
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The Financial Crisis of 1998, Hallyu, and the Explosive Growth of Musical Theatre in the
2000s
The current businesses and financial climate, as well as the conventions of musical
theatre productions in Korea directly result from the massive restructuring efforts occurring
under the supervision and strict measures of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which
oversaw Korea’s bailout program after the 1998 financial crisis. During the years under IMF
supervision, massive restructuring plans were carried out for big corporations, which involved
laying off a great number of workers; the value of liquid assets grew as those were the sorts of
investments that guaranteed quick turnarounds. Workers became increasingly expendable, and
neoliberal ideals were ushered in with the South Korean government’s blessings. With lowered
barriers in the financial markets, greater numbers of both domestic and international investors
began to look for opportunities in Korea.
This was the backdrop against which musical theatre industry gained the momentum that
would explode the following decade, particularly with the unprecedented success of the Korean
local production of The Phantom of the Opera. The production opened at the end of 2001 and ran
for about 7 months to mostly sold-out houses, drawing about 240,000 enthused audience
members from across the nation. The success of The Phantom of the Opera drew the attention of
corporate investors, who thought that big-budgeted musicals could be great investments, possibly
encouraged by analyses that painted rosy pictures of the musical theatre industry at the time.
One newspaper article titled “Keundondeurin Myujikeol Keundon Beoreojunda” (Big Budgeted
Musical Makes the Big Bucks), used The Phantom of the Opera as an example, stating that the
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production costs were 12 billion KRW, with profits of 19.2 billion KRW (approximately $110
million and $170 million, respectively).145
From 2003 through 2006, the Korean musical theatre industry grew exponentially.
Following the success of The Phantom of the Opera, a local production of Jekyll and Hyde in
2004 set a new record and heralded the beginning of celebrity marketing to musical theatre,
which remains to be the most reliable sales and marketing strategy for most producers as of
2018. Following Jekyll, a local production of Mamma Mia! in 2005 also welcomed 200,000
audience members. The titles of the big-budgeted Broadway musicals that were introduced
during these years include, Broadway 42nd Street (2004), Beauty and the Beast (2004), Aida
(2005), The Producers (2005), Sound of Music (2005), and the list goes on. Smaller productions
such as Little Shop of Horrors, Assassins, and Man of La Mancha were also introduced as a part
of special program called Myujikel Yeoljeon (Musical Series) that existed in Seoul in 2004 and
2005.
Amidst all the licensed productions, 2004 was also the year when the commercial
productions of Kim Jong Wook Chakki (Finding Mr. Kim) and Bballae (Laundry), two small
Korean original musicals that became legendary the following decade, received their first public
productions. Encouraged by the success of small original musicals telling stories familiar to local
populations, several new grants and programs were instituted to foster creators of Korean
original musicals. These were mostly sponsored by the national and municipal governments, as
well as by large corporations that tried to connect corporate social responsibility with the new
trend. As one can imagine, these initiatives were accompanied by growing anxiety, as well as
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constructive discussions about how to develop original, Korean-language musicals that could
compete in a market dominated by the big-budgeted, licensed musicals that earned handsome
fees and royalties. Op-ed articles began to suggest the introduction of a musical quota system,
much like the screen quarter system that protected the Korean original film industry from being
completely overshadowed by Hollywood films.146
Sometime during this period, a time that seemed to be filled with exciting changes and
opportunities, people began using the phrase, “Myujikeol’ui Saneobhwa” (Industrialization of
Musical Theatre, 뮤지컬의 산업화). A quick online search of the phrase reveals that the idea
was first in circulation in 2001, a year before the success of The Phantom of the Opera.
However, it gained currency during the years that followed The Phantom’s success, and those in
the industry began discussing how to build this fledgling market into an industry embracing a
standardized or formulaic process that could guarantee a more stable and cost-effective system.
One of the problems in building a musical theatre industry in Korea, however, was that the
domestic population and musical theatre-goers were hardly sufficient to sustain an already
saturated market, even as early as 2004.147 Moreover, the limited number of “stars” that could
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A plan was introduced in 2008 and again in 2013, named the “stage quota system,” but it does
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Stage Quota-Focused on In-Depth Interviews with Expoerts,” (in Korean) Hankook Contents
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Audience and fan culture in Korean musical theatre is a subject that deserves a study of its
own that yield interesting findings on how and why certain musicals are and become popular,
and are produced at all in the first place. For now, it is important to note that the fact that the
majority of Korean musical theatre goers are young females in their 20s and 30s, and their taste
and appetite impact a great deal on the direction of the development of musical theatre.
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sell tickets inevitably drove up production costs, forcing producers to look elsewhere to grow
audiences and sustain the every-increasing production costs.148
This was the motivation behind the trends of the late 2000s, when the musical theatre
industry was swept up in the rapid spread of Korean popular culture, Hallyu (한류, literally
Korean Wave). Before it became a global phenomenon with the Korean popular singer PSY’s
Gangnam Style in 2012, the reach of hallyu’s early ripples were relatively contained, as it was
first known only in Japan and China. The spread of Korean popular culture began with a couple
of Korean television dramas that became popular in China at the end of the 1990s, when Korea
was seeing the first generation of Korean “idol” stars. Reflecting the rising popularity of Korean
popular music in China, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism (now the Ministry of Culture,
Tourism, and Sports) in Korea spent 150 million KRW (approximately $150,000) to make a
compilation record of Korean popular songs. The result was the album titled 韓流 (Hallyu) –
Song from Korea, for the 6,000 Chinese language album, and Korean Pop Music for the 3,000
Japanese and 3,000 English language albums. This is said to have been the earliest official use of
the term “hallyu” in Korea.149 What began with the popularity of Korean drama soon spread to
Korean popular songs and singers, resulting in the coining of another term, K-pop. During the
late 2000s, so-called “idols” such as Girls Generation, Super Junior, TVXQ, KARA, Big Bang,
and 2PM, were produced and managed by big management companies such as SM, DSP, YG,
and JYP, becoming very popular in neighboring Asian countries.
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As early as 2004, several newspaper articles pointed out the risk of severe competition that
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Although the rise of hallyu was mostly spearheaded by civilian and private businesses,
the government also noticed the benefits of hallyu in creating more positive images of Korea,
thereby generating more revenue from international trade. As a means to support and sustain
hallyu, the government formed a task-force team (TFT) named Hallyu Projects Support Team in
2005, which combined the resources from five different government offices in order to facilitate
the process of bringing the work and talents of artists and producers to foreign countries.150
While the TFT does not seem to have achieved much in the following months and years, this
initiative reveals that the government was aware of the potential of hallyu and the spread of
Korean popular culture in other parts of Asia. Perhaps more relevant for this chapter is that
musical theatre appropriated one aspect of the TFT, with Myungsung Park, the CEO and
president of Seensee Musical Company, providing consultation on behalf of musical theatre
producers. It is not a coincidence that Park is the producer of the Korean-licensed production of
the German musical Gambler by Eric Woolfson, one of the first Korean productions that toured
in Japan in 2002 and 2005.151
One of the many manifestations of the government’s support was the inauguration of the
Daegu International Musical Festival (DIMF) in 2006. Daegu is a city located a couple of hours
from Seoul, and the city was once known for its thriving textile industry during Korea’s period
of rapid industrialization. The city also boasts a staunchly conservative population with old
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The 2002 production was part of the celebration of the 2002 FIFA World Cup Korea/Japan,
while the 2005 tour was an encore of the 2002 production, which performed for 40 days to a total
of 50,000 audience members. The 2005 tour production was presented by the Japanese Min-On
Concert Association (日本民主音楽協会), and is said to have performed to a total of 53,000
audience members in eight cities. Hankyung Business, “Enteoteinmeonteu Saneob Daebyeonsin
– Myujikeol Jeonseongsidae” [The Great Transformation of Entertainment Industry – Musicals
Thrive], Jul.3, 2005.
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money, although the region had not yet found an industry to replace the textiles that had
sustained the local economy. In 2003, however, with the opening of a new Daegu Opera Center,
the city hosted successful opera festivals, which meant that by 2006, Daegu, a city of about 2
million people (a population slightly larger than that of Manhattan), had 19 performance venues
that had more than 300 seats. Encouraged by the success of opera festivals, the explosive
popularity of musicals, and the infrastructure that was already available to them, the municipal
government and local policy makers of Daegu set out to establish an international musical
festival in Daegu. The festival was intentionally named “international” so as to attract tourists
that are often drawn to Seoul and its vicinities. The inauguration of DIMF was widely celebrated
by the media as the first step toward building a musical theatre “hub” in Asia.
It was during the late 2000s that musical theatre came to be considered one of the hallyu
genres, thanks in part to the producers’ strategy of either casting an idol star or adapting stories
from popular television dramas that were well-received in neighboring countries. Starting with
smaller productions and minor roles, idols and television drama stars began featuring in
musicals, which was made possible by the custom of double-triple-quadruple casting in Korean
musical theatre. The producers found that hiring an idol guaranteed decent ticket sales, which
was especially important as their musicals had to compete against each other. At the same time,
the domestic musical theatre market continued to suffer from saturation, and producers began
looking towards Broadway, both for investors and producers. This was both practical and
idealistic: practical in that participating in a Broadway production of a popular show would
secure them with a license for a local Korean language production, if not financial gain for
participating in a popular show; idealistic in that they thought could achieve their dreams of
becoming world-class producers by becoming “Broadway producers.” Chunsoo Shin, the
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producer of Dreamgirls (2009) that opened at New York’s historic Apollo Theater and the Tupac
Shakur musical Holler If Ya Hear Me (2014), is the most well-known example. However, there
are additional individual and corporate producers who invested in Broadway productions,
including CJ Entertainment and Music (CJ E&M), which was one of the main producers of
Kinky Boots, which won Tony awards (including Best Musical) during the 2012-2013 season.

Industrializing Musical Theatre in Korea and Beyond
Encouraged by more robust financial support from the government and greater expansion
opportunities in Japan and China, establishing a musical theatre industry, despite the difficulties,
has once again become a hot topic for producers and creators. Since the early 2000s, and
especially since 2012, industrializing musical theatre, a phrase that is almost an oxymoron, has
been both a mantra and an unattainable goal for many. Korean producers urged the government
to financially support the industry in 2011, and received 300 million KRW to support new
original works in Korea.152 This was the first time that the government provided direct monetary
support for developing new works and/or further improving existing original works. In 2012,
musical producers in Korea announced the establishment of another festival, the Seoul Musical
Festival (SMF). Unlike other musical theatre festivals or programs that sponsored wider variety
of musicals, this festival strictly limited the scope to original musicals, shows made in Korea by
Koreans. It was also publicized by the media that the festival was “made” by those who were
currently working in the industry. As one can imagine, there was a reasonable amount of
backlash, especially from Daegu, given what DIMF had built over the years was being
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Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism, Announcement: MCST chooses 10 works, supports
total of 3billion KRW, March, 27, 2012,
(http://www.mcst.go.kr/web/s_notice/press/pressView.jsp?pSeq=11998).
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threatened by the establishment of SMF, which seemed to have greater potential by virtue of its
location in Seoul, the center of cultural activities. However, from the very beginning, SMF
differentiated itself from DIMF, claiming that they were the “only festival of Korean original
musicals in Korea that can be enjoyed by the industry people, citizens, as well as tourists.”153
The website blurb goes on to say that they aspire to become the platform on which Korean
original musicals can be circulated in the global cultural market.
The main program of SMF was Yegrin Encore, whose name hearkens back to what could
be argued is the first production company devoted to musicals, thereby enhancing their
legitimacy. Yegrin Encore would support 5 new works that would give showcases in front of the
audience and judges, with two of them receiving 100 million KRW (a little less than $100,000
USD), and one given the opportunity to mount a full production at the Chungmu Art Hall, a
venue that established this festival along with Korea Musical Theatre Association. The program
would bestow the Yegrin Award on the best Korean original musical of the previous season. In
addition, there were different workshops and conferences that invited lecturers from other
countries as well as local talents to teach both professionals and amateur enthusiasts. The
conference was the international leg of the program, allowing producers in Broadway, China,
and Japan to come and discuss strategies for developing what came to be called K-musicals, or
just talk about their own businesses and solicit investors. In the following years, there was also a
Seoul Musical Market, where the local producers would set up a booth to showcase their
previous and current works to interested buyers and/or investors from other countries.154
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While I cannot speak for other years, the market section was rather empty in 2014 when I
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and buy merchandise from their favorite shows and stars.
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Despite an ambitious declaration in 2015 that SMF would change its direction and reach
out to local communities in Chunggu, where the festival is located, the 2016 festival did not
happen as it had been planned, and the Yegrin Award took place as a separate event in
November. It is a clear indication that musical theatre has become an ambivalent form that needs
to be rooted in the local communities, even if it aspires to become a globally attractive product
by which the Korean government can re-brand the nation for cultural, economic, and political
advancement in the region. The 6th Korea Brand & Entertainment Expo (KBEE), held in August
2015, was one example of the ways by which the Korean government has been initiating and
promoting the branding of the nation through popular culture. Co-sponsored by multiple parties,
the 6th expo event was held in Shanghai, preceded by Bangkok, Brasília, London, Paris, and
Osaka in previous years.155 According to publicity materials distributed by MOTCS,
approximately 106 Korean businesses participated, soliciting around 500 Chinese companies
interested in purchasing or investing in Korean businesses. The publicity materials stated that the
purpose of the expo was to “utilize [the] hallyu phenomenon in China to enhance the national
brand of Korea and prepare the basis for Korean businesses’ expansion into Chinese market[s].”
As one can infer from expo’s stated goals, Korea’s cultural industry and the continuous
promotion of hallyu are essential aspects of Korea’s national branding and economic growth in
the region. Considering this, the list of sponsoring organizations signifies the government’s
investment and interest in mobilizing the private sector to advance a national agenda. Musical
theatre was one of the products promoted as a part of K-culture in the expo, along with K-pop,
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K-drama, online and mobile games, and manga and animation. At the 2015 KBEE, there was a
showcase of several scenes from original Korean musicals such as Farinelli (based on the
famous Italian castrato singer from the 18th century), Sherlock Homes (featuring the famous
detective), and That Day (which situates a fictional love story against the backdrop of Korea’s
relationship with China during and after the Cold War period).
In an interview conducted in Shanghai after the K-musical showcase, one of the
producers commented that the Chinese musical theatre industry is about a decade behind
Korea’s, and that they believe Chinese musical producers and creators can learn from Korean
musicals due to the cultural proximity. Indeed, this perfectly reflects how Korean musical theatre
is being marketed and branded outside Korea—as a product that meets the global (American)
standard while remaining more accessible to other (East) Asian countries, and more relatable for
other Asian audiences.156 This is a change of direction from Korean musicals’ previous position,
where creators as well as policy makers sought stronger associations with Broadway, both as a
physical and imagined locality signifying the genre’s legitimation.
The regionalism, the economic motivations, the underlying nationalistic agenda, and the
individual producers’ and creators’ desires that are all intricately embedded in the transnational
expansion of Korean musical theatre contextualize, circumscribe, and enable individual efforts
and endeavors at producing, creating, and promoting musicals in Korea. Moreover, that the
language of Korea’s cultural expansion is embedded in the language of business management is
telling, speaking directly to the contexts in which Koreans create and produce musical theatre.
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Racialized Others in Musical Theatre in Neoliberal South Korea
While the history of the genre is shorter than that of its American counterpart, this brief
history of musical theatre in South Korea reveals the tensions that have existed throughout the
genre’s development, and securely positions South Korea’s musical theatre as a form of popular
culture. What audiences see on contemporary musical theatre stages reflects how the form
developed within the particular political, cultural, and economic contexts of Korean society,
especially in relation to the complex and labyrinthine relationships between Korea, the U.S., and
neighboring countries. It was within this complex context that racial ideologies and the already
racialized worldview of the modern political economy were transmitted through the American
form of musical theatre. Since race was (and in many ways still remains) a foreign concept to
many Koreans, they imagined race as a system of hierarchy, conflating it with pre-existing
systems of hierarchies that were readily available in Korea, such as the economic and
civilizational progress of a culture and individual. These associations became the basis on which
Koreans understood themselves within domestic and global systems of racial hierarchy, which
will be further explored in the following chapter where I examine the history of racial
understandings within the particular political economy of Korea as well as portrayals of
racialized others on theatrical stages in Korea. The first two chapters will together provide
context for subsequent case studies that examine contemporary examples of musicals that reveal
how musical theatre reveal how Korean musical theatre both represented and structured Koreans’
particular interactions with race and racialized others, both in domestic and global contexts.
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CHAPTER 2
Playing (With) Others: The Social Construction of Race in Korea
and the History of the Theatrical Re/presentation of Race
In July 2016, a Korean language production of Branden Jacobs-Jenkins’s play Gloria
opened at Space 111, a small, 100-seat black box theatre in Seoul. Set in contemporary New
York City and Los Angeles, the play tells the story of characters that are involved in an office
shooting incident, and illuminates the ways in which classism, racism, sexism, ableism, and
LGBTQ-related discrimination are deeply ingrained in the workplace, interpersonal
relationships, and society as a whole. These issues are further complicated by the individual
ambitions and desires of each character, in particular, to succeed in a cutthroat industry. Unlike
Jacobs-Jenkins’s previous plays, which received critical acclaim for their sharp and challenging
insights into racial dynamics in the U.S., the issue of race is not at the forefront of the conflict in
this play; rather, it is deeply embedded in the ways in which characters think and relate to each
other even if it is not at the core of the conflicts in Gloria.
Still, Jacobs-Jenkins was mindful of racial dynamics among the characters, as the
playwright specifies each character’s race in the brief dramatis personae of the play, with
categories ranging from “white,” “Asian,” “black,” and “unclear,” to “anything really.”157
Naturally, the 2015 premiere production at the Vineyard Theatre in New York City had a
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It might be worth noting that although the description only indicates the characters’ racial
background, and that none of them are first generation immigrants. To be more precise, JacobsJenkins could have specified the characters as “African Americans” or “Asian Americans”
instead of “black” or “Asian.”
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Figure2-1 Korean Production of Gloria Open Dress Rehearsal Curtain Call (From left to
right, Miles/Shawn/Rashad (Black), Ani/Sasha/Callie (white), Dean/Devin (white),
Kendra/Jenna (Asian), Lorin (unclear), and Gloria/Nan (anything really)
From the photo above, it is clear that Jeongtaek Oh, the actor who performed the roles of
all the black characters is wearing blackface makeup. Seungjoo Lee, in the white jacket who
performed Dean/Dan, dyed his hair brown. So did Yeji Kong, who performed the role of
Ani/Sasha/Callie. The actors who performed the roles of “Asian,” “unclear,” and “anything
really” characters have black hair, without any particular makeup applied on them.
(Haeoreumdareui Munhwa Jeulgigi, “Ol Yeoreum Choigo Gidaejak Yeongeuk Gloria”
[Most Anticipated Play of This Summer, Gloria] (blog), July 27, 2016.
(blog.naver.com/hohosm)
multiracial cast, but such specifications posed a few challenges to the Korean production; Korean
professional stage actors are still mostly “homogeneous” in their racial and ethnic background.158
Although there are a growing number of non-Korean celebrities in Korean popular cultural
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I use the term “homogeneous” in quotation to acknowledge the arbitrary and erroneous use of
the term in describing Korean population. At the same time, the assumed homogeneity in Korean
society is one of the most important factors that established theatrical conventions of portraying
ethnic and racial others on theatrical stages, for which reason I will come back to the discussion
of the use of this term later in this chapter.
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objects such as dramas, talk shows, documentaries, and K-pop, this presence does not fairly or
accurately represent marginalize d and othered demographics in Korea. Moreover, the trend of
featuring non-Korean celebrities in Korean television shows has not yet crossed over to staged
performance, as the demographic of professional stage actors is overwhelmingly racially and
ethnically Korean.159 In addition, multiracial casting could be a distraction to most of the Korean
audience, as Korean audiences are used to seeing “homogenous” ethnic Korean actors acting in
Korean language on stage regardless of the racial and ethnic identities of the characters; actors of
a different ethnicity would be extremely notable for Korean audiences.
For these reasons, after much discussion on how to resolve this issue, the Korean
production team for the 2016 production of Gloria resorted to the convention of “blackface” and
“whiteface,” in which the actor for the role of African American character wore makeup to
darken his skin and permed his hair (with buzz-cut sides), and the actors who performed white
characters in the play were asked to dye their otherwise black hair to a brighter hue.160 [Figure 21] Because Gloria delves into a modern-day workplace dynamic that is very familiar to young,
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The demographic data is not readily available, but the list of the 232 members available on
Korean Actors Association website show that all the members are either ethnic Korean or can
pass as Koreans. Also, it must be noted that there has been an attempt to opt for a multiracial
casting. Sam Hammington, one of the most famous non- Korean comedians working in Seoul
signed to perform a role in the 2014 revival production of Guys and Dolls in Korea, but he had to
withdraw at the last-minute due to schedule conflicts.
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It must be noted that the creative staff of Gloria discussed the other alternatives to blackface,
from changing the character to an expat joseonjok, an ethnic Korean living in China, so that it
would fit better to the Korean audiences’ experiences of racial discrimination within the
domestic contexts, to changing the character to experience discrimination because of his
appearances, as one of the ways in which racial discrimination and bias are activated is based on
the observation of the person’s physical appearance. Having come to the conclusion that
changing the character will hinder the full scope of Jacobs-Jenkins’ storytelling that is set in
modern day U.S., the team did not find any alternative to the blackface solution.
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theatre-going Koreans, this play was well received by audience and critics alike, and a small
revival production in Summer 2017. Miles was again played with blackface makeup.
Gloria is one of the numerous and persistent examples of Korean productions that utilize
some form of blackface makeup in order to mark a character’s racial background, making the
color of their skin an essential characteristic that is indelible to the character, especially for those
characters with darker skin, regardless of the individual stories being told on stage. On the
surface, blackface makeup in Gloria demonstrates the tenacity of theatrical conventions that are
already established: just as it is customary for the audience to sit quietly in the darkened house
during a performance unless otherwise instructed, the audiences are to view “blackface” or
“whiteface” as serving the same function as any other costumes and props do on stage detached
from the sociopolitical and cultural implications. In other words, Korean audiences are able to
look at the practice without evoking the history of blackface that has its roots in the minstrel
shows in the U.S., and without considering the consequences of perpetuating such conventions
on stage. However, once examined more closely, the persistence of such practices in Korean
theatre is in fact indicative of larger issues about race and racial representation, especially as they
pertain to how Koreans understand and interact with the idea of race and racialized others. As a
way to set the ground for the following chapters where I examine specific, contemporary musical
theatre productions in South Korea that feature race and racialized others, this chapter will
explore the history of racial representation in Korean theatre and popular culture, as well as the
sociocultural contexts that inform and shape the discourses (or the lack thereof) on race in Korea.
In her groundbreaking study of racial, ethnic, and national dynamics and casting practices
in the U.S., Angela Pao stresses the significance of performers’ physical presence at the core of
meaning-making in theatre. Building on Bert States’s phenomenological study of performance
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in theatre, Pao argues that theatrical representations are physiologically grounded. In other
words, in theatre human actions are represented in the medium of human actions, unlike other
representational art forms. Because of such constraints, performers’ biological and physical
presence on stage can hinder the audience’s complete suspension of disbelief. Pao uses
Shakespeare’s Othello, especially the scene in which Othello kills Desdemona, as well as racist
responses by audience members, as a particularly compelling example to demonstrate these
limitations.161 While Pao’s study is geographically limited to practices within the U.S., the
centrality of the performer’s physical presence and the inescapable materiality of a human body
are not limited to the U.S. stage. If Korean theatre-goers see “homogenous” casting on stage with
ethnically Korean actors performing characters of any racial or ethnic background, does it
change the meaning of the stories being told? Given the assumed homogeneity in the society,
how do Korean productions tell stories of racial and racialized others? Does Korean society’s
racism influence how race and racialized characters are portrayed and perceived on theatrical
stages? How do such examples of representation in Korean popular culture reflect and shape the
ways in which Koreans understand race and their racial identity within and outside Korea?
An exhaustive answer to the questions above goes much beyond the scope and focus of
this dissertation. However, some context about how Koreans began understanding race both in
domestic and global contexts and how racism emerged and manifested in Korea during the
twentieth century could facilitate our understanding of how certain conventions of racial
representation on stage were incorporated into Korean cultural production. Furthermore,
examining these theatrical conventions reveals that such practices not only reflect how Koreans
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already viewed race, but also left a lasting impression on how Korean society manages race and
racialized others within the domestic context. This chapter will begin with a historical overview:
how the modern concept and discourses of race circulated to and with Korea and Koreans,
Koreans’ interactions with racial and racialized others in the twentieth century, and how Koreans
internalized and built their own racist assumptions, as well as how Koreans established their
belief in Korea as a “one-blooded” nation. The historical overview will then be followed by
analyses of the practice of portraying racial and ethnic others on stage. By doing so, this chapter
will illuminate the particular climate within which licensed productions such as Dreamgirls and
Hairspray, as well as domestic productions such as Bballae, represented race and racialized
others on stage.

Racial Others in Premodern Korean Performances
The history of theatrical representations of racialized and otherwise othered characters on
the Korean stage goes back to as early as the end of Korea’s Three Kingdoms period (57 BCE –
CE 676). Mimaji, a man who emigrated to Japan from Baekje, one of the Three Kingdoms that
were established in the Korean peninsula, founded the genre of Gigaku, a masked dance
performance tradition. While the remaining records are meager, some theatre historians argue
that Mimaji was able to start Gigaku in Japan because he had been exposed to a similar
performance tradition in Korea. Expanding upon this argument, scholars such as Hanki Jang
argue that the existence of a mask of exotic facial features in Gigaku tradition as the evidence
that people of Baekje had been exposed to foreigners and may have performed similarly foreign
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characters in their version of Gigaku.162 A more substantial example of non-Korean characters on
the Korean stage is found in a dance performance of the folk myth Cheoyong. According to local
legend that first appeared in Samgungnyusa (삼국유사, Memorabilia of the Three Kingdoms,
13th Century AD), Cheoyong was one of the sons of Yongwang, the dragon king of the Donghae
[East Sea], and worked as a counselor to one of the kings of Shilla during the Three Kingdoms
period. The legend goes that Cheoyong caught his wife cheating on him with Yeoksin, god of
pests, but he generously forgave them and
looked the other way. Touched by Cheoyong’s
generosity, the god of pests promised that he
would not harm any house with Cheoyong’s
face painted on the door. In time, this story was
made into a masked dance performance and
was performed in the court of Shilla and
subsequent kingdoms in Korea. In this
traditional dance entitled Cheoyongmu
Figure 2-2 처용 (Cheoyong) Mask (Cultural
Heritage Administration, 2000)

[Cheoyong Dance, 처용무], performers wear

a mask that represent Cheoyong, and the mask traditionally features wine-colored skin, dark
eyebrows and earrings of beads, as well as peaches on top of the head. [Figure 2-2] The origin of
the mask is not clear, but scholars have argued that Cheoyong may represent a person of Arab
decent, especially given the mythical nature of his heritage.163
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Chung Sooil, a historian and Arabic studies scholar based in South Korea, makes a reasonable
case in his book, arguing that the one of the ports in the southeastern part of Korea, where Shilla
existed, was popular for its businesses with Arab merchants during the Three Kingdoms period.
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The premodern examples and traditions above provide some grounds that Koreans saw
and encountered those from other parts of the world well before modern racial ideologies were
introduced, and that Koreans may have incorporated those who are non-Koreans onto theatrical
performances. However, they do not provide much insight into the contemporary practices and
conventions of how racialized and phenotypically-different characters are portrayed on Korean
theatrical stages. Indeed, it was not until the early twentieth century that modern racial (and
racist) ideologies as well as processes of racialization were introduced to Koreans not only
through the influx of western drama and popular culture, but also through the sociopolitical
encounters with the western powers. At the same time, it must be noted that contemporary
conventions of marking a character as racially or ethnically different on theatrical stages
developed out of stage makeup practices, costume techniques, and dramatic and performance
conventions that I will later explore in more depth. First, I will expand on how these conventions
were also influenced by how Koreans understood themselves and those who were racially,
ethnically, and culturally different from themselves.

Koreans’ Sense of Self in the Pre-Modern Period
“Injong (인종),” the Korean term for race, and a system of human categorization based
on phenotypical differences did not enter the Korean lexicon until the end of the nineteenth
century. At the time, there were indigenous systems of social hierarchies through which Koreans
grounded the notion of self vis-à-vis others inside and outside their premodern nation. Because
Pre-modern Korea hardly existed in an isolation, there were a great number of people who

Chung Sooil, Hankuksokui Segye: Urineun Eoddeoke Segyewa Sotonghae Watneunga [The
World inside Korea: How Have We Communicated with The World], (Seoul: Changbi, 2005),
13-20.
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traveled from other parts of the world and settled in Korea. The extant records for these early
immigrants reveal that the majority of them were from modern-day China, with a smaller
number of immigrants from other Asian regions such as modern-day India and Japan, as well as
nomadic ethnic groups such as Uyghur and Jurchen. Some of them, especially people from
Uyghur, Jurchen, and Japan were considered to have been more barbaric and inferior to Koreans.
However, government records from the Goryeo Dynasty (10th-14th century) and the Chosun
Dynasty (14th- 20th Century) reveal that both administrations employed policies that were, to a
degree, sympathetic towards those who sought to move to and settle in the pre-modern Korea.164
This is not to say that those who lived in the Korean peninsula did not have any sense of
hierarchy. The indigenous system of classification that existed for non-ethnic Koreans and the
language that were used to identify those who were “outsiders” were not explicitly based on
phenotypic or physical differences; rather, it was based on the geographical and cultural
differences that manifested through language, history, and customs. An important barometer of
the position of a culture and people was cultural proximity to Chinese culture; within this
hierarchy the closer to Chinese culture, the more elite the “outsiders” were considered by
Koreans. In addition, pre-modern Korea had its own domestic hierarchy based on skin tone and
class. Especially during most of the Confucius Chosun Dynasty, Korea operated under a rather
strict class hierarchy based on individuals’ professions, which were typically inherited at birth.
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At the top of the hierarchy were the yangban, who were aristocrats; followed by chungin, who
were second-rate officials and technical specialists; sangmin who were mostly farmers,
craftsman, and merchants; and cheonmin, which included slaves, street entertainers, social
outcasts, butchers, and tanners. The aristocrats, due to the lack of outdoor activities, would
typically have fairer skin tone, while the people of the laboring classes such as cheonmin would
generally have skin darkened by sun exposure. In other words, the color of one’s skin was a
marker of social class, even before Western racial ideologies were introduced to Korea at the end
of the Chosun Dynasty.165 Indeed, class hierarchy was the backbone of Chosun society for the
first half of the period, from the end of the 14th century to the mid 17th century.
However, during the second half of Chosun Dynasty, it became increasingly common and
easy for merchants to purchase yangban class, which exacerbated conditions of corruption and
inequality.166 That one could buy one’s way into a higher class and that such a practice became
rather prevalent during this time is particularly significant, considering that the rise of the
merchant class and capitalism’s emphasis on money, and the inseparable relationship between
wealth and social class in Korea. Following the Kabo Reform in 1884 class distinctions were
officially eliminated, but the legacies of class hierarchy remained, affecting how Koreans
recognized and related to the racial hierarchy that was introduced at the end of the 19th century.
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Missionaries in Colonial Korea
Interactions with Westerners and Japanese colonizers at the end of the nineteenth century
and the beginning of the twentieth century were also foundational in shaping Koreans’
understanding of race and racial ideology. One of the major influences was the influx of
Christian missionaries and the introduction of western philosophies and ideas. Christians’
complicit position and embodiment of the racial and imperial agenda of the Western civilization
is well documented in Lee D. Baker’s essay “Missionary Positions.”167 In this essay Baker
reveals Koreans’ ambivalent attitudes towards the missionaries and how missionaries served for
Koreans to associate Caucasians with civilizational advancement. To many white missionaries in
Korea, Christian salvation implied not only religious salvation but also a salvation from the
unfortunate, dark, and savage state with which “racially inferior” groups of people were
indicted.168 Moreover, Judeo-Christian philosophy was often used to corroborate racial
hierarchies, as dark skin was condemned in some interpretations as a form of God’s punishment
and/or evil.169 In other words, while the overt goal of the missionaries was to share Christian
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doctrines and faith, in the form of both Catholicism and Protestantism, they also proselytized the
values of modern, industrialized Western civilization, including Western racial hierarchies.
Along with the missionaries’ teachings, other Westerners that Koreans’ encountered
corroborated the idea that Westerners were more developed and advanced than Koreans, and that
it was imperative that Koreans “improved” themselves and became more like the West to
maintain their sovereignty. Such a sense of insecurity and urgency led to more interest in
education and spurred the Korean government to open official relations with Western countries
especially with the U.S., which in turn enhanced the legitimacy of missionaries. Their knowledge
and experiences were considered great resources for Korea’s growth as a country, and they led
the establishments of many Western schools and systems in Korea.170 Through these educational
arrangements, Koreans further internalized the hierarchical worldview of western civilization.
At the same time, as individuals, white missionaries were interesting people to Koreans.
The Confucian ideals that valued family and community did not provide the best explanations for
the missionaries who decided to leave their home to make a living among the strangers.171 As
people who exhibited completely different customs, missionaries sometimes fell victims to
rumors and judgment, such as the idea that they kidnapped Korean children to use children’s
organs to make medicines.172 In another unflattering comparison, Westerners, with their blue
eyes and large noses, were often likened to a dokebi, an ogre-like mythical creature in Korean
folklore that are said to be bigger and stronger than average humans, and has the capacity to
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wreak havoc on villages but is otherwise a friendly figure. Such rumors and comparisons give a
sense of the spectrum of attitudes that Koreans developed toward Westerners.
In the same way that Koreans paid respect to friendly monster dokebis, Koreans
interacted with U.S. Americans with a level of respect and fear. Such a relationship was further
reinforced because many of the missionaries worked as faculty at the schools that were built to
implement the modern, Western education system in Korea. These roles strengthened their
public perception as teachers and/or seniors that Koreans needed to learn from. This was also in
line with how Chosun’s King Gojong viewed the U.S. as an “older brother” that is much more
powerful and culturally advanced, and could guide Korea to become a strong modern nation.
Despite this ambivalent attitude towards Westerners and Western culture, Koreans quickly saw
the merits of following the Western ways of living, as the West exhibited significantly more
material and economic abundance than what Koreans could afford at that time.173

Introduction of the Writings on Race and Racial Ideology
The missionary schools yielded a number of English-speaking Koreans, some of whom
translated the latest English-language scholarship into Korean as a way to enlighten the Korean
population. These translations of recent publications included previously-published Western
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travelogues, and writings on the what is now pseudo-science of race, which predominantly
served to reify social hierarchies of civilization and race according to the Western perspective.
Doknip Sinmun (The Independent,독립신문,), a daily newspaper that was published in Korean
and English by Korean intellectuals from 1896 to 1899, featured a series of op-ed articles during
their existence which introduced the differences of people and nations of the world. In an op-ed
article in 1896 titled “Injonggwa Nara’ui Bunbyeol” [Distinguishing Races and Nations, 인종과
나라의 분별], the writer divides world’s population into five different races of Mongolians,
Caucasians, Africans, Malay, and Americans, echoing the German physician Johann Friedrich
Blumenbach’s classification of races from the eighteenth century.174 In this article, the
anonymous writer subscribes to the already established racial hierarchy that praises certain races
to be more superior than others, arguing that “one should ponder why certain race is respected
while certain others are not, despite the fact that people of all races share common traits such as
loving, hate, and rejoicing with one another.” In other words, the writer ties racial identities to
the extent to which a nation state achieved civilizational advancement, which is divided into
three classes of truly-enlightened, half-enlightened, not-yet-enlightened, and barbaric.175 Such a
relationship between race and civilization, then, becomes the basis on which the writer argues
that Koreans, as a part of the “yellow” race, can and should strive to reach the level of
enlightenment to compete with other races, except the blacks and reds from that are “still part of
the humanity but not worth mentioning.”176 Another anonymous writer pens an article in 1899
places unspecific value judgements on different nations, in addition to stating the differences
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between five races (Mongolian, Caucasian, African, Malay, and American) as facts. The author
claims that some “truly civilized nations have intellectually advanced people that are capable of
all kinds of technology, […, are] well versed with interacting with foreigners, and love their
nation.”177
These op-ed articles are only two of the many pieces of Korean intellectuals and writers
at the turn of the century that reveal that they subscribed to, reproduced, and disseminated the
particular racial hierarchy of the western colonizers of the nineteenth century. According to such
rhetoric, colonial rule of the industrially “advanced” people over the “savage” and “underdeveloped” people and nations was justified. Korea, as the op-ed writer contended, had the
potential to develop to become one of the “advanced” nations, because they were neither the
blacks nor the reds, who were supposed to be inferior to Korean race. The concept and values of
race at this time in Korea were closely associated with notions of civilizational and material
advancement, reflecting colonial and imperialistic projects and in particular the economic
vantage point of colonizing powers. The material disparities associated with this new racial
project did not go unnoticed, as Korean students at Chosun Christian college protested that “the
white missionaries had the best faculty housing, Japanese the second best, and Korean professors
the worst.”178
This association between race and wealth also coincided with the rise of Japanese
colonial power in Korea at the beginning of the twentieth century. During this time race was one
of the means used to justify Japan’s colonization of Korea. For example, Clarke writes about an
incident in which Korean students protested a Japanese anatomy professor who used skull
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measurements to argue for the Japanese race’s superiority.179 The details of this incident are
found in Lee Sung Yup’s significant text “Changing Faces,” on the ways Japanese colonizers
deployed strategies of racial identification and dis-identification between Koreans and Japanese.
According to Lee, the first such study was conducted by Takeshi Kubo, a Japanese professor
who worked at one of the hospitals in colonial Korea. Kubo published an article in 1919 in which
he argued that Koreans had inferior muscles and smaller brains, and that this biological
difference made Koreans inferior to Europeans or Japanese. This rhetoric, slightly altered in
shape, was later used to encourage Koreans to volunteer to serve in the Japanese army in the
1930s, which I will examine later.180
Koreans were introduced to writings in the 1910s that were critical of fixed notions of
race that placed Caucasians at the top of the hierarchy. Moreover, Japanese annexation seemed to
demonstrate to Koreans that Asians could successfully compete with fairer-skinned westerners if
they put in enough effort to enlighten, “civilize,” and strengthen themselves. Based on these
changing perspectives, some Korean theorists of race argued that Koreans had a chance to rise to
the level of the advanced countries.181 In 1917, Nam Seon Choi, who was the editor of a shortlived monthly magazine titled Cheong Choon (청춘 Youth), published a piece that critiqued the
arbitrariness of racial distinctions. In this article, Choi particularly critiqued the facial features
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used to distinguish more advanced from less advanced races, and argued that racial difference
could not be used to determine a nation’s or a culture’s superiority.182
However, this critique of race itself did not go beyond justifying Koreans’ power, as
Koreans continued model their pursuit of sovereignty in the climate of increasing international
precarity they experienced at the turn of the century on Western and in particular U.S. models of
strength and superiority. The relationship between Korea and the U.S. merits more investigation
here, as a means to explain how the U.S. and U.S. Americans not only transmitted U.S.-specific
racial ideology to Koreans, but also became the representative ideal of whiteness and foreigners.
Before Japan’s annexation of Korea in 1910, Korea was in desperate search of a political ally,
and the U.S. was considered the best candidate. Korea established a formal relationship with the
U.S. in 1882 upon signing the Treaty of Peace, Amity, Commerce, and Navigation, also known
as the Shufeldt Treaty. In the following year King Gojong sent Bobingsa, a group of Korean
ambassadors, to visit the U.S. so that they could learn the “advanced” and “civilized” ways of the
U.S. (the older brother) to enlighten the people of Chosun.183 The U.S. President at the time,
Chester Arthur, met with the ambassadors in New York and was impressed with the deep respect
that the Koreans exhibited towards him and the U.S. As a result, he ordered that the U.S. Marine
Corps escort the guests back home, and cover the full expenses of their return trip.184
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Koreans interpreted this response as U.S. respect or sympathy for the struggling state of
Korea. The U.S. already had a diplomatic relationship with Japan, which was intent on annexing
Korea at any moment, but the Korean government had no knowledge of this at the time.185
Furthermore, in comparison to other more aggressive Western powers, the U.S.’s
disinterestedness registered as gentlemanly and fair. The presence of American missionaries in
Korea increased this misplaced faith in the United States. Horace N. Allen, one of those
missionaries, wrote in 1903 to the American Methodist Mission on behalf of the people of
Pyeongyang, who wanted the missionaries to found a trade school focusing on technology. In the
letter, Koreans pleaded that the U.S. was the only nation that could save and protect Korea,
helping them “to come out of their ignorance.” Similarly, Allen felt that the Korean people’s
faith in the U.S. meant that the U.S. could really have a significant impact in the country.186 This
letter is an example of an attitude of faith and respect in the “white saviors” that ultimately
manifested in a form of fetishization of the white body and American culture, which continues to
influence Koreans’ worldview today.

Japanese Colonization, Social Darwinism, and Racialization of Asians
Even before the Shufeldt Treaty and especially during the years leading up to Japan’s
annexation in 1910, late Chosun, which had given itself a new name, Daehan Jegook (The Great
Han Empire), and became an empire, was coping with both internal and external uprisings and
attacks that were undermining the sovereignty of the young empire. Internally, there were series
of peasants’ uprisings that demanded abolition of the class system and of corruption, while
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externally, Japan, Russia, and other Western forces continued to threaten Korea with expanding
imperialist agendas.187 However, in September 1905 Russia lost the Russo Japanese War; the
resultant Treaty of Portsmouth gave primacy to Japan’s interests in Korea. This treaty shortly
followed the Taft-Katsura Secret Agreement of July 1905, in which Japan and the U.S.
confirmed their mutual understanding and consent for the U.S.’s colonization of the Philippines
and Japan’s colonization of Korea; both treaties effectively secured Japan’s dominance in
Korea.188 In November of 1905, the Great Han Empire formally gave control of its foreign
affairs to Japan. Despite much resistance and organized efforts to maintain the sovereignty of the
nation, the Japan-Korea Annexation Treaty was signed in 1910, formally making the Great Han
Empire Japan’s colony.
In preparation for the treaty and official annexation, Japan disseminated a racializing
narrative, which was in line with the rhetoric that had been disseminated by the Korean elites at
the end of the nineteenth century: that despite having the same origins as the Japanese, lack of
education in the “more advanced” Japanese ways of life and thinking had caused Koreans to fall
behind. Many Koreans, especially pro-Japanese collaborators and members of the elite class,
shared and espoused this view as justification for the treaty, framing the annexation as a form of
reintegration rather than a forceful submission.189 At the same time, Japanese colonizers resorted
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to more explicitly racial theories to support their arguments that Koreans were inferior. In this
framework, Koreans were racialized in comparison to Japanese colonizers based on their
physical differences, as seen in Takeshi Kubo’s research on “anthropological features” of
Koreans.190 Kubo was a professor at Taehan hospital (which later became the Hospital of the
Governor-General in Korea) and published his comparative research on Korean bodies in 1919.
In this work he argued that Koreans had a stronger skeleton but inferior muscles to the Japanese.
He also argued that Koreans had a smaller cranium compared to Japanese and Europeans, and
offered this as an explanation for why Korean culture was “immature.”191 In other words,
Japanese colonizers employed a multi-layered strategy to racialize the newly acquired colonial
subjects in Korea. First, the rising Japanese empire employed social Darwinism to put forth a
patronizing argument that Koreans could become strong if aligned with the right power.
However, in order to effectively identify and justify dominance over colonial subjects, they also
resorted to racializing ethnic Koreans using racialization methods similar to those of Western
imperialists.192
Social Darwinism and the Need for Advancement
This racializing framework was supported and legitimized by a domestic fervor for
education and enlightenment informed by the philosophy of social Darwinism.193 At the turn of
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the twentieth century, and during the years that led up to annexation, King Gojong felt it was
important to “advance” government officials and other young minds of Chosun with Western
knowledge. In 1895, Gojong issued an imperial order to reform Chosun’s education system,
including by establishing language schools across the country. At the same time, the government
also sponsored numerous students for a study abroad program, sending them to Japan as well as
other neighboring countries such as Russia and China. Under the guidance of government
official Park Younghyo, a progressive thinker and eventually a pro-Japanese collaborator, the
majority of students went to Japan. In 1895, about 200 students were sent to Japan with
government sponsorship to study their language, modern system of government, and Western
philosophies. A few select students also went to the U.S. following their studies in Japan.
While support from the government was temporarily discontinued in 1903, in 1904 King
Gojong resumed the program and sent another group of 50 students to Japan for a two-year-long
program of study, as a way to prepare for the changes in the circumstances surrounding the rising
tension between Japan and Russia that eventually sparked Russo-Japanese War (1904-05).194
Among these students was Choi Namseon, who would later become a sympathizer and
collaborator with the Japanese colonial government under Japanese colonization. When he
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returned to colonial Korea he tried to spread enlightenment and was a prominent publisher and
writer through his magazine. Another important figure was Yoon Baeknam, a playwright, actor,
and critic who founded Moonsuseong, a shinpa theatre company, upon his return from Japan. He
was a founding member of Geukyesul Yeonguhoe [Society for Research in Dramatic Art, SRDA
from here on], one of the most significant theatre companies dedicated to shingeuk; SRDA that
will be further discussed in this chapter. Government support continued to dwindle in the
following years due to the financial and political strain that Korea faced, especially as Japan’s
control over Korea was further solidified with the establishment of Japanese resident-general in
1907. Despite the lack of funding, the number of Korean students who voluntarily moved to
Japan to study continued to increase until annexation in 1910.
These colonial racial projects remained throughout Japan’s colonization, and shaped how
post-WWII Koreans interacted with racial ideology as an independent nation as well as how they
placed themselves within a global racial hierarchy. Furthermore, many of the intellectuals and
social elites who studied in Japan during the early twentieth century were significant cultural
influencers who brought the traditions of Western theatre, via the genres such as shinpa as well
as shingeuk, back to Seoul.

Jazz, Dance, Films, and Early Americanization of Colonial Korea
Before further examining the establishment of shingeuk in Korea and how the western
characters of shingeuk performances were portrayed on stage, it is important to note that the
American cultural products such as music, dance, and films had become available and popular
during the 1920s and 1930s, and Korean fetishization of the white bodies intensified during this
time.
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The version of the United States portrayed through American films and through the lives
of expat Americans—many of whom were missionaries—was profoundly white, and Koreans
quickly subscribed to the pre-existing U.S. American notions of race and racial hierarchy.
Reviews of the first-ever African American trio of singers to perform in Korea, who sang in
Seoul and Gaeseong in July and August 1920,
provide a telling example. The reviewers
acknowledged that they were well-known singers
who had toured many parts of the world, and
recognized their masterful performances.
However, almost all the reviews focused on the
Figure 2-3 A Publicity photo from Dong A
Ilbo of the performers before the concert

comical aspect of the African American
performers’ manners and appearances. For
example, one article on DongA Ilbo, a local
newspaper, publicized the event by highlighting the
vocal skills of the performers, but also by
emphasizing the world-renowned “funny and
comical manner in which they use their body,”195
linking racist caricature with worldly knowledge.

Figure 2-4 A caricature from Dong A Ilbo of Another lengthier report on the night’s
the performers after the concert
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entertainment notes that the audience was laughing so hard that they did not have a moment to
stretch their backs.196
Furthermore, in addition to foregrounding the comical nature of the performance, another
reviewer referred to these performers with “gun (군),” which is a Korean suffix that is used when
a senior refers to or addresses someone who is their junior or peer. The same writer used the
suffix “Bu’in (부인)” for the white female performer, which translates to “Mrs.,” demonstrating
a certain level of respect for the white performer.197 The same writer also focuses on the physical
details of the African American performers in a way that builds racial connotations through
associations with familiar types. First the author notes the wrinkles on the face of one of the
singers, comparing him to a father who is tired of paying off his troubling son’s debts. The
author also notes the gait and mannerisms of another singer, comparing them to those of a man
who is tired of having too much sex with women other than his wife. The reviewer also notes the
mischievous facial expression of the last African American singer, focusing on the contrast
between his eyes and his skin color.198 This lengthy review also creates a comic portrayal of the
performers’ appearances, noting their ill-fitting suits, accentuated lips, and dark skin color.
Considering that the majority of African American performers at that time performed in
vaudeville which is usually more comical than other popular performance forms, it is likely that
the African American performers who visited also come from vaudevillian conventions and
were, at least to some degree, comedians. Certainly, comedy was part of the performers’ goal; in
the photo accompanying the article one performer is making a funny face is comical and the
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performers were presumably vaudevillian actors during the 1920s. However, the caricature of the
performers and the description of the performers go well beyond pointing out the comical
qualities of the performance, constructing the actors themselves as comedic because they are
black.
It is unclear exactly on what basis the writer connected the performers to images of
African Americans as a troubled parent or an adulterous husband. One source might be U.S.
popular culture introduced in the early twentieth century, especially films and literature such as
travelogues. By the mid-1930s, 60-70% of the movies at movie theaters in Seoul were from the
west, and 90% of these were from the U.S. (mostly romance, drama, and action movies).199
Considering that there was little to no direct contact with darker-skinned people from outside
Korea during this time, Korean understandings of African Americans was likely mediated by
such cultural productions and their already-established hierarchies of skin color. U.S. American
films were one of the most popular entertainment forms in Korea up until the late 1930s, despite
conservative Koreans’ views that they were indecent. Because of this popularity of the U.S.
American films at the time, Koreans likely already viewed black culture as an object of
consumption and subscribed to some American notions of race before African Americans visited
the country, in particular as these notions aligned with domestic ideas of class hierarchy. Without
first-hand interactions with black people themselves as a referent, served as the foundation for
Koreans’ understanding of blackness itself. Thus, the racist performance representations in such
popular culture, which scholars already acknowledge were so harmful to African Americans
within the United States, were even more significant in uncontested spaces abroad, such as
Korea. On the other hand, white foreigners and their culture continued to signify a more
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advanced modern civilization, and the fetishization of whiteness and white bodies (a subject that
will be further examined in the next chapter) intensified throughout the same period.

American Culture and the Building of a Racist Culture
Yoo Sunyoung provided an excellent analysis on the presence of the U.S. American
culture in Seoul during the 1920s and 30s. She argued that American culture stood for a kind of
modernity that Koreans were desperately in search of and were not able to obtain as colonial
subjects. This was further exacerbated because, as colonial subjects, most Koreans did not have
the political or economic autonomy to pursue the same kind of capitalist modernity (which was
typically seen in material terms) as the United States. American culture and by extension the
favored white American body was both fantasy and illusion. Within the existing Korean class
system the lighter skin of aristocrats and scholars was respected and desired more than the
bronzed skin of those who labored daily in the fields under the sun; this framework fit well with
American racial hierarchization. In other words, there was an existing system through which
lighter shades of skin color signified higher social, cultural, and economic capital; when fairskinned foreigners and white preference in cultural content showed up in Korea, the ideology of
white supremacy was that much easier for Koreans to accept. What also facilitated the transfer of
this ideology was an analysis of the Korean position globally: if those with lighter skin were
more advanced, Koreans had an advantage over other darker skinned around the world.
Clearly, a racial hierarchy had already been established among the Korean public by the
1930s, especially those residing in Seoul. One example is particularly telling about how powerful
this hierarchy was. A newspaper advertisement for a women’s facial cream highlighted its
“whitening” effect, implying that value was commonly associated with fairer-hued skin among
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colonial Koreans.200 For most colonial Koreans such a cosmetic product was beyond their daily
wage, which made the facial cream even more precious (and class-distinguishing). Whiteness
and white culture was something that was out of reach for ordinary Koreans, both as a form of
ideal and even in this material form of being able to whiten oneself. Such economic
inaccessibility made whiteness even more associated with privilege, and thus even more
desirable, which furthered fantasized ideas about
the fair-skinned U.S.
In an op-ed cartoon from 1929 [Figure 25], Ahn Seokyeong, the cartoonist, satirizes
Korean “modern girls” and their materialistic
desire for diamonds. He jeers about the order of
their preference for men (Korean men, then men
from Arabia or African negroes, and finally men
from Mars), emphasizing that they would be
happy with any non-Korean man if he would just
give them diamonds.201 Putting aside the
embedded misogyny of the sneering, male
cartoonist, as well as the intricate and intimate
connection this demonstrates between race and
gender, this cartoon’s message reveals the
Figure 2-5 Manmunmanhwa "Marrying
Off to Mars"
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changing values in Korea during the 1920s. The readership of this newspaper was comprised of
modernist intellectuals, and the cartoon shows that they increasingly valued diamonds as
precious stone. Traditionally, jade or gold had been the mark of wealth and commitment in
romantic relationships in Korea, but by this time diamonds were taking over the symbolic
meaning of jade and gold jewelry. However, the more important implication of this cartoon is
what it communicates about racial hierarchy at the time: race was understood to dictate and
indicate the economic status. The fact that Martians were listed alongside the men from Arabia
or Africa is meant to show how improbably it is that Korean women would associate with Arab
or African men, men who were understood to be racially inferior. “Men from America,” as
superior instead of inferior, are notably absent.
These newspaper pieces show the fetishization of the fairer-hued skin during the early
twentieth century in Korea, and the early manifestations of racism at play. This racial hierarchy,
which had already been established in Confucian values, was intertwined with the values of
Western, materialistic culture, as imbricated with the desire for affluence that the U.S. and white
foreigners signified to Koreans. Such a conflation of racial and economic class significantly
influenced how Koreans understood race and how Koreans represented racialized characters on
stage throughout Korea’s history of modern drama.

Establishment of Shingeuk, Realism, and Translocating non-Koreans
Considering the Korean attitude towards white foreigners and white culture during the
early twentieth century, it is not a coincidence that modern western drama took root in Korea
during the 1920s and flourished in the 1930s. Shingeuk is roughly equivalent to Japan’s shingeki
and literally translates to “new drama.” This genre of theatre includes translated and adapted
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works of modern European and U.S. American drama, as well as new plays written according to
Western dramatic conventions. One major way shingeuk differs from shinpa is that shingeuk has
a script to follow, which requires actors to memorize their lines and which in turn calls for more
organized supervision of the production. Thus, shingeuk also uses a director who can manage the
cast’s movements on stage, while actors concentrate on remembering lines. Moreover, because it
was first introduced through translations of such western, realist classics as Henrik Ibsen’s A
Doll’s House and August Strindberg’s The Ghost Sonata, shingeuk established conventions of
staging racial difference on the Korean stage.
Among the many theatre companies that would sprout in the following years, the first
shingeuk theatre company was Towolhoe, based in Seoul. Towolhoe began as an amateur troupe,
arising out of a friendly gathering of Korean theatre students in Tokyo who shared an interest in
modern western drama. Towolhoe’s first offerings were during the summer of 1923, with a
second set of productions following in September of the same year. During these first two sets of
performances, Towolhoe introduced Korean-language productions of a few western dramas,
mostly within the genre of realism, including plays such as George Bernard Shaw’s
Geunamjaga Geu Yeoja’ui Nampyeonege Eodeoeke Geojimmaleul Hayeonna [How He Lied to
Her Husband], Anton Chekhov’s Gom [The Bear], and August Strindberg’s Chaegui
[Creditors].202 According to the newspapers of the time, these titles were performed by the
troupe’s ensemble, who were mostly students with limited acting experience. Reviews of their
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early productions were mixed, with reviewers noting the amateur nature of their productions
while also praising Towolhoe’s groundbreaking efforts to consciously and intentionally move
away from the then-popular improvisational, presentational acting style, which tended to
distance the audience.203 This initial phase lasted until 1924, when the majority of members left
Towolhoe and it became more of a commercial company.204 Although short-lived, Towolhoe
established a shingeuk tradition in Korea.205
Another company that left a significant legacy was Geukyesul Yeonguhoe [SRDA]. This
company was first formed in 1931 under the leadership of Hong Hae Seong, who studied and
performed at Osanai Kaoru’s Tsukiji Little Theatre in Tokyo. During the six years that he had
been a member of Tsukiji Little Theatre Hong performed in more than eighty productions, fifty
of which were premiere productions of canonical works by playwrights such as Shakespeare,
George Bernard Shaw, Anton Chekhov, Maurice Maeterlinck, Henrik Ibsen, and Eugene
O’Neill, to name but a few. After their foundation in 1931 SRDA spent almost a year training
potential actors, designers, and directors, as well as stagehands, and opened their first production,
Nikolai Gogol’s Geomchalgwan [Inspector General], in May 1932. Ham Dae Hun translated the
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play, presumably from the original Russian text and some consultation with the Japanese
translation. Directed by Hong, this production received favorable reviews as the first-ever serious

Figure 2-6 SRDA's Geomchalgwan dir. by Hong Hae Sung from Hanguk Geunhyeondae
Yeongeuksa 100nyeon, 115
attempt at importing the western drama, despite the lack of experience of the ensemble cast. In
1935 Hong moved to Tongyang Geukjang, a more commercial venue, and Yu Chi Jin (who in
the 1960s would become one of the pioneers of musical theatre in Korea), took over Hong’s
leadership in 1934. Confirming Yu’s talent as a leader and a director were successful productions
of the translated works of Clifford Odets and Maxwell Anderson. Under Yu’s leadership, SRDA
transformed into a more professional company. This success did not last long; in May 1939
Japanese colonial authorities ordered that the company disband.206
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SRDA’s legacy was particularly important in establishing racial performance conventions
in Korea. Hong taught Stanislavskian techniques as the basis for acting realism, especially
“psychological realism,” which he learned from Osanai Kaoru. SRDA’s operations provide a
glimpse at how the early theatre makers in Korea performed the racial others on stage.
Unfortunately, there are almost no accounts of conventional stage makeup, costume decisions,
acting styles, or techniques that reveal how Towolhoe or SRDA dealt with foreign characters on
stage at the time. A few, low-quality images of early productions by these two shingeuk
companies reveal that they used costumes, facial hair, and some makeup to accentuate facial
features, but these images lack enough clarity to be used as the sole resource to analyze the
practices of the time. [Figure 2-6] There are other accounts which reveal that a few of the most
common means of marking characters and setting as “foreign” included building a Westernlooking drawing room with a bar as the main set on stage, having the character hold a tobacco
pipe or a glass of whiskey, or having the cast wear shoes in the drawing room.207 What is clear,
however, is that there was a noteworthy absence of acknowledgement of phenotypical
differences between the performers and the characters. Instead, as exemplified in the photo
above and the list of markers used to signify westerners on stage, early productions of Western
drama often used props, sets, or tangible objects to communicate that the characters on stage
were non-Koreans, or that the story was set in a foreign location, and therefore characters
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foreign. From this limited archive it is difficult to discern if there were differences among plays
set in different parts of the world, but considering that the early shingeuk companies often
struggled with financial stability, it is likely that the set, props, and materials they used for their
productions would have been limited, and therefore shared across different productions.
In addition to this materializing of cultural differences, another element of shingeuk that
caught reviewers’ attention and affected Koreans’ perception of racial others, especially
Westerners, was language. Awkward translation of dialogue often hindered audience and
reviewers from fully understanding the play and characters. Although both Towolhoe and SRDA
produced and advocated for original plays about contemporaneous rural and urban lives of
Koreans, they also believed in the superiority of Western drama. Western drama was seen as
particularly fit for exploring issues of the “modern” world, a world that was being rapidly
Westernized. For this reason, their repertoire privileged Western plays over the works of homegrown playwrights, especially during the first few years of the introduction of shingeuk in
Korea.208 However, original plays written by local, Korean playwrights had a more realistic tone
and syntax that better reflected the vernacular Korean language. For example, writing about
theatrical conventions during the 1930s, an unidentified contributor to samcheolli magazine
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complained that the translations of the western plays were too literal and hence off-putting to the
general public. As an illustration, he wrote that an English sentence “I hope you will live to [be]
wiser” would be translated to “나는 바란다 네가 오래 살기를, 그것은 현인이 되기까지
말이다,” which would translate to “I wish. That you’d live long. I mean that till you become a
wise man.” He continues to argue that “such a literal translation, even if it is from [the
translator’s] conscientious effort to be faithful to the original text, naturally confounds the
majority of the regular audience, except for a few young men who are well read.”209 The
dialogue of early shingeuk set the tone and language of Korean productions of western drama,
and established a convention called beonyeokjo. Literally translated as “a translation tone,” and
referring to an awkward and unnatural tone and syntax that performers used when they
performed in translated plays, benyeokjo was sometimes useful in marking non-Korean
characters on stage. But it also reflected one of the greatest challenges in actor training in Korea
through the twentieth century.210
Another challenge was that awkward and literary languages on stage further abstracted
and flattened the lives and world of non-Koreans. In other words, in addition to the
commodification and generalization of Western lives, the lack of accessible language and
recognizable gestures on stage contributed to how the audience understood non-Korean
characters and their lives on stage. Furthermore, Western drama was always—and still is, to
some degree—considered to convey more modern and advanced ways of life, and was supposed
to be used to enlighten the Korean population. These early theatrical portrayals of foreigners
combined with shingeuk’s reputation as entertainment of the elite population of Seoul, with their
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interests and investments in entertainment as well as their wide-spread fetishization of white,
Western bodies, paved the way for the commodification, banalization, and abstraction of
racialized bodies and culture in modern Korean theatre, including the ways in which characters
are now performed and portrayed in musicals.211

Americanization and Realistic Acting in Post-Independence Korea
After Korea’s independence from Japan in 1945, with Japan’s surrender to the Allied
Powers of the World War II, the Unites States Army Military Government in Korea
(USAMGIK) took control over South Korea and the Soviet Union took control of the North.
Under U.S. occupation between 1945 to 1948, the U.S., along with their collaborators in South
Korea, made sure that left-leaning dissenting voices and media were silenced.212 By 1948, when
the first Korean government was established with pro-U.S. Syngman Rhee as the president, the
newspaper and media had already been so severely censored that discourses around the U.S. and
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USAMGIK, as well as the pro-U.S. government, were mostly positive.213 Such an effort to
suppress productive debate among different ideologies also drove a number of left-leaning
theatre artists to North Korea, some voluntarily and others involuntarily, as some are said to have
been abducted by North Korean operatives. Government censorship that stilted the vitality of the
art industry also made the theatre industry suffer.
After the Korean War, during which up to 150,000 U.S. soldiers and up to 620,000
Korean soldiers were killed and wounded, U.S. troops remained and established U.S. military
bases in South Korea, heralding a lasting U.S. influence in both public and private arenas of
Korean life.214 The image of the U.S. as liberator, savior, ally, and a big brother to be looked up
to was strengthened by the idea that the U.S. sacrificed its own people to save Korea from its
enemies. During this time, the descriptions of the U.S. varied from “the keeper of the freedom,”
“most ideal democratic nation,” “a nation of equal opportunities,” to “blood-tied ally,”215
Considering these, it seems reasonable to conclude that Koreans’ feelings towards about the
country were deep and favorable during this time. Adding to the already-very favorable yet onesided views of the U.S. from earlier in the century, the post-independence, post-war years were
most significant in shaping the relationship between Korea and the U.S. in the following
decades.
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During the years that followed Korea’s independence, the U.S. also contributed a great
deal of funds and resources in the form of grants and foreign aid.216 Moreover, some of the
grants and study-abroad opportunities from the U.S. government and from non-profit
organizations such as the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations provided Korean theatre makers,
journalists, and cultural elites of the 1950s and 1960s a chance to study and experience U.S.
American culture and society. Coupled with and fueled by Koreans’ desire to emulate the U.S.,
Korean society was rapidly Americanized, and Korean theatre makers saw that they could rely
on drama in “seeking the images of the U.S.” Such efforts to explore and introduce new U.S.
American works were regarded as groundbreaking.217 In fact, as examined in the previous
chapter, Yu Chi Jin’s Drama Center (Korea Research Institute for Dramatic Arts), was the direct
result of Yu’s exposure to the U.S. American conventions in 1956. Other theatre makers who
benefited from their connections to American theatre conventions included Lee Haerang, who
went to the U.S. in 1955 thanks to a grant from the U.S. Department of State and rekindled his
interest in and commitment to realism after visiting Lee Strasberg’s Actors Studio. Recalling his
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experience, Lee wrote that realism on the stage is realized “when an actor recreates the actions
on stage only when he or she is fully identified with the character [they are to perform].”218 Upon
returning to Korea he collaborated with Yu, starring in a Korean language production of
Tennessee Williams’ A Streetcar Named Desire. This production had a successful run, and Lee
continued to be a staunch supporter of U.S. American dramas as a means to establish the realistic
acting style in Korea. The influx and consequent proliferation of realism and this particular
strand of realistic acting from the U.S., however, resulted in emphasizing psychologically
truthful representations of characters, at the expense of further discussions on theatrical
conventions to present phenotypically non-Korean characters, who would have been mostly
Caucasian, on stage.
Considering this, I argue that the lack of critical engagement with racial representation in
Korea can be attributed to the fact that the shingeuk, as a genre, was influenced by the Japanese
tradition of shingeki; shingeki stage makeup conventions served as the model for Korean
shingeuk performances. Moreover, when U.S. American drama was imported by those who had
travelled to the U.S. and seen the conventions first hand during the 1960s, the fervent desire of
the occupied subjects in Korea to emulate and become more like the U.S. led to a bias that
prioritized psychological realism over a more careful examination of the implications of
representing racial others on the stage. Without psychological realism, Koreans would not have
been able to embody characters and live the stories of those who do not look Korean. The
practice and early conventions of stage makeup, wig, and dress, then (also based upon this
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premise of psychological realism), granted a viable point of entry for Koreans to access what
they aspired to be.

Koreans’ Racial Identity and the Conventions of Stage Makeup
Before turning to the conventions of stage makeup in Korea, I will set the stage with a
discussion of the sparse archival materials on the development of stage makeup as a field of
profession and a training in Korea. Kang Daeyoung was one of the pioneers in the field of stage
and television makeup in Korea and the author of Hanguk Bunjang Yesul [Korean Makeup Art],
an introductory book on the techniques and skills of theatrical makeup. According to Kang,
Koreans imported the conventions of stage makeup, especially the makeup practices of theatrical
realism, alongside the literature of Western drama at the beginning of the twentieth century.219
That Kang does not elaborate further speaks volumes about the lack of consciousness regarding
racialized makeup and costuming practices. It was not until the 1960s that Korean interest in
teaching makeup skills took off, as reflected in a local newspaper article from 1963 which
featured a story about Carl Fabrizio’s makeup lessons for students at the academy affiliated with
Yu Chi Jin’s Drama Center in Seoul. A soldier-turned-director/makeup artist whose day job was
directing an orchestra and performers at the show company of the Eighth United States Army
Service Corps based in Seoul, Carl Fabrizio’s name does not appear again in the history of stage
makeup in Korea.
Nonetheless his impact appears to have been important not only in that he introduced
some of the techniques and skills to Korean practitioners, but also in that his experiences would
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have been focused on putting on makeup for western, mostly white, performers. In this
interview, he shared his view on makeup’s significance on stage, and explained that makeup’s
purpose is first to better deliver the story and second to provide a clear guidance for the audience.
He also shares an anecdote from his thirteen years as a director and makeup artist: the first time
he put makeup on an Asian actor, he applied the same eye makeup to an Asian actor he would
use for a Caucasian actor, but the makeup was ineffectual as he did not take into account the
phenotypical difference between an Asian actor and Caucasian actor.220 Interestingly, the
reporter concludes that Fabrizio must have mistaken Koreans’ single eye-lids with westerners’
thick double eye-lids, which may well have been the case. However, the reporter’s conclusion is
inevitably reductive and racializing, and is also telling of Koreans’ limited and already racialized
understanding of physical differences. Furthermore, what seems to be an anecdote of his honest
mistake is telling not only of the different approaches one has to take into consideration when it
comes to putting on makeup for actors of different racial background but also of the centrality
and normativity of the white actors in the existing makeup conventions. Combined with the
reporter’s uncritical response, this interview with Carl Fabrizio unfortunately hints at the lack of
historical and theoretical interpretations of the changes in the theatrical conventions in Korea
throughout the twentieth century.
While there are mentions of makeup in reviews of early shingeuk, reviews typically fall
short of exploring the details of the practice or how Korean actors perceived and embodied any
phenotypical differences of the non-Korean characters they were to portray on stage.221 The first
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time that a reviewer noted how makeup was used as a racial marker was about 1962’s Porgy and
Bess, Yu Chi Jin’s first attempt at a musical production in Korea. A reviewer for the newspaper
Kyeonghyang Sinmun noted that the makeup did not clearly indicate whether the characters were
whites or blacks.222 It is difficult to know what the reviewer meant exactly by that remark; one
interpretation is that the reviewer thought that the black makeup should have been darker and
more “characteristic” of the caricatured images of black people that were available in popular
culture at the time. What is certain, however, is that there was a particular kind of awareness
about marking these characters as “black” that was not a concern in plays with “white”
characters, such as previous productions by Yu and his shingeuk colleagues.223

Figure 2-7 A photo of Act 1 Scene 1 of Porgy and Bess from Kyeong
Hyang Sinmun: Blacks Gambling in the Back Alley of a Slum
“Geukyeonjeyukwegongyeon Inhyeong’ui Jibeul Bogo” [On SRDA’s 6th Production, A Doll’s
House], May, 2 1934.
222
Kyeong Hyang Sinmun, “Heodahan Nanjeomeul Geukbok Mudae” [A Stage that Overcame
Numerous Difficulties], August 21, 1962.
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There were non-U.S. American plays that were produced at the time, but the U.S.’s heavy
political, cultural, and military presence created a tendency among Koreans to casually refer to
whites as “miguksaram,” which means American, while calling blacks as “heugin or
ggamdung’i,” which means “black or negro.”
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In the same year as that first Korean production of Porgy and Bess local playwright Cha
Beomseok wrote an original play entitled Yeoldae’eo [Tropical Fish, 열대어], the plot and
characters of which reveal where Koreans positioned themselves in the global racial hierarchy.
The play depicts a series of tragic events that unfold when Jinwoo, the oldest son of an uppermiddle-class Christian Korean family, returns from his studies in the U.S. with his wife Gloria, a
dark-skinned mixed-race woman with a Chinese father and an African-Portuguese mother. After
learning that Jinwoo’s parents are against their marriage Gloria confesses that she is pregnant,
hoping that the baby will soften their hearts. Jinwoo encourages her to have an abortion, fearing
that his parents will be even more furious; as a result Gloria has an anxiety attack and Jinwoo
commits her to a local mental hospital. Upon learning that Gloria is pregnant and is in the
hospital, Jinwoo’s family schemes to kill her and their “tarnished legacy” by mixing poison in
her daily medication. Suspicious, Gloria disposes of the medicine in a fish bowl; the play ends,
after she finds out that the fish is dead, with Gloria running away from the hospital. The play
seems to have received lukewarm reviews, with one of the reviewers calling the plot too vague
for the audience to relate to, despite also noting the “universal” appeal of a narrative about racial
tension.224
An even more interesting feature of this play, however, is the backstory of how Gloria
and Jinwoo met and fell in love. Gloria, who has darker skin but is half Chinese, always felt
vague longing for the East, and when Jinwoo saved her from the harassment of white boys on
campus, they became instant friends; the friendship inevitably became love. In Gloria’s mind,
she came to Korea because she wanted to escape the racism in the U.S., reflecting an affinity
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Kyeonghyang Sinmun “Isaekjeogin Sojae, Sangsikjeogin Bigeuk” [Unique Material, Common
Tragedy], 1966 April 13.
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with Korea as a person of color. The scant records on the play lack information about the
makeup, costuming, or performance of Gloria on stage, but the backstory unambiguously reveals
how Koreans saw themselves in the global racial dynamic: as a masculine savior to effeminized
and mentally-vulnerable blackness. The fact that a Korean male stood up to the injustices of
white men also reveals the ambivalent attitude that Koreans had towards the U.S. They
recognized it as a land of freedom but also a land of much publicized racial inequality.
Thanks to the beginning of private broadcasting companies in Korea, beginning in 1964
with the establishment of Tongyang Broadcasting Companyg (TBC), there was increasing
exposure to U.S. American culture.225 With the limited resources to produce its own original
programs, TBC often relied on programs imported from the U.S., including the ABC original,
Combat!, an NBC original, Bonanza, and another ABC original, The Fugitive. They also aired
talk shows like the Donna Reed Show and the Patty Duke Show, all of which ranked in the top 10
most popular programs in Seoul during the 1960s. Within this environment there were also
prominent local offerings such as ShowShowShow, a revue-like program that showcased the
talents of singers and performers; the local artists who were professionalized through this show
became pioneers of Korea’s show-business world. However, most of the programs imported
during this time had all-white casts and Korean viewers likely learned much about U.S. racial
ideology and hierarchy (in particular, the privileging of whiteness and degradation of black and
other marginalized people) through these programs. This is not to say that Koreans did not
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consume African American culture. By the mid-1960s, a number of local musicians collaborated
with the U.S. army’s band, and show tunes and popular music of the U.S. were consumed by the
urbanites in Seoul, whether through radio and music salons, or through local singers and
musicians who performed and sang Motown-style Korean original songs. In fact, James Brown
performed in Seoul in 1968 as a part of a USO tour, to which about 4,000 “soldiers, civilians,
and high school students” lined up from noon on the day of the show, when the show was
scheduled to begin at 7:30 PM.226 However, the representation of African Americans in popular
culture was not very different from the images that had been portrayed in the 1920s and 1930s, in
that they were performers and entertainers without much more depth and breadth.
By the 1970s, President Park Chung Hee’s dictatorship faced increasing public
opposition, as explained in the previous chapter. After serving two terms, Park won another
election through corruption in 1971. In 1972, he consolidated his control by changing the
legislature, and furthered his commitment to the nation’s economic growth at the expense of
democracy and human rights. The rhetoric of Park’s increasingly authoritarian dictatorship
demanded that everything be sacrificed for the state’s economic advancement, and during the
first half of the decade the public experienced heavy censorship in the guise of government
sponsorship. A vibrant underground and amateur performance scene flourished during this time,
alongside government-sponsored history plays lionizing particular figures from Korean
history.227 In addition to this censorship, prime minister Kim Jongpil introduced Shinpung
Undong [the New Trend Movement], a government program used to suppress foreign (mostly
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American) influence in the cultural sphere of Korean society. The spirit of this movement is well
captured in a quote from Yoon Juyoung, who served as the head of Culture and Public Relations
Agency during that time. At one of the press events, Yoon lamented that Korean people were
quickly discarding precious values such as a diligent work ethic and a collaborative spirit in
favor of “decadent and extravagant” Western values.228
This movement quickly died out because of the power of capitalism. A local Korean
company began manufacturing television sets in 1975, making television more accessible to
many more people. The booming television production industry was exponentially more
interested in proper training for makeup by the mid-1970s. A 1976 newspaper article on makeup
provided a glimpse into the underdeveloped skills and conventions of stage and television
makeup, hinting at practices such as raising one’s nasal bridge with gum or putty, and blonde
wigs for foreign characters.229 This example still lacks much detail about what types of
characters wore makeup for their phenotypical differences, but reveals that some kind of marking
of racial differences was by this point a conventional practice in Korean film and theatre.
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Blackface and Performing the Face of the Oppressed
While there was an absence of deliberate public discourse about the ethics of
representating other races on the Korean stage, images from production photos during the 1970s
demonstrate that the extent to which actors were marked as non-Korean characters depended on
the subject matter as well as the size of the production. For example, Willhelm Tell, Frederich
Schiller’s play set in medieval Europe, was produced by the National Theater of Korea (NTOK)
in 1976. [Figure 2-8] Produced at a government-subsidized venue, Willhelm Tell had a budget
large enough to cast 150 actors, and as well as enough wig and costume resources to clearly
mark them as non-Koreans.
Furthermore, providing historical
authenticity was important as this
was considered a history play,
reflective of a specific time and
place. The temporal and spatial
gap that was impossible to
overlook had to be somehow
represented on stage, and the
NTOK chose, and had the budget,
Figure 2-8 Frederich Schiller's Willhelm Tell: NTOK’s
Willhelm Tell in which 150 cast members go on stage
(Kyeonghyang Sinmun)
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to use wigs and costumes.230

DongA Ilbo, “Gungnipgeukjang Gongyeon Billheleum Tel” [Willhelm Tell at the NTOK],
1976, November 25.
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Figure 2-9 Arthol
Fugard's The Island at
Shireom Geukjang: A
Scene from Island, A
play that well captured
the efforts of the
imprisoned men
(DongA Ilbo)

Figure 2-10 Peter Schaffer’s Equus at Shireom Geukjang: A Scene from Equus, a play that
was forced to close abruptly for breaking the performance law during the unprecedented
successful run (Kyeonghyang Sinmun)
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However, NTOK’s costume and makeup seem to be much more elaborate when
compared to the production photos from Equus, which was produced by Shireom Geukjang
[Experiment Theatre]. Shireom Geukjang is a small theatre company that opened in 1960 and
still exists, serving as an important incubator for theatre artists. Although the resolution of the
photo [Figure 2-10] is low, it is clear enough to show that the cast did not wear wigs or particular
costumes to mark the characters as non-Koreans. Shireom Geukjang’s budget would have been
much smaller, and may have affected the production choices regarding the wardrobe. However,
one could also make the argument that Kim Youngryeol, the director of the production, and Kim
Donghun, the director of the company, might have envisioned Equus as exploring a more
universal theme. In this case, marking the cast with more overt indicators to draw attention to
phenotypical differences would not have been conducive to making the play more relevant to a
Korean audience. This perspective is supported by the creative team’s attitude in an interview
about their decision to cast Kang Taegi, a relatively unknown actor, in the role of Alan Strang.
After expressing faith in Kang’s competence as an actor, Kim Youngryeol jokingly mentioned
that the original UK production would have also hired Kang for their production if they had seen
him. On its surface, such a statement is an expression of confidence that Kang could comepete
with the skills of the original actors. However, it also shows that they did not consider
phenotypical difference to be significant in depicting Alan Strang, and that non-Koreanness was
unimportant to the director. 231
Shireom Geukjang’s confidence that a Korean actor could perform a non-Korean
character disappears, however, for their 1977 production of Arthol Fugard’s The Island, a play
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DongA Ilbo, “Choejang’gi Gongyeongeuk ekooseu’ui Juyeon Kangtaegissi” [Mr. Kang
Taegi, Main Actor of the Longest Running Play, Equus], 1975 December 19.
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about two prisoners in South Africa. As shown in the photo [Figure 2-9], both actors wore
blackface makeup to darken their skin, amd shaved their heads to perform the role of prisoners.
In an interview conducted in 1978, both actors jokingly emphasize how their black makeup takes
an effort to put on and to wipe off, as they have to go to the public bath after every
performance.232 The Island was directed by the young director Yoon Ho Jin, who later studied at
New York University, went back to Korea and established the ACOM Theatre Company and
produced well-known titles such as The Last Empress and Hero. This production became the
longest running show since Shireom Geukjang opened, closing after over two hundred
performances and seen by more than 15,000 audience members. Not unlike Shireom Geukjang’s
previous production Equus, the reviews noted the universality of the story and the struggles
faced by individuals who were oppressed by society.
Nonetheless, this universal story of love and freedom told through the plight of black
South African prisoners necessitated that Korean actors wear blackface makeup on stage, in stark
contrast with the lack of such racial markers in Equus. In a 1980 interview about his direction of
The Island, Yoon acknowledged the insults and hardship that black people endured in any
society, and explained that he was drawn to how this play touched on political and social issues.
Other reviewers and critics made similar remarks, attributing the the success of the premiere of
The Island to the sociopolitical circumstances of the 1970s. Koreans experienced a great deal of
oppression under President Park Junghee’s dictatorship, and the injustice that the characters John
and Winston experienced resonated with Korean audiences at the time. In addition, memories of
Japanese occupation and oppression were also still fresh in the minds of Koreans.
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DongA Ilbo, “Inteobyu: shireom geukjang aillendeu’ui Lee Seungho, Seo Inseok” [Interview:
Mr. Lee Seungho and Seo Inseok in Shireom Geukjang’s The Island], 1978 February, 17.
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Granted, drawing a connection between the circumstances of the characters on stage and
the audience was also a reasonable strategy to keep the production relevant in Korea. But these
kind of comparisons also lacked a deeper and more engaged exploration of the racial and racist
realities of the characters, and I argue that the use and the availability of black makeup gave the
creators and audience permission to not explore the issue of race any further. In other words, the
black bodies became a metonym that pointed to certain conditions and experiences of oppression
and suffering, and Korean actors put it on or took it off based on the roles that they were to play
to magnify local issues with which Koreans would identify and sympathize. As theatre makers
gradually began to favor natural aesthetics for stage characters, the practice of “blackface”
makeup continued while “whiteface” makeup gradually disappeared from the Korean theatrical
stage (except in opera).

Figure 2-11 (From Left to RIght) Korean actors Yu Inchon, Yoon Bokhee, and Chu
Song'ung as Kunta Kinte, Kizzy, and Chicken George in Bburi (Kyeonghyang Sinmun)
Unlike the practices of “whiteface,” “blackface” remained the norm for performing
African American characters during the second half of the twentieth century. Bburi [Roots] was
publicized as an original musical written and composed by Korean writers and based on Alex
Haley’s novel of the same title, and premiered in 1982 at the new Sejong Center venue in Seoul.
[Figure 2-11] The musical was about the journey of Kunta Kinte, an African boy who was
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captured by slave dealers and was forcibly transported to the U.S., and was based on the ABC
original television drama that had already been introduced to Korean viewers via TBC. It was
performed by an entirely Korean cast in full blackface makeup, which included dark pigment to
darken the skin, curly Afro-looking hair, and accentuated lips and facial contouring reminiscent
of minstrel caricatures.
In an interview about the performance, Yoo Inchon, the actor who played the role of
Kunta Kinte, noted that he could relate to and perform black characters because Koreans also
experienced oppression from Japanese colonizers.233 The production team’s decision to create an
original musical out of the stories of African Americans, and Yoo’s statement reflect a shared
Korean sentiment of relating to the struggles of African American people because they are
similarly oppressed. It also provides context for understanding why Porgy and Bess was the first
commercial production of a U.S. American musical that Koreans saw, as well as why Koreans
made an original musical based on The Roots. However, Koreans’ claimed sympathy with black
people falls apart when one considers the spectrum of cultures that are subsumed under Koreans’
rather limited imaginary of the black bodies. Despite the fact that Korea established diplomatic
relationships with some African nations during the 1960s and 1970s under Park’s dictatorship,
Koreans’ exposure to black bodies was more often than not mediated through U.S. popular
culture, which already embodied a racial hierarchy that privileged white bodies over those of
people of color. Koreans have long held a middle position in that global racial hierarchy, placing
themselves below whites but still at a higher level than people with darker skin tones. In that
sense, Koreans’ claims of sympathy towards black people are tinged by a condescension that
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Kyeonghyang Sinmun, “Bburiro Bburinarineun Myujikeol” [Musical Takes Root with the
Production of The Roots], 1982, December 9.
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undermines the sincerity of this alliance. In other words, Koreans’ ongoing blackface makeup
practice for black characters on stage, which persisted for the most of the twentieth century and
beyond, reveals the line that exists between Koreans and blacks, one that Koreans are unwilling
and unable to cross.

Globalization, Ethnic Nationalism, and Race-less Racism
In the sociopolitical realm, the late 1980s mark a significant time period in South Korea's
development, especially because the 1988 Seoul Olympics exponentially globalized the country.
Also, the previous decades’ rapid growth meant that there was a significant shortage of workers
in the labor-intensive sector, commonly called “3D” jobs (dirty, dangerous, and difficult).234
Gradually, those positions were filled by migrant workers, mostly from China and South and
Southeast Asia. At the same time, because of rapid urbanization the growing number of single
men became a serious social issue during the same time. Desperate to abide by the demands to
continue their family name and have a family, many single men resorted to finding eligible
bachelorettes from rural areas of other countries, aided by local marriage brokerage agencies.235
Termed “Kukje Kyeolhon (International Marriage, 국제 결혼),” this became the go-to solution
for many bachelors, and the interracial/interethnic marriage rate rose significantly during the
1990s. The influx of non-ethnic Koreans into Korean society, combined with the growing
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number of children from these couples, raised questions about the understanding of Korea as a
homogeneous nation. It is true that there was a strong sense of community in Korea even before
the pre-modern period, but it is important to note that the notion of homogeneity was
strengthened and solidified for political reasons in post-colonial and post-war Korea. As GiWook Shin, a Korean Studies scholar and sociologist, argued in his book Ethnic Nationalism in
Korea, the Korean government deliberately emphasized the “one-bloodedness” of the Korean
people to consolidate their power and strengthen national identity, and thereby mobilize people
more effectively during much of the nation’s modern and contemporary history.236 Under the
aegis of a “one-blooded nation,” those who were different were coerced to assimilate through
official policies as well as cultural mandates. It was not until the 1990s that such a simplistic,
misguided understanding and treatment of these racial and racialized others within the domestic
community faced serious challenges due to the circumstances explained above. Koreans began to
see the growth of immigrant communities in both urban and rural areas, and these communities
began demanding their rights as legitimate participants in contemporary society without having
to assimilate to “become” Koreans.
To a nation that had prided itself on a long-standing yet misguided and deeply troubling
belief in the homogeneity of its people, these growing communities of foreigners posed
important questions to the public as well as policy makers about who could and should be
considered Korean. These questions had a wide array of legal, racial, ethnic, and cultural
ramifications, which led to more conscious policies by the Korean government and NGOs to deal
with what they called "multi-ethnic" (daminjok) and "multi-cultural" (damunhwa) groups that
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were making their lives in Korea. However, these policies have reflected the Korean assimilative
agenda for non-Korean others, and have received much criticism for their lack of sensitivity
toward the very populations that they were trying to accommodate. One of the staff members at a
migrant-center located in Ansan, a city right outside of Seoul with a concentrated population of
migrant workers, poignantly expressed disappointment by suggesting that multicultural policies
need to focus more on transforming Koreans instead of governing foreigners living in Korea.237
Non-Korean immigrants in Korea are often subjected to assimilation instead of receiving equal
treatment. They are required to “become” Koreans first by learning the language and following
the customs of legitimated members of Korean society, requirements which resemble the
oppressive strategies of colonizers. Such an attitude is more prevalent towards those who are
from less developed countries than South Korea. Nora Hui-Jing Kim argues that this ambivalent,
if not contradictory, sentiment towards multicultural Korean society (which is actually no more
than a multiethnic society), demonstrates the hesitation towards and anxiety about giving up on
the age-old notion of monoculturalism (which is what is emphasized in the rhetoric of a oneblooded nation).238
What is also interesting to note is that the Korean government’s deliberate endorsement
of multiculturalism in recent years is essentially a survival tactic that is driven by the need to be
seen as more globally competent, and therefore stops short of actually creating room for different
cultural backgrounds for the multiethnic population of Korea. For that reason, a form of “cultural
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racism,” or “racism without races” still reigns strong in Korea despite the outward appearance of,
and misguided state policies about, multiculturalism in Korea.239 Among the two phrases that
Liem uses, “racism without races” is particularly useful because it captures the lack of critical
discourses around the domestic issues of race and racialized ethnic groups residing in Korea. In
understanding the contemporary development of theatrical representations of racial and
racialized others, the raceless racism in Korean society and the corresponding unarticulated
assumptions and expectations impact how meaning is made and delivered, which will be further
explored in the following chapters.

Representing Racial Others in the Age of “Damunhwa”

Figure 2-12 Siggeomenseu, Lee Bongwon and Jang Duseok (“Siggemeonseu,
Soogryemoon Fire Version,” www.goldenflower.co.kr)
(www.goldenflower.co.kr)
During the 1980s and 1990s blackface performance continued in Korean popular culture,
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most notably in a televised comedy show entitled Show Video Jockey. During the program’s
existence from 1987 to 1991, one of the most popular segments was “siggeomeonseu,” which lo
osely translates to “the pitch blacks.” [Figure 2-12] This segment debuted in 1987 when the
program was first aired and ran for about a year. The format of the segment was simple: two
male comedians, Lee Bongwon and Jang Duseok, wore blackface makeup and joked about the
silly things they did, with the punch line of their joke always being “manghasseyo” (“all is
ruined”).240 A significant element that popularized this segment was that these jokes were
delivered as a rap, and this was the first time that rap was featured in Korean popular culture.241
These two characters did not have individual identities. These were not their stories, but the silly
stories of siggeomeonseu, and thus the blackfaced performers on stage served as the generic
representation of silly and dim-witted black people. The lack of racial awareness, not to mention
outright racism, of their skits seems to have been pushed to the side for the humor until 1988. A
week before the opening of the 1988 Seoul Olympics siggeomeonseu had to be abruptly taken
off the program, and a newspaper op-ed subsequently appeared criticizing the skit’s racially
insensitive jokes.
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Also in 1987, a hugely popular children’s animation, Agigongnyong Dooli [Dooly the
Little Dinosaur] debuted, based on the cartoon series of the same title by Kim Soojung.242 Dooly,
the protagonist of the story, was abducted by aliens and given telekinetic and telepathic super
powers. He survived the Ice Age frozen in a small piece of glacier, which drifted via Han River
to Yeo’uido district in Seoul, South Korea. In the show, Dooly gains consciousness and starts
living at Go Gildong’s house, where he meets a series of interesting characters: a Korean family
of a father, a mother, two children of their own and a baby nephew of the father; a female ostrich
from Africa that is a runaway from a local circus troupe; an alien who is from an imaginary
planet, stranded on Earth
due to a broken spaceship;
and Maikol [Michael], an
aspiring rock star who is
supposedly ethnic Korean
but somehow looks black.
Maikol’s background is
never clearly explained,
Figure 2-13 "Maikol [Michael]" in Dooly the Little Dinosaur
Youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F1cfOHio5UM, 1:04

but his look is very similar
to the stereotypical

caricatures of blackness in The Roots or in Siggeomeonseu. [Figure 2-13] Maikol’s voice in the
animation was particularly interesting with the voice actor, Oh Sehong, giving Maikol’s speeches
a particular flow and a bit of a drawl, and often ending his sentences with the slow-witted smile
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or sheepish laugh that are part of the sycophantic and servile stereotypes of African American
characters in U.S. popular culture.
The legacies of Siggeomeonseu and Maikol are particularly significant and devastating
because these domestic forms of blackface frequently reemerged in later examples of popular
culture. This particular form of caricature was understood to be a Korean pop culture reference,
and not a caricature of African
Americans. In 2010, a member of a
K-pop Idol group, Lee Ki Kwang,
put on blackface makeup in a
segment called “Avatar Blind
Date,” which has the premise that
one of the members has to go on a
blind date based on directions given
Figure 2-14 Lee Ki Kwang, a member of Korean
Boyband Highlight, in Blackface. The caption
reads; “Same as Maikol” (Carpediem, “Ddeugeoun
segment funnier, the members are
Hyeongjedeul: Aidol Imaeji Beorin Lee Kikwang’ui
Byeonsin” [Hot Brothers: Lee Kikwang Throws His
usually given extreme or outrageous
Idol Looks and Transforms] (blog) July, 26, 2010.
(http://0063.tistory.com/535)
directions and in this episode Lee
by another member. To make the

was told to wear black makeup. [Figure 2-14] In addition, he was given a mission to eat a big
slice of watermelon, deliberately eliciting familiar racist images of a Sambo character. In a more
recent and widely-known example appeared in 2017, Hong Hyeon Hee, a Korean female
comedian wore blackface makeup in her sketch in the televised comedy program, Ut-chat-sa (an
abbreviation of Useumeul Chatneun Saramdeul, which translates to Laughter Seekers). Her
makeup was supposedly a caricature of an African tribal leader, but the makeup was also based
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on the familiar image of Maikol; the
reference to Agigongnyong Dooli
was used to generate laughter. [Figure
2-15] Hong and her sketch received
much criticism, however, led by
Korean television celebrities such as
Sam Hammington and Sam Okyere,
who are racially non-Korean expats

Figure 2-15 Hong Hyeon Hee in blackface, Huffington
Post

currently residing in Korea from Australia and Ghana respectively.243 Such backlash is reflective
of the growing awareness of the historical and cultural implications of the practice of blackface
itself. This awareness is in part due to the rise of K-pop, which exposed the casual uses of
blackface in Korean popular culture. Hwang Hyeon Hee, a colleague of Hong’s, argued against
Hammington and Okyere’s criticism that Hong’s makeup was not blackface makeup at all but
comic makeup, and thus not intended to dismiss and deride black people.244 Hwang’s remark is
most telling of the ways in which blackface persists in Korean pop culture; namely, that Koreans
see the makeup as a device detached from its political and sociocultural implications and its
racist history. Furthermore, it reveals the conceptual divide that detaches racist and racialized
performances from the consequences of such performances. In other words, Koreans may see
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Hammington strongly condemned the sketch in Korean calling it “pathetic” and
“embarrassing” and Okyere in both English and Korean, calling the example “hurtful,” and
“annoying.” Both Hammington and Okyere are much loved and respected celebrities who have
once been part of comedy programs, and their immediate and strong condemnation created much
buzz and raised awareness regarding the ethics of blackface for the sake of laughter.
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Bipan.. “Ma’eum Apeuda.”” [[Complete] Following Sam Hammington, Sam Okyere Criticizes
Blackface in ‘Utchatsa..’ “It’s Hurful”], Huffpost, April, 24 2017.
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blackface in the U.S. as a problematic practice, but they see blackface in Korea as merely a tool
that is independent of the practice’s history back in the U.S.
In another recent phenomenon that shows how Koreans have interpolated a system of
racial hierarchy, the influx of Southeast Asian and Chinese/Korean-Chinese laborers in Korea
has resulted in the rise of comic (and not-so comic) racialized representations and images of
them in popular media. Joseonjok, ethnic Korean Chinese, are often portrayed in media as either
hard-working yet perpetually poor, or illegal immigrants who commit serious and hideous crimes
through their connections to mainland criminals. In the case of racial stereotypes of those who
are from South and Southeast Asia, they are lumped together into one group independent of
background, portrayed as menial workers that live on minimum wage, and depicted as illegal
immigrants. One well-known example of this was a stand-up comedy sketch by Jung Cheolkyu,
a local comedian, of a character named Beullangka [블랑카], an immigrant from Sri Lanka. As
a caricature of a racialized ethnic group residing in Korea, the recurring theme of the sketch was
about Beullangka complaining about his boss or other Koreans who seem to be ridiculous or
unjust. Jung’s portrayal of a racialized other was different from other offensive portrayals of
black people because Beullangka brought up issues that the community of immigrant workers
actually experienced. However, Jung also used skin-darkening makeup and spoke in broken
Korean with a fake accent, and Jung’s sketch portrayed the Sri Lankan character as relatively
simple and unintelligent. The sketch was used to poke fun at Korean society and the absurdity
and injustice of Koreans’ perspectives and actions, and audiences loved his character for the
fresh new perspective on some of the most common and familiar Korean customs and behavior.
At the same time, his portrayal of the Sri Lankan character was a caricature, one that depended
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on the accent and makeup, and the sketch was eventually pulled out of the program when the
character fell out of public favor.
These examples of more recent portrayals of racial and racialized others on popular
comic stages reveal the persistent assumptions and associations—stereotypes—that Koreans
employ when dealing with different groups of people. Koreans associate South and Southeast
Asians with laborers, and think of darker-skinned persons as primitive and tribal people outside
of civilization and economic development. On the other side of the spectrum, however, are the
examples of K-pop stars who appropriate and commodify African American culture, as a way of
“paying homage” to the culture and artists for whom they feel respect. Considering that
performances of blackness in K-pop are starkly different from the ways in which other identities
are essentialized and embodied in the theatrical realm, I will not delve into the issues of selfrepresentation in the K-pop industry and by K-pop celebrities. However, it is important to note
that embodying and performing other racial and ethnic identities extend far beyond the realm of
on-stage performances in theatre.

Homogenous Theatrical Stages Coming to Terms with Multicultural Korea
As I conclude this chapter, I would like to return to the example of Gloria and the idea of
a “homogenous” theatre stage because it is one of the most important factors that impacts the
contemporary representation of racial and racialized others on the Korean stage. As mentioned
earlier, it was—and still is—rare to see racially and ethnically non-Korean actors perform in
Korean (or in any other language for that matter), despite the consistent increase in the number
of immigrant, foreign national, and mixed race populations in Korean society. As witnessed in
the Korean production of Gloria and the discussions that led to blackface Miles, there is an
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unspoken consensus among the theatre makers that introducing phenotypically non-Korean
bodies on the Korean stage and seamlessly integrating them into the storytelling of translated and
licensed titles is likely to interfere with the delicate suspension of disbelief of the audience. Ever
since the introduction of western drama in the twentieth century, phenotypically Korean actors
stood in and performed for any and all people, and the cast has been almost always Korean,
except in the case of touring productions and performers. In translated and licensed titles,
regardless of the genre, audiences are supposed to suspend their disbelief and believe that they
are seeing phenotypically and culturally non-Korean characters who are speaking in a language
other than Korean when ethnic Koreans speak and sing in Korean on stage. The question, then, is
if there is a limitation to audiences’ suspension of disbelief, to the point that some form of nontraditional and/or multiracial casting is made possible for the Korean audience, that they see
bodies that correspond to the playwright’s depiction and intention. I argue that conventions and
expectations are tenacious and difficult to get rid of once established, and the lack of conscious
and critical discourses around the domestic issues of race and racialized others make such
theatrical conventions more difficult to tackle and undo.
In tracing the historical background of how Koreans came to adopt and maintain certain
theatrical conventions, I have looked at Koreans’ early encounters with the west as a way to
examine how western racial ideology and Korea’s own developmentalism interacted to view race
and racialization as a tool for the growth of the modern nation state in the increasingly globalized
world. Also, the lack of critical engagement with the techniques and ethics of makeup, especially
in relation to the portrayals of race and racialized others in post-war Korea, has led to entrenched
conventions of makeup that lack understanding about the historical and sociological implications
of the practice. In the meantime, the ways in which certain characters were portrayed on stage
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further strengthened the race-less racist stereotypes that Koreans were too familiar with. The
contemporary practices of theatrical representations of racial and racialized others that will be
examined in the next two chapters, then, reveal the complicated and layered processes of
negotiation in meaning-making and business-making in the twenty-first century musical theatre
industry in Korea.
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Chapter 3
Black, White, and Koreans: (Not) Performing Race in Korean Hairspray and Dreamgirls
America is a place of the imagination, and the myths invoked in these American musicals
resonate beyond the geographic borders of the United States.245
-Andrea Most
For many non-Koreans, and even for some Koreans, local Korean productions of
Hairspray and Dreamgirls are difficult to imagine. Whenever I mentioned these productions to
friends and colleagues who are unfamiliar with contemporary Korean theatre or culture, I was
asked, perhaps not surprisingly, if there were any black actors in the Korean productions of
Hairspray and Dreamgirls. Putting aside the troubling fact that the questions were almost
always about the availability of black actors and not white actors, I would answer with an
emphatic “NO.” I would also add that Koreans are not used to seeing phenotypically non-Korean
actors on stage, and that there are not enough non-Korean actors in Korea who can sing, dance,
and act in Korean.246 Furthermore, it would be alienating for Korean audiences to see a foreign
body performing together with racially and ethnically Korean actors in the Korean language in
the roles of non-Korean characters.
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Andrea Most, Making Americans: Jews and the Broadway Musical, (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 2004), 2.
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A 2013 Korean production of Guys and Dolls initially announced that Sam Hammington, a
phenotypically white Australian comedian who speaks fluent Korean and works in Seoul, had
been cast as Lieutenant Brannigan and would join the all-Korean cast of Guys and Dolls.
However, closer to the opening, the production announced that Mr. Hammington could not join
the production due to personal reasons. This was the only instance in contemporary Korean
theatre where a production had attempted a mixed-race cast, which would have been very
interesting had it occurred. Another notable example is that the all-time popular musical Jekyll
and Hyde had often cast Sonya, a mixed-race actress whose mother is Korean and whose father
is an African American who had been stationed in Korea but subsequently returned to the U.S.,
as the character of Lucy in multiple productions since the show’s premiere in 2003. Aside from
these rather isolated examples, mixed-race casts are not yet a custom in Korean theatre.
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However, given the centrality of the social, cultural, and most importantly, racial tensions
that provide both the context and content of Hairspray and Dreamgirls, Korean productions of
Hairspray and Dreamgirls raise many questions about how racialized images, perceptions, and
hierarchies travel, are reproduced, and are reshaped within the context of global musical theatre
production, especially within Korean society. After all, both musicals portray the historical
tensions between racially marked groups of whites and blacks in the U.S. How do race and
racial tensions, which are considered to be culturally and socially bound, change when the
struggles of African Americans are performed by those who do not share what Harvey Young
terms the “critical memory,” a collective history and experience that is embodied and inscribed
on black bodies?247 Furthermore, if, as Bert O. States has argued, audience perceptions are
limited to what their eyes see onstage, how do Korean audiences interpret the Korean bodies
performing white or black U.S. American characters?248 How did the productions find solutions
to these seemingly irreconcilable conditions? Moreover, when the productions are adapted to
cater to the references and sensibilities of Korean audiences, what becomes of the stories of the
racialized characters living in an American cultural context that is being replicated on Korean
stages and in the Korean language? What do these productions reveal about Korean society?
Of course, one of the most immediate questions that is pertinent to the discussion of
global formations of race involves the triangulation of racial dynamics. What happens when
another group of racialized subjects, that is neither white nor black, intersects with a dynamic
that has previously been marked with a binary tension between the blacks and the whites? Much
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of the scholarship on global representations of blackness has been focused on the
commodification and essentialization of black images and identity, as well as issues of
authenticity and right to perform. There has also been some scholarship on the triangulation of
racial dynamics within the U.S. that looks at the relationship between Korean Americans,
African Americans, and white Americans, as examined in the previous chapter. On the other
hand, scholarship on how Koreans residing in Korea consume and construe blackness and
whiteness is a relatively new field of study, and has mostly been concentrated on the
popularization and consumption of K-pop.249 While the discussions regarding performance of
racialized identities in and of K-pop are significant, I believe that these productions of Hairspray
and Dreamgirls, provide a differently nuanced examples for an exploration of the intersection
between global circulation of racialized ideologies and local understandings and perceptions of
racialized others.
With that in mind, I examine in this chapter what Korean productions of Hairspray and
Dreamgirls reveal about Koreans’ understanding of themselves and others, specifically the U.S.
Americans who are portrayed in explicitly binary and/or implicitly racialized dynamics. When
both productions were translated and transferred to Seoul, the stories were set in a vaguely U.S.
American yet unmistakably Korean society that existed somewhere between the U.S. in the
1960s and Korea in the 2000s. I argue that the stories and characters became detached from the
material realities and practical consequences of racism as a result of the transfer, which helped
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From EXP, a K-pop boyband born in New York without a single Korean member, which was
a thesis project of Bora Kim at Columbia University, to Coco Avenue, a K-pop inspired
R&B/Hip-Hop female duo consisted with two African American singers, and to the scholarly
analyses of John Lie, the examples, studies, and experiments of the intersections between race
and gender in K-pop and K-pop fandom form a vibrant and crucial field of study in itself. The
intersections between the performances in and of K-pop and K-musicals are one of the directions
of future studies that can follow up this dissertation.
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Koreans trivialize and conflate the effects of structural racism embedded in these musicals.
Ultimately, these musicals become feel-good stories that deliver the messages of neoliberalism,
espousing a false and treacherous optimism and hope of the neoliberal multicultural hope for
equal opportunity and freedom that is not given to everyone.
While the main focus of the chapter will be on the Korean incarnations of these musicals,
I start by providing a history of significant iterations of both works in the U.S. This approach
situates the Korean productions within each show’s historical trajectory, especially in terms of
the changes in each piece’s treatments of race and how they reflected the contemporaneous
political economy of race in the U.S. and beyond.250 As examined in the first chapter, musical
theatre holds a peculiarly middlebrow position in Korea as an inherently American—therefore
high(er) brow than other home-grown —institution. It is relatively accessible and appealing in its
content while not so accessible as the ticket prices are much more expensive than plays and other
forms of popular entertainment such as sports and film.251 The industry’s explosive growth and
its overseas expansion in the last decade have further elevated musical’s position within the
cultural and economic field in Korea. As a markedly foreign genre, musical theatre also taps into
the desire of audiences and producers to obtain global citizenship, which is in line with the
national desires of global advancement, as espoused by the government’s agenda for
globalization. Considering these contexts, I hope to reveal in this chapter how Koreans negotiate
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their racial and national identity vis-à-vis the U.S. in both Hairspray and Dreamgirls, which
premiered in Seoul in 2007 and 2009 respectively.

Hairspray: Black and White, and Yellow
Hairspray is set in Baltimore during the civil rights movements of the 1960s, a period
when the popularity of what one of the characters in the musical calls “colored music” was
increasingly threatening the racial segregation that existed throughout the private and public
spheres.252 It tells the story of Tracy Turnblad, an overweight white teenage girl who is
determined to realize her dreams of appearing on the Corny Collins Show (a popular TV show
for teenagers inspired by the Buddy Dean Show of the 1960s), of winning the love of Link
Larkin, and eventually of integrating the Corny Collins Show. While there are antagonists and
obstacles to overcome, this comedy ends happily, with Tracy winning fame and love, and also
integrating a local TV show for the first time.
Originally a film by John Waters—who was known for earlier works such as Pink
Flamingos whose provocative and transgressive qualities pushed well beyond the social norms
and expectations in their portrayal of gender, bodies, and decency—Hairspray was rated G, in
part due to the fact that the film was about a white teenage girl’s aspirations and how she
achieved them.253 The film’s rating was important, in that the rating enabled a greater
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accessibility of Divine’s drag performance in the character of Edna, Tracy’s mother, whose
physique and character are both larger than life.254 As Judith Butler states in Gender Trouble,
Divine’s “impersonation of women… destabilize[d] the very distinctions between the natural and
the artificial, depth and surface, inner and outer, through which discourse about genders almost
always operates.”255 Waters had worked with Divine previously in Pink Flamingos and Female
Trouble, but Hairspray was the first work that made Divine’s drag performance available for a
wider audience, thanks to its setting and to characters that were less vulgar and more normalized
than those of their previous collaborations. Although, according to Waters, Divine did not
identify himself as a drag queen, his drag performance was so subversive that it is now one of the
most widely known and critically studied pioneering drag performances.256 Accordingly, his
performance as Edna in Hairspray grounded the queerness of the widely accessible film, and
added to the movie’s legacy and critical acclaim, which was further enhanced by Divine’s
untimely death following the film’s release.257
The obstacles that Tracy and her friends face in the film include: the social and cultural
expectations of and prejudices against fat people, especially fat females and the accompanying
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gender bias; class struggles that arise among individuals who are represented as lower class,
middle class, and upper class; and the racial discrimination that manifested itself in the form of
segregated TV programming. All these conflicts are intertwined, in that Tracy’s class
background, her appearance, and the social discrimination against blacks make it much more
difficult for Tracy to achieve her aforementioned personal dreams and desires. Of course, some
of these conflicts are presented as petty fights among white teenage girls, as Tracy and Amber,
her arch-enemy, are in constant contention for fame and love. However, considering that the plot
climaxes with Tracy’s attempts to integrate the Corny Collins Show, it seems fair to see racial
segregation and discriminatory practices as the central conflict that raises tension in the story.
However, I argue that in Waters’ screenplay, the film’s racial backdrop was unfortunately
reduced to a device that grants greater legitimacy to the white female protagonist, given that she
enables her black friends to find their voice on television, which serves to undermine the African
American characters’ agency. In fact, the story’s African American characters are denied
significant agency throughout the drama. For one, Seaweed and Motormouth Maybelle are given
caricatured names, unlike their white counterparts whose names are without such caricatures, as
seen in names such as Tracy, Edna, Wilbur, Penny, and even Amber and Velma. I would further
argue that their names are coined in a similar style to the names of places of consumption such as
Hardy-Har Hut, Wilbur’s toy store, or Hefty Hideaway—the latter a clothing store for plus-sized
(white) women—in that they carry with them certain (caricatured) images and expectations. In
this way, both Seaweed and Motormouth Maybelle, the two most vocal black characters, are
reduced to caricatures and comic images that can be objectified by the principle white characters
as well as the audiences who consume this story.
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Moreover, the story celebrates Tracy as the sole heroine who manages to rally blacks and
whites together to end the discriminatory practice of segregated programming on The Corny
Collins Show. Granted, Motormouth Maybelle serves as the catalyst. It is she who suggests that
the blacks go to the Tilted Acres—a fictional Baltimore amusement park inspired by Gwynn Oak
Park, a historical site that had been a stage for integrationist rallies—for a demonstration to end
segregation on local television.258 Yet it is Tracy who ultimately achieves the spotlight, as she is
crowned Miss Auto Show 1963. This is thanks to the efforts of Motormouth Maybelle and
Seaweed, who rallied the community of mostly black people to petition and protest for her
release from the penitentiary, and to physically confront the police to stop them from keeping
Tracy out of the contest. By placing Tracy at the very center of the victorious denouement, the
integration of the Corny Collins Show is reduced to a tool for championing the heroine of the
show, Tracy, as the savior of the black population. At the end of the film, it is still the victory of
the good-hearted white(s), which replicates the trope of the white-savior.
Although racism was not the primary subject of criticism in Waters’ original work,
Hairspray remains a critically important piece of work because it manages to remain entertaining
while commenting on other social issues, particularly gender and class.259 This cursory and
troubling engagement with the issue of race provided subsequent productions, including the
Korean production, with a readily available structure to perpetuate the consumption of African
Americans and their culture.
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Hairspray: 2002 Broadway Production and 2007 Film Adaptation
The 2002 Broadway production of the musical Hairspray was a hit from the start.
According to a brief introduction provided in the Korean souvenir program, Margo Lion, a
veteran Broadway producer, was the mastermind behind the musical adaptation of this cult film,
as she took the project to Marc Shaiman and Scott Wittman.260 Dana Heller, who wrote a book
on the social and critical implications of Hairspray, from its inception to the musical and film
adaptations, recounts that Lion saw in Tracy Turnblad, “a larger than life heroine who has a big
dream” and “gives everybody hope” in the tradition of “great musical theatre protagonists.”261
Lion first contacted Waters, who refused to write the book for the musical adaptation, but agreed
to give them permission to write the musical after hearing the draft of “Good Morning
Baltimore,” the musical’s first number in which Tracy celebrates the city of Baltimore and all its
low-class denizens (including a flasher and street rats) for giving her a daily dose of
encouragement.262
After a successful tryout in Seattle, the production opened on Broadway in August 2002
to the ecstatic response of critics and audiences alike. As Heller mentions in her book, it was
much-needed entertainment for New Yorkers who were still traumatized by the events of 9/11.263
Initially starring Harvey Fierstein as Edna, Hairspray ran for seven years on Broadway, closing
in 2009. As Fierstein mentions in an interview with Theater Talk, the producers deliberately
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chose to continue the tradition of casting a drag queen as Edna as a way of maintaining the
subversive gender politics that were embedded in Waters’s original film.264
But the musical also made numerous changes to aspects of the original film. One of the
most obvious is that Tracy and Amber are no longer competing for Miss Auto Show, but for
Miss Teenage Hairspray. This introduces an important prop that adds to the comedy and frivolity
of the musical, as characters came onstage with ridiculously high wigs; it also allowed largefigured Edna to emerge from a gigantic spray can at the end of the show. Another change is that
Velma von Tussel, Amber’s mother, became a production manager for The Corny Collins Show,
which empowers Velma to become involved in decisions related to the show’s segregation and
auditions. What seems to be a more critical change was in the character of Edna, as the creators
took Waters’s “diet pill” joke to a different level and portrayed Edna as extremely insecure about
her body image, only to be transformed by Tracy and by Motormouth Maybelle’s adamant
advice that Edna learn how to embrace and love herself for who she is, a plus-sized, beautiful
woman. This change granted Tracy more agency, and might have helped the show to connect
more with Broadway audiences who are generally middle class and middle-aged, unlike the more
specific audience of Waters’s original film. However, it also served to structurally undermine
Divine’s and Waters’s commentary on gender, despite Fierstein’s presence on stage as an out
gay man. Also, Shaiman and Wittman gave Motormouth Maybelle a blues song, “I Know
Where I’ve Been,” in which she tells of the struggles of African Americans as she inspires Tracy
to continue fighting, which seems to ground the story in its historical background. In this song,
Motormouth Maybelle sings of the historical struggles of African Americans and of a better
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future that can be obtained with perseverance. The lyric, written in first-person point of view is
introspective and spiritual, with many references to a system of faith, likely Christianity, through
words such as prayer, sin, Lord, and God. The first-person point of view is sometimes singular
but other times plural, providing a sense that the singular “I” in the lyrics, Motormouth
Maybelle, is a representative of the community of individuals. The song’s collective voice is
further strengthened with the chorus that accompanies Motormouth Maybelle throughout the
song. In that sense, this song serves to not only share with Tracy the “dream” that exists in
African American community, but also urge Tracy to take an action to make come true the
dreams of African Americans. Because this song is placed right before the very last scene, in
which the blacks and whites of the “good” camp come together to integrate the champion and
crown Tracy as the winner of Miss Hairspray, it is effectively used to incite Tracy’s action. As
the scene quickly transitions to foreground Tracy’s victory, one cannot help but feel that the
historical struggles of African Americans were used dramaturgically as a means of maximizing
the white protagonist’s achievement.
The last sequence of scenes is more troubling when one considers the difference in the
staged version’s ending. Unlike the original film, where Amber and Velma do not join in the
victory dance with Tracy and the others, the musical’s Amber and Velma come to a
reconciliation and join team “Tracy” in the final number, overcome by the power of music and
dance. Granted, such a happy ending is indeed a part of musical comedy conventions, a strategic
device that facilitates the musical’s wish-fulfillment. However, by letting the villains of the show
instantly change their minds when overcome by the affective power of music and dance, the
ending of the musical Hairspray further reduces and trivializes the problem of systematic racism
in segregation to a matter of personal choice and preference. Granted, the happy ending of the
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story where Tracy proclaims that The Corny Collins Show is “now and forevermore officially
integrated,” is an important step towards ending the systematic racism in the world of Hairspray.
However, the fact that the characters who represent the racist past and present, including Velma
and Amber, as well as Spritzer, Ultra Clutch Company’s CEO, and Prudy, Penny’s mother, fail
to acknowledge their own sets of implicit bias undermines the big achievement that is
integration. In fact, Spritzer appoints Velma to be vice president of the products for women of
color thinking that the whole confusion was her idea for a better marketing of the company, and
Prudy approves of Penny’s new relationship in part because Seaweed is “fine looking” and
“catlike,” which is even more troubling. Sure, Velma and Amber join the exuberant song and
dance at the very end, and such reconciliation may be better than nothing. However, it is obvious
that the musical opts for a conservative storytelling where a system of racial hierarchy is not
completely dismantled. In other words, white American characters still hold the position of
symbolic and financial power over the African American characters at the end of the show,
despite the fact that there is a small victory won by Tracy and her friends and family.
Considering that the structural problems are not resolved, I argue that the resolution and the
happy ending of the show resort to the view that the issues of racism can be and are solved by
dealing with individuals’ prejudice.
The musical film adaptation of Hairspray that opened in 2007, which was based on the
staged musical and starred John Travolta as Edna, was also important to the success of Korean
productions.265 It opened in Korea shortly after the staged musical opened, which, I argue, served
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not only as a marketing tool for the Korean production but also as a point of cultural reference on
racism as a personal prejudice, rather than a systematic social problem, allowing Korean
productions to conflate race with more general prejudice and bias.

Hairspray in Korea: Korean Tracy Fights Prejudice
The genesis of the Korean production of Hairspray also involves the story of a producer
who saw the musical and was deeply moved by the character of Tracy Turnblad. Park Kyeong
Lim—a TV personality who became famous because for her husky voice, average-looking
appearance, smart wits and positive attitude—saw the Broadway production of Hairspray while
she was studying for six months at the New York Film Center. Although the language barrier
made it challenging for her to fully appreciate the story for what it was, she explains in an
interview that she fell in love with the show so much that she saw it roughly 15 times while in
New York. In the same interview, she explains how she was encouraged and empowered by the
story of the female protagonist, “who was fat and ugly but made her dreams come true with her
optimism,” and that “watching the musical sustained [Park] during her stay in New York which
was often frustrating and difficult.”266 She contacted the Broadway Asia Company to obtain the
rights to produce a Korean production of Hairspray, only to learn that the Seensee Musical
Company in Korea had already signed a contract for the license.267 Upon returning to Korea, she
promptly contacted Park Myeong Seong, CEO and lead producer of Seensee, and joined the
project as an associate producer for the Korean production. She even auditioned for the role of
Tracy Turnblad, and while she did not get the part in the premiere production in 2007, she did
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play Tracy in the Korean revival production in 2009 (to rather mixed reviews, mostly due to her
hoarse and husky vocal quality that is not conventional to musical theatre actors).
In interviews, producers Park Kyeong Lim and Park Myeong Seong both acknowledge
the racial conflicts that are embedded in the drama. However, Park Myeong Seong focuses more
on the fact that “the complex and loaded issues such as obsession with appearance, body, and
racial conflicts” provides the opportunity for a greater sense of “happiness and hope” with the
fun music and dance. Adding to that, Park Kyeong Lim explained that they tried to incorporate a
Korean sensibility and humor in their production so it would better connect with Korean
audiences. As one example, the Korean production downplayed conflicts between black and
white characters to make the story more accessible and less “American,” and instead added jokes
and comedy that reference Korean popular culture to invite a more favorable audience reaction.
However, such an explanation is not entirely true when one looks at the souvenir program for the
2008 Korean production, which includes an extensive discussion of the “Americanness” of
Hairspray. In a section whose title reads “The story that is most American, but one everyone can
empathize with,” it explains that the Korean production of Hairspray boldly deals with the
American issue of racial discrimination because the Korean production is not about the racial
discrimination of the 1960s but about Koreans who are living in the 2000s, and that the message
is about respecting diversity in Korean society.268 Customarily, souvenir programs in Korea
feature articles and essays that explain the production as well as the contents, providing context
to help audiences enjoy and better understand the story. To that end, the programs often feature a
synopsis of the work, background information about how the production developed, and
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historical grounding for the story when necessary, in addition to the basic information about the
cast and creative team and on- and off-stage photos. For Hairspray, the educational sections
included an extensive synopsis of the musical (along the lines of a Wikipedia entry), the U.S.
production history, and a brief historical timeline of major world (but mostly U.S.) events of the
1960s. [Figure 3-1] The quote about the musical’s Americanness is included in a two-page
spread that analyzes the production and story, in which the production lists the elements such as
background information on principle actors, costumes, and wigs that they would like the
audience to pay closer attention to.

Figure 3-1 Timeline of U.S. History in the 1960s in Hairspray Souvenir Book
Using the above quote as a title, the core message of the show is further explained to the
audience as translated below:
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[T]hrough a series of courageous acts of one girl, Hairspray screams out how
futile social injustice is, the injustice such as the discrimination against minorities
that is prevalent in our society; the culture of excessive weight-loss that is derived
from prejudice against fat people; the problems of gender roles that are becoming
social issues; and class divisions that are brought about by an accumulation of
wealth that is tacitly being taken for granted. Hairspray’s belief that everyone is
equal in the exciting music and dance will provide Korean audience with a
gratifying pleasure.269
If this blurb sounds vague in the translation, it is because the Korean blurb itself is
written with intentionally vague and generalizing language. The list of problems addressed in the
show, I argue, feeds into the production’s and audience’s conflation, dehistoricization, and
banalization of a set of complicated social issues that contemporary theatre goers in Seoul would
be familiar with. Classism, lookism, racism, and sexism, all of which are complex and serious
problems that exceed simple personal prejudice and bias, become miscellaneous, dismissible,
and “futile” issues that can be satisfactorily and entertainingly resolved through music and dance.
Moreover, considering the middle-to-high-brow position that musical theatre enjoys within the
cultural hierarchy in Korea, one can see how these souvenir programs affirm theatregoers'
upward aspirations. It educates them to be proper global citizens who can navigate and
understand American (and thus global) culture, without posing a significant challenge to their
preconceived ideas about racially, economically, and culturally othered people both in domestic
and global contexts.
The success of such an effort was confirmed in multiple reviews, some of which brought
up the Korean word Pyeongyeon (편견), which typically translates to prejudice or bias. One of
the reviews, titled “Musical Hairspray… The Issue is Prejudice,” quotes Oh Soyeon, who played
the role of Tracy in the Korean production, and writes that this is a musical that portrays a fat
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high school girl named Tracy who overcomes the prejudice towards her body and achieves her
dreams solely by relying on her musical talent.270

Translating American Musical Comedy to Fit a Korean Sensibility
It is also important to examine how a musical comedy functions, especially when it goes
through a cultural and linguistic translation. Humor and comedy, as with other rhetorical devices
and genres, are culturally bound, which is often why it is more difficult for Korean producers and
theatre makers to import American musical comedies than musical dramas, the success of the
latter relying less on the translation of very specific cultural references and sensibilities. The
jokes and humor in the musical comedies are bound to embody American sensibilities, which
tend to be only marginally accessible to most Korean audiences. For example, a musical comedy
such as The Producers was not as successful in Korea as it was in the U.S., which one critic
attributed to the fact that the audience could not quite understand the production’s comedy, as the
Korean production remained fairly truthful to the original Broadway production without
significant adaptation for Korean audiences.271 As a result, the jokes involving American Jewish
culture and community were mostly lost, and the audience simply did not relate to the humor of
the show. Moreover, the fact that much of the U.S. American comedy utilizes a tongue-in-cheek
approach that is often unrecognized and mostly lost on Korean audiences. Therefore, it makes
sense that Park Kyeong Lim rather proudly said that the Korean production of Hairspray added
more Korean humor to make it more accessible and enjoyable for Korean audiences.
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For the Korean production of Hairspray, the comedy was often most significant with the
character of Edna, a role that is always performed by a male actor in the manner that was
originated by Divine. In the U.S., because of the show’s history and the performance of Harvey
Fierstein, the character of Edna and her relationship with Wilbur has served as a commentary to
question conventional heteronormative marriage.272 In fact, John Travolta was outside this
tradition of casting a drag performer, which led to significant criticism of the decision to cast him
in the latest film adaptation. Drag performers and performance have existed in Korea, both in
traditional and modern genres, but the purpose of modern drag performance has almost always
been comic relief rather than social commentary. Moreover, a number of well-known drag
queens have slender figures, which presents yet another challenge in finding the right talent for
Edna. An absence of appreciation for the subversive legacies of Divine and Harvey Fierstein,
coupled with the conventional comic approach of the actor who was cast as Edna, meant the
jokes and the humor of the cross-dressed Edna were lost on Korean audiences.
What exacerbates this further is that the Korean actors who performed Edna were often
celebrities who were already known for their comic chops, and they often ad-libbed their scenes
or added very Korean jokes or retorts to get more laughs. In one of the performances during the
show’s second revival in 2012, Gong Hyeongjin, the actor who performed the role of Edna, and
Ahn Jihwan, who is better known as a professional voice actor and performed the role of Wilbur,
went into an extended ad-lib session in which the actors incorporated jokes about Gong’s acting
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career, and they performed a comical “sexy dance” for which they asked the audience for
applause, completely breaking the fourth wall. At the end of the dance, which consisted
primarily of overtly sexual moves such as grinding and thrusting of his hips, Ahn comments,
“that’s really disgusting,” pointing to Gong’s own heteronormative and masculine qualities and
undermining the powerful social commentary of Edna and Wilbur’s relationship. Korean
audiences enjoy and respond to such moments, as they feel entirely comfortable with the familiar
delivery of humor that effeminizes and shames a masculine man. Other personal reviews of the
production I found online indicate that Gong’s ad-lib was marginally funny but more extensive,
even disruptive, and that the humor was often more reliant on Gong’s persona as an entertainer
and his celebrity friends who were in the audience that night.273 While Gong is a representative
example, and this particular bit of ad-lib was definitely more extensive than other occurrences,
the actors who performed the role of Edna in Korea similarly emphasized comical aspects of
Edna’s presence on stage.
Such a strategy to keep Hairspray humorous may have worked in generating laughter,
certainly for audience members who find such ad-libbing funny. However, this approach directs
the audience’s attention to the Korean actor’s body and reputation, inevitably shattering the
precarious wall that establishes the stage illusion necessary to tell this American story.
Moreover, both Edna and Wilbur are, in effect, identified as Koreans, and this ambivalent and
dual identification of Edna and Wilbur strengthens those characters’ rapport with the Korean
audience, as they are the only ones in the show that break the fourth wall.
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Translating the Lyrics
Another element that adds to the ambivalence can be found in the different rhetorical and
syntactic structures distinguishing English and Korean. Linguistically, English and Korean have
two very distinct syntactic systems. While Korean sentences place verbs at the end, verbs appear
right after their subjects in English sentences. Also, English tends to use more imagery, and a
word-for-word translation between the two languages will not work, especially for staged
performances. Therefore, when translating English lyrics, which are often poetic and figurative,
Korean lyrics fall short of generating the same effects in Korean audiences, even more so if the
lyrics refer to cultural and historical aspects of the U.S. Therefore, when Motormouth Maybelle
sings her song “I Know Where I’ve Been,” the song’s references to decades of African American
struggle are lost, and even appropriated when performed by and for Koreans whose bodies do not
and cannot share the critical cultural memory of the African American characters they are
watching on stage.
Furthermore, when Korean text is translated into English, the number of syllables usually
increases. It is easier to navigate when it comes to spoken drama, but this presents another set of
challenges when it comes to musicals, given translated lyrics must convey the same meaning
while fitting the same meter. The task of retaining lyricism and meaning while accommodating
the meter can be difficult, and the clarity of the translated lyrics sometimes suffers, both in
meaning and in performance, especially in fast tempo songs. Hairspray was not immune to this
problem, especially when it came to faster songs such as “Run and Tell That” or “Without
Love.” In terms of translation, “without love” was translated into “sarang eobssi,” which is a
literal translation (sarang is a noun that means love and eobssi is a conjugated form of eobda, an
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adjective that means to be without or to be absent). However, the Korean phrase is four syllables,
rather than the three of its English version, meaning the music had to be broken up to
accommodate the additional syllable. In this particular example, the cast sang the two-syllable
Korean noun “sarang” within the meter for the one syllable prefix “with-” of the first word
“without.” The pronunciation was not so challenging that the meaning was lost, though there was
a change in emphasis as the syntax changed from “without love” to “love without.” The rhythm
and lyricism had to be adjusted, which naturally undermines the organic relationship between
music and text in the original version, and skews the affect of the song when sung with different
accents.
As discussed above, in both cultural and linguistic translation, the Korean production of
Hairspray was Koreanized to better relate and appeal to Korean audiences, while still being
marketed as a uniquely American story. As a result, the United States that is presented in the
Korean production of Hairspray becomes a place of imagination that is dissociated from the
actual historical and material context of racial conflict embedded in the story. In other words, the
U.S. and its history of racial segregation were reduced to almost a fable of a vaguely historical
time and place, and paved the way for Koreans to appropriate and assimilate U.S. American
culture.

Putting on Race: How Koreans (Cannot) Become Whites and Blacks
Even though the producers of Hairspray had commented on how they wanted to
downplay the issues of race in the Korean production, Korean actors had to find a way to
transform themselves into characters of different racial backgrounds for the sake of the show’s
dramaturgy, given racial conflict serves as a critical plot device. To mark the differences between
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the white and black characters, the actors who performed African American characters applied
blackface makeup (some also put on wigs) and were asked to perform particular traits that
further marked them as African Americas.274 As for the white characters, minimal makeup was
required to mark them as white. The only characters who wore blonde wigs and were clearly
marked as “white” were Amber and her mother, Velma, the two most caricaturized villains of the
show.
This lack of racial markers on the white characters, in contrast to the more obvious
markers associated with the black characters, raises the concept of “transparency phenomenon,”
a term coined by Barbara Flagg to illustrate how white Americans tend not to think about
“whiteness, or about norms, behaviors, experience, or perspective that are white-specific.”275 In
other words, whiteness is understood as something of a default or as a control group that does not
require specific markers or indicators. As such, when white characters cross the Pacific to come
to Korea, they remain transparent and transferable subjects that even Koreans can “put on”
themselves without much effort. Through this process, Koreans unconsciously and uncritically
perpetuate their identification with white Americans, rather than black Americans.
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On the other hand, it is important to note that marking the white antagonists with
caricatures of imagined whiteness, especially in terms of the costumes and makeup of Amber
and Velma, added to the humor and absurdity of the characters in the Korean production. The
visual markers of absurdity, which included their gorgeously fake, old-fashioned, old-school, and
blonde hair, not only symbolize the obsoleteness and illegitimacy of these characters’ position,
but also serve to further distance these characters from the audience who are more sympathetic to
the protagonists who look less “white” than Amber or Velma. This is in stark contrast with the
ways in which Korean actors performing as blacks in Hairspray were considered to have
genuinely performed these black characters, and were applauded for their ability to portray
“blackness.” The strategic decisions to employ or drop racial markers in particular characters in
the Korean production of Hairspray once again demonstrates Koreans’ affinity for white
characters.
I extend this argument by examining the characters of Tracy, Link, and Penny, as well as
Edna and Wilbur, who are the protagonists of the story and are therefore portrayed
sympathetically. As white characters who are performed by Koreans speaking and singing in
Korean, they are, ironically, marked with the transparent and invisible markers of whiteness.
Indeed, they appeared mostly Korean, except when calling each other by American names. In
other words, in the Korean production of Hairspray, the binary racial dynamic is in fact
triangulated to make room for portrayals of both sympathetic and antagonistic whites on stage, as
sympathetic ones are not visibly marked as “white” while Amber and Velma, the antagonists of
the musical, are much more obviously marked with their blond wigs. It is also significant that
Amber and Velma, as the representatives of white America, are portrayed as the remnants of the
past that tried, albeit in vain, to hold on to their power and privileged position. Yet the white
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protagonists are portrayed as middle class working individuals that are demanding an equal share
of the gains. The racial conflict that served as the backdrop of the main tension in the plot is
conflated with a class conflict between the haves and righteous have-nots, between the
oppressing whites and oppressed blacks. When transferred to Korea, then, Koreans became a part
of the racial geography, revealing not only the affinity to whites while sympathizing towards the
blacks, which was then manifest as the economic hierarchy that Koreans were more readily and
intrinsically familiar with to relate to.

2016 Live Broadcast: The Problem Remains
The trivial treatment of the social and structural issues of racism was further manifested
in the most recent production of Hairspray in 2016. It was a live telecast of the musical produced
as a part of the National Broadcasting Company' (NBC)’s annual holiday musical telecast (the
tradition began with The Sound of Music in 2013). Hairspray Live! was broadcast live on
December 7, reaching about 9 million viewers nation-wide.276 Harvey Fierstein returned to
perform Edna, and Ariana Grande (Penny), Jennifer Hudson (Motormouth Maybelle), and
Kristin Chenoweth (Velma) were among the stars from both pop culture and the theatre world
that headlined the show, along with Maddie Baillio, a high school girl from Texas without
professional experience who won the role of Tracy from an open casting call that received
approximately 1,000 applicants. Perhaps to make up for the lack of a live audience, the producers
incorporated live responses from groups of audiences gathered in television studios in
Philadelphia, Atlanta, and Miami; whenever there was a set change, hosts in each location would
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do short interviews with local audience members. Some were social media personalities, while
others were acquaintances of the creative staff and cast. In general, they represented an
intentionally diverse group of tech-savvy young millennials who shared a love for Hairspray and
its message of happiness and optimism that the show preached. Again, the celebration of
optimism and Tracy’s limited victory provides the audience with an incomplete appreciation for
a problem that transcends individual prejudice. Reviews were mixed, but generally shared the
sentiment that the message of Hairspray was still relevant to contemporary viewers. But was it?
The material realities of persistent racial divides and the increased hate crimes that have become
more prevalent especially since the 2016 election indicate that issues of racism are not simply
matters of individual prejudice. By emphasizing the individualism and rallying the audience to
find pleasure in the show’s happy ending, the reception and positioning of the 2016 telecast of
Hairspray in the U.S. somehow felt very similar to the ways in which Korean productions of
Hairspray were positioned. I argue that the similarities come from the fact that both the Korean
productions and the telecast were the outcomes of the counterproductive ethos of colorblindness,
although they come from different sociocultural contexts. The remainder of this chapter explores
this idea further through the example of the Korean productions of Dreamgirls.

DREAMGIRLS: Black, [White], and Yellow
As a story of the struggles and tensions that a Supremes-like African American girl group
endures throughout the 1960s and ‘70s, Dreamgirls is considered by Allen Woll in his Black
Musical Theatre to be a black musical. This is evinced by its canonical position within the
history of black musicals, despite the fact that the show’s creators—Michael Bennett (director),
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Henry Krieger (music), and Tom Eyen (book and lyrics)—were all white, male artists.277 The
musical begins with the arrival of The Dreamettes at the famous Apollo Theatre in Harlem, who
hope to win a chance at fame and a career. They do not win the talent show, but The
Dreamettes—an amateur girl-group from Detroit led by protagonist Effie White—soon gets
noticed by the U.S. American public. They work with James “Thunder” Early, who sings back
up, thanks to the ruthless business practices that their manager, Curtis Taylor Jr., employs to
ensure their success. Curtis changes the name of the group to The Dreams for several reasons: as
a means to protect the group’s creative rights against white composers, who tended to take
materials from creators without securing the proper rights; to cross over to the pop charts from
the so-called “race music” charts; and to make greater profits. Curtis also decides to have Effie
do the chorus while having Deena Jones, a slender figured member of the group whose voice has
a more standard pop music sound, sing the lead. This decision results in several conflicts, and
Effie becomes estranged from her friends, family, and lover. The rest of the plot is a story of
forgiveness, perseverance, and understanding, as the characters come to reconcile with each
other at the very end. Although it tells a story of show-business and its tensions, it also is a story
of African American struggling during the Civil Rights era. One of its biggest conflicts results
from the fact that Effie has a voice and appearance that are unmistakably marked as “black,” and
therefore less relatable to the mainstream white audiences.
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The creators were well aware of the production’s racial dynamics, as well as the story
that they were trying to tell through Dreamgirls. When asked about the production process, both
the creators and the cast expressed awareness of the racial politics embedded in the story and the
production, and defensively explained that the development happened organically in the
rehearsal room. Cleavant Derricks, who played the role of James “Thunder” Early, agreed that
“[the cast would] get up in workshop and involved [themselves] in creating the work with the
creators. Tom would write down what [they] were saying.” 278 Jennifer Holliday also told the
Boston Globe that she, together with Tom, was really the one who originated her character.279
Jennifer Holliday’s remarkable, heart-wrenching, and Tony Award-winning delivery of
“And I Am Telling You I’m Not Going”—in which Holliday both vocalizes and embodies
Effie’s heartbreak at losing her lover, family, and friends—physically manifests the struggles of
black artists in a visceral fashion. Her performance of Effie White became the definitive version,
which has made Dreamgirls a difficult production to remount, given the challenge of finding
vocal talents that compare favorably to Holliday’s. Another character intended to embody
blackness more than other characters was Jimmy “Thunder” Early, who was originated by
Cleavant Derricks. Derricks won praise for his believable performance of a free-spirited soul
singer whose story fades out in the original book.280 Fueled by its music, direction, and
performances that roused audiences, the original production of Dreamgirls opened to critical
acclaim and won six Tony awards, including Best Book (Tom Eyen), Best Actor (Cleavant
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Derricks), Best Actress (Jennifer Holliday), and Best Lighting Design. It ran for four years and
closed after 1,521 performances.
However, subsequent productions could not find an actress to replace Holliday and
replicate the success of the original production until Dreamgirls had its next big break in 2006,
with the opening of the film adaptation that starred Jennifer Hudson, the star of the third season
of the popular TV show, American Idol, in 2004.281 Hudson made her film debut as Effie White
and went on to win an Academy Award and worldwide fame, as the movie was popular outside
the U.S. as well. In adapting the musical for the screen, the producers added a new number,
“Listen,” for Deena, in which Deena sings that her deepest desire is to be heard by Curtis and the
world. Another change involved the character of Jimmy “Thunder” Early, who was played by
Eddie Murphy. Unlike the original Jimmy, the film portrayed him as a relic of the past who
could not deal with the present. His free-spirited nature turned him into a drug addict, and he dies
of an overdose instead of being phased out as was the case in the original book. As for the racial
tensions, instead of adding scenes of direct racial conflicts, the film features a scene in which
Curtis Taylor Jr. produces a recording of Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech,
indicating that the story is taking place sometime around 1968. Later in the film, there is a rather
vague, brief portrayal of a riot in the street. This functioned as a backdrop for the “riot” that was
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brewing within the team, as well as a practical solution to keep Effie with the team a little longer,
given the riot prevents her from leaving the studio.282
However, as the riot scene echoed the rising tensions and conflicts that were brewing
inside the Dreamettes, the larger sociohistorical contexts of the civil rights movement and racial
upheaval of the 1960s were reduced as a dramatic device to further dramatize the plot and their
significances were undermined by doing so. Moreover, the character of Jimmy is reduced to a
caricature of a black singer unable to cope with changing times who eventually dies an
unfortunate death. Corroborating this point is the fact that many members of the original
production’s cast expressed concerns over the film adaptation, arguing that its racial politics
were not representative of their work in the original production. Jennifer Holliday expressed
disappointment with the film, since she felt as though they were stealing her legacy as the
originator of Effie White.283 Obba Babatunde, who originated the role of C.C. White, said in an
interview in Jet that he declined an audition after reading the script for the film, because the
movie was not “keeping with the piece [he] helped to create.”284 In response, Bill Condon, the
director of the film, defended it by saying that it was an “interpretation of the original” rather
than a revival of the staged musical, and arguing that the work needed “to be done on its own
terms as a movie,” thereby attempting to deflect further criticism of the film’s lack of
authenticity or respect for the message of the source material.285
Also, the film, not unlike the original musical, minimized the role of white characters,
leaving the racial context and conflict between blacks and whites more implicit than direct; this
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left a void that minimized the importance of racial tensions for Korean audiences. In other
words, these changes made it possible for the film version of Dreamgirls to focus more narrowly
on the individual struggles and conflicts among the African American characters.

Dreamgirls in Korea: But They All Look Korean
The 2009 Korean production of Dreamgirls, which stayed true to the original script, was
confusing for audience members who were unfamiliar with the racism and racial tensions of that
period in American history. For example, fifteen minutes into the first act, my sister, who had no
prior knowledge about the show turned to me and whispered, “So, they are supposed to be
blacks, right?” Rather annoyed by what seemed so obvious to my (informed) eyes, I might even
have frowned. “Of course,” I answered under my breath. But then it hit me. Was it really that
straightforward? After all, what the Korean audience was seeing in that production was a group
of racially and ethnically Korean actors who had American names, speaking in Korean, without
specific makeup or costumes that marked them as being anything other than Korean. How did
the audience understand the Korean Dreamgirls?
When there was an announcement that a Korean language and cast production of
Dreamgirls was coming to Korea, the biggest question was how a Korean cast would portray the
story of an African American girl group. In the original story, one of the greatest problems that
Effie embodies is that she is too “black” to be accepted and consumed by the predominantly
white consumers of popular music in 1960s America. How would a Korean Effie transform into
the African American Effie? What about James “Thunder” Early, or Jimmy, whose character is
supposed to embody African American soul and R&B? How would his signature line, “Jimmy
got soul” be translated and understood by local Korean audiences?
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One answer to these questions can be found in one of the descriptions in the production’s
souvenir program. In a segment featuring a brief explanation of the musical and dramaturgical
changes made in the production, it states that this drama that “reveals how African Americans
entered show business industry in the 1960s” was “adapted according to [Korean] sensibility,”
and that “the issues of race will be excluded [in this production] while the story behind an
unknown singer’s journey of becoming a glamorous star will be emphasized for a tighter drama
that will move the Korean audience.”286 In other words, the production made a conscious choice
to essentially eliminate the show’s racial elements, while educating the audience about the
backdrop of the story by providing cultural and historical references for the original story. In the
following, I examine the choices and strategies of the Korean production in more detail as a
means to explain how Koreans place themselves in the contemporary global geography of race.
Before beginning an analysis of the Korean production of Dreamgirls, however, I must
discuss the business aspects of the production, starting with the aspirations and expectations of
the producer(s) involved in the process. In fact, the impetus for the production did not
materialize until the film version of Dreamgirls was introduced to Korean audiences in 2006.
Unlike other movie musicals such as Chicago and Moulin Rouge that enjoyed only minor
success in Korea, Dreamgirls proved to be a huge success, bringing in more than 600,000
viewers and earning about 100 million USD.287 The success of the movie was often attributed to
the film’s music, as suggested by the popularity of the original soundtrack that set a record by
selling approximately 100,000 copies (a staggering number considering that the Korean music
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industry’s average sales for a pop album are usually around 10,000 copies).288 Before the film
came out, most Koreans had no prior knowledge of Dreamgirls, save for those in the theatre
industry.289 Shin Chun Soo, the main producer of the OD (Open Door) Musical Company in
Korea, saw the film when it came out. In an interview, Shin details how he went to Lincoln
Center and saw the recording of the 1981 original production of Dreamgirls, after which he
“knew that he could translate the emotional qualities of Dreamgirls to Korean audience” (italics
mine).290 It was after this viewing that Shin was convinced enough to arrange a meeting with Mr.
John Breglio, a lawyer, producer, and executor of Michael Bennett’s estate, which includes
Dreamgirls.
As Shin jokingly quoted Breglio in one of the interviews, “among a number of people
who had approached Breglio regarding the license of Dreamgirls, [Shin] was the only person
who persuaded Mr. Breglio with a story of a dream,” adding that “[Breglio] must have taken that
the meeting was a work of a fate.”291 Shin did not detail what he spoke of at this initial meeting
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in 2007, but he is quoted in the same interview as saying that his dream was to be acknowledged
and accepted on Broadway with Dreamgirls. In his note for the souvenir program, Breglio says
that he, too, had aspirations for revamping the show around the same time when Shin approached
him. The problem was that it was hard to capitalize a new production in the U.S., a problem that
was largely solved when Shin came to Breglio. In many of the interviews that were conducted by
the U.S. media, the economics and the financial benefits of this coproduction are emphasized,
especially as Broadway was under a “very real threat,” having “gone very expensive” during the
years leading up to this exchange in 2009.292 In a New York Times article on the Korean
production of Dreamgirls, Choe, Sang Hoon (who penned “For ‘Dreamgirls,’ Pacific
Overtures”) elaborated on Mr. Breglio’s financial gains, writing that Breglio only had to raise
half the amount of capital that is usually needed for shows produced in the U.S.293 It was, as
Breglio says in an interview with a Korean media outlet, a “fantastic model” for him and other
American producers who were looking for new business strategies.294
This news of a coproduction stirred significant interest in both countries. In the U.S., as is
evident from Breglio’s interviews with the Times, it was celebrated as an opportunity for U.S.based producers to find other sources for funding their productions and possibly to test the
international market in a more cost-effective manner. After all, it was essentially no more than a
tryout production that happened in another country, only differing in location from the usual
domestic regional theatre tryout models. In Korea, this was celebrated and marketed as the
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ultimate success story of a Korean producer who finally broke into the very exclusive and nearly
impossible league of Broadway producers, despite the fact that there was no guarantee that
Dreamgirls would make it to Broadway. One of the articles even dubbed him a “dreamboy,” but
one who ultimately made his dreams come true.295 This feat was further exaggerated by the
media, as many articles called the 2009 Korean production the “world premiere,” instead of “a
tryout,” “a revival,” or at least, “a Korean premiere.”296 The articles would mention the existence
of the 1981 production later in the piece, but they focused much more on the production as an
entirely new incarnation of the original, thereby justifying their use of the term “world premiere”
for this Korean production.
For most Korean audiences, the Korean production of Dreamgirls could very well be
seen as a world premiere of a staged version, given that many of them would not have heard of
Dreamgirls before the movie came out in 2006. The Korean production, or “world premiere” of
Dreamgirls, opened in February 2009 to rave reviews and ran for seven months at Charlotte
Theater, a relatively new, 1,200-seat theatre located in Jamsil, an affluent neighborhood in
Seoul.297 Most of the reviewers gave positive reviews, and mentioned how the costume changes
and staging were impressive and particularly enjoyable. Above all, it was the visual elements of
the show, especially with the help of LED panels, creative staging, and more than 400 costumes
that the characters kept changing on and off stage, that so impressed audiences. Many reviewers
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also referenced the 2006 film adaptation, and concluded that the staged version was not
disappointing, even when compared to the film.298
By the time it closed in September 2009 after run of just over five-months, 180,000
Koreans had seen the show, and it is said that the production sold enough tickets to break even
with the 10 billion KRW production cost (equivalent to about 10 million USD).299 Further
confirming the success of the Korean production, Dreamgirls won three awards in The 3rd
Musical Awards [Myujikeol Daesang] in April of 2009: for Best Foreign Musical, Best
Supporting Actor (Choi Min Cheol, as James “Thunder” Early), and Best Supporting Actress
(Jeong Seon Ah, as Deena Jones).300 Later in the same year, it won five awards in The 19th
Korean Musical Awards in 2009 [Hangook Myujikeol Daesang] for Best Licensed Musical of
the Year; Best Leading Actress (Hong Ji Min); Best Music Director (Won Mi Sol); Best Set
Designer (Robin Wagner); and Best Technical Director (Noh Byeong Woo).301

(Not) Performing black
But the question remains: what was it that Korean audiences saw in the Korean
production of Dreamgirls? From the very beginning, the production’s publicity and marketing
indicated that producers were aware of concerns over the racial backdrop of the story, and the
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plausibility of the drama when performed by a Korean cast. As a simple solution to this issue, the
production opted to deliberately and strategically downplay the racial context and content. In
another interview, Shin supported this decision by arguing that race is not the only element of the
plot. He believed that the crux of the drama dealt with such universal values as family,
friendship, and success, and for this reason, he felt Dreamgirls could resonate with Korean
audiences just as well as audiences in the U.S. or any other part of the world. He wanted to recreate the affective and emotional response from the audience through the story of Dreamgirls.
Also, with the popularity of the film, Deena’s song “Listen” became very popular in Korea, to
the degree that one of the conditions for the Korean production was that they retain that song.
Accordingly, Henry Krieger turned Deena’s solo into Effie and Deena’s duet, which served as a
moment of reconciliation and understanding. Moreover, the song comes almost as an eleven
o’clock number, especially as “Listen” is the most well-known song of the entire show.302 This
serves to further confirm that the Korean production’s core conflict revolves around two divas
who are estranged and reunited as they struggle to make their music industry dreams come true.
In terms of performances, audiences seemed to be divided, with reviews noting the
limitations of the Korean cast, who could not reproduce the “feel that is unique to African
American performances” of soul and R&B.303 While some other reviewers acknowledged that
the Korean production intentionally dropped the film’s racial issues, there seems to have been
ambivalent expectations towards the casts who supposedly performed as African American
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characters. Of course, considering that the drama’s focus was on the trajectory of an unknown
singer becoming a glamorous star, it was essential for the actors to sing and act exceptionally
well to portray such characters properly.304 Still many others celebrated the Korean production,
especially championing Shin and the show’s visual elements.

Figure 3-2 Dreamgirls Souvenir Book; Henry Krieger’s essay (left), Jimin Hong, who plays
the role of Effie (right)
While the production had preemptively publicized that the Korean production of
Dreamgirls would strategically and intentionally downplay the racial elements of the show, the
production kept an ambivalent stance vis-à-vis the story’s racial backdrop. In the souvenir
program book, which included extensive information about the show’s background and details of
the visual elements of the show, the program explains at length the historical, social, and cultural
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background of the 1960s and ‘70s in an informational essay by Henry Krieger titled, “The Birth
of African American Music and Its Gradual Growth: Its Footsteps to Become the Mainstream of
American Culture.”305 [Figure 3-2]
Considering that the cultural and social backdrop is integral to the plot, it is only natural
that the Korean production could not entirely excise race, as the script of the Korean production
had to follow the original without significant changes, as is the case with most of the licensed
productions in Korea. Therefore, the Korean production, although “downplaying” the racial
elements of the story, was still set in the cultural, social, and historical backdrop of Detroit and
the popular American music industry of the 1960s and ‘70s, which explains why the production
included Krieger’s essay.
Nonetheless, the Korean production took advantage of the fact that the revised script did
not call for any white actors, and decided to forego the use of visual markers to signify the
characters were black. Unlike Hairspray, there was no blackface make-up, Afro hairstyles, or
wigs. Even James “Thunder” Early, the character who embodies African American “soul,” did
not have any physical markers that coded him as black. Instead, he was to perform the traits of
African American performer by adding more geurubeu (groove 그루브) to his interpretation,
which is vague, reductive, and essentialized, to say the least. In an interview, Choi Mincheol, the
actor who originated the role in the Korean production, explained that he found his inspiration in
James Brown, who seemed to have a charismatic appeal to his audiences, and he analyzed and
copied much of Brown’s mannerisms for his performance of James “Thunder” Early.306 In other
words, the traits that Brown manifested as an African American pop singer were picked up,
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copied and then consumed by a Korean actor performing for a Korean audience. Despite
obvious roots in the very specific individual and collective histories of African American pop
singers, the Korean production ended up reducing its characters to mannerisms and “grooves”
that are vague, at best. The only place where the audience might have seen a darkened skin was
in the program book, in which the principle actors’ headshots were significantly darker than
those of ensemble members.
Furthermore, the specific lines referencing the struggles of blacks against whites during
the 1960s and 1970s were altered to communicate more general, yet oddly specific, “us” versus
“them,” thereby creating unintentional tension between Koreans—“us”—and Americans—
“them.” By choosing not to have specific markers of race, and being identified with the problems
of African Americans, one might argue that Dreamgirls is an example of how Koreans
sympathized with African Americans’ struggles against a systemized and structured racial
hierarchy that discriminated against them. However, when one looks carefully at the production,
what is really striking is the complete and utter absence of blackness on stage. Even when there
is a specific mention of whites, there would be no verbal or visual description or explicit
acknowledgement that marked any of the characters as black. The only character who was
supposed to display some level of blackness was Jimmy, the soul singer. However, because there
is no verbal or physical affirmation of Jimmy’s blackness on stage, the blackness that Korean
Jimmy portrayed was completely detached from the show’s cultural and historical context, and
reduced to easily consumed gestures and mannerisms.
When there was an announcement about the opening of the New York Production of
Dreamgirls in November 2009, many articles in Korea celebrated it, focusing on how a
production that was first created in Korea had made its journey to New York. Some of the
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articles even mentioned that the New York production will be more American, as it will add and
emphasize the racial conflict that was omitted from the Korean production.307 After a successful
run at the historic Apollo Theater, Dreamgirls received a U.S. tour, as well as another
international production in South Africa in 2012.

No Race, but Full of Emotions: Dreamgirls in 2015
Six years after the Korean premiere, the Korean production of Dreamgirls returned to
Seoul in 2015, with a new director, new cast, new designs and an updated script. At the press
announcement event, David Swan, who was the revival’s new director, explained that he focused
on adding “[dramaturgical] depth” to the original story, so as to better deliver Dreamgirls’
message of “dream and hope.”308 As mentioned earlier, one of the greatest criticisms of the 2009
production was that there were too many jumps in the storytelling, and the new production, from
the very beginning, emphasized the ways in which the story would be improved so that it could
better resonate with Korean audiences. Unlike the 2009 production, which remained a model
tryout for the 2009 New York and the subsequent US tour production, the 2015 production had a
greater flexibility, given it did not have to follow the directions of the Broadway staff or the
contract. The most obvious changes were the absence of the LED panels and the original
costumes that were highly praised in the 2009 production. One can assume that these decisions
were more cost-oriented than anything else, given the operating and maintenance costs
associated with the LED panels and the costume design royalties. However, the biggest changes
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were in the script, in that the new production tried to provide motivations for the characters that
were not present in the original script. As mentioned earlier, there was an inherent lack in terms
of the characters’ depth, given the racial elements were “downplayed,” obscuring from Korean
audiences the structural issues of the characters’ world. The new production acknowledged such
difficulties in storytelling and character development, and decided to add more family drama and
individual motives through additional dialogue.
The two most obvious changes were in Curtis Taylor Jr. and Effie White. Curtis, who is
portrayed as an ambitious young man driven by his desire to succeed, dramatically changes his
career path after encountering the Dreamettes. Given the original production’s inadequate
explanation for this sudden change, the new production establishes Curtis Taylor Jr. as a
“salesman,” one who used to sell cars but comes to the amateur night in search of new talent to
sign and sell. In addition, he mentions his father, who was strong-willed and also desired to
succeed. He would say that his dad instilled a strong desire to achieve a successful life, which
supposedly explains his switch from Effie to Deena, and motivates Deena’s desire to leave him.
For Effie, the changes do not happen until the second act, when she is left alone with her
daughter, Magic. The new production inserted a scene with Effie and the daughter after Effie is
shut off by the local producers and bar owners, in which Magic tells Effie that she likes when her
mother sings, and that she loves her. Clichéd as it may seem, the scene is intended to explain the
drastic change that Effie experiences when she decides to resume her career in singing; this
stronger motivation extends to her daughter, as well, who loves Effie and her music.
The reviewers did not miss these changes. Many noted that the dramaturgical
“improvement” worked despite the lack of impressive visual elements that the new production
could have utilized. The racial and structural problems of the original story are reduced even
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further, as the personal motivations are intensified, making the story more “accessible” to
Koreans. I would further argue that the new production of Dreamgirls has transformed it into a
sort of Korean family drama told through “soulful” music. In some ways, the 2015 production of
Dreamgirls nicely captured the Korean “soul” by tapping into the emotions and tropes of Korean
family drama.

2017 “Naehan” Production: “Real African Americans” Perform Dreamgirls
In 2017, OD Company, which had changed its name from OD Musical Company in
2015, announced through the production’s PR Company, Open Review Ltd., that Dreamgirls
will have its first “naehan” production with cast with Broadway careers. The term “naehan”
literally translates to “coming to Korea,” and is usually used to refer to tour productions that
were formed in another country that come to Korea as a part of bigger tour schedule. Therefore,
not only the cast but also the entire production staff are hired by the productions outside Korea;
when they come to Korea, they work with the crews and staff that manage the venue and the
local promoters and co-production that take care of the logistics of the production for the
duration of its scheduled run. Considering this, 2017 “naehan” production of Dreamgirls was not
one in the strictest sense; rather it was a transnational production in the fashion of OD
Company’s many other previous productions where they hire both local and foreign staff for a
production. Even before they opened the ticket sales for the 2017 production, OD Company
marketed the new production emphasizing the “all-African-American cast” that will bring the
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“original soul” to Seoul, sometimes with misleadingly calling the production as “Broadway
team” and writing that they are “coming to Korea for the first time.”309
The production opened on April 4, 2017, and ran for about ten weeks, closing on June 25,
2017, but received a very mixed review from the audiences and critics alike, as there were
sudden changes of the cast, in that another actress had to come to substitute for an actress that
had a health issue to stay in the production.310 The positive reviews mentioned the “original”
soul, just as the production was advertised as, but some others noted that the vocal caliber of the
cast in fact was not good enough to compensate for the need for the supertitle that seemed to
have also seems to have caused some technical difficulties during the production.311 Overall,
despite the hype that the production created before the opening of the production, the production
did not seem to have done so well in terms of the ticket sales, or at the least living up to the hype
that had been generated.
Without a survey, it is difficult to know the demographic of the audience who came to
see Dreamgirls in 2017, but considering the high ratio of return audiences in Korean musical
theatre industry, and the success of the 2009 film, one could assume that many of the audience
who actually bought their ticket to come to see the show were aware of either the 2009 or 2015
Korean production, or the film. Considering this, the fact that the intentionally vague “original”
soul did not boost the ticket sales nor the overall lukewarm responses about the production is
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particularly interesting in understanding what race does for Koreans’ consuming the story of
Dreamgirls. Unlike performance of popular music, in which the original performers’ authenticity
can make all the difference, the “originality” can be much more fluid, even if when it comes to
racial identity. For Dreamgirls, the story had become sufficiently, or, too Koreanized to
Koreans’ mind to appreciate the performance of the “real African Americans” telling “[their]
story.”312

(Not) Performing Race, Assimilating Americans, and Producing and Consuming
Imaginary America
Interestingly, the emotional attraction of both Hairspray and Dreamgirls comes from the
fact that the main characters in each are driven to an unrelenting pursuit of their dreams. This is
not surprising, as throughout their history musicals have thrived on the narratives of dream and
wish fulfillment. The protagonists of musicals are shown overcoming challenges and obstacles in
order to be included in their community, to fulfill their careers, and, more often than not, to find
their (heterosexual) one and true love. Through sympathy with the protagonists, audiences are
given the chance to live vicariously through characters whose dreams come true. Many
scholars—including D.A. Miller, Raymond Knapp, Bruce Kirle, and Andrea Most, to name but a
few—have explored musicals’ predisposition to serve as a vehicle of vicarious wish-fulfillment
and a temporary utopia for different audience groups, whether closeted gay men, Jewish (and
sometimes non-Jewish) immigrants, or others working to assimilate into to U.S. American
culture in the twentieth century.
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If the musical stage is indeed where hidden desires are revealed and acted upon without
judgment, and thereby are legitimized, I argue that the Korean productions of Hairspray and
Dreamgirls provided Korean audiences with safe and familiar places where they could
temporarily gain (or feign) an understanding of the global geography of race and class. This
imagined world of the U.S. portrayed on stage by Koreans is on one hand specific enough to
invoke empathetic reactions among the Korean audiences towards the U.S. American characters,
yet on the other hand ambiguous enough to leave room for audiences to engage their Korean
sensibility to maximize their enjoyment. In that sense, the staged world of the U.S. serves as a
site where the U.S. American characters’ desires are represented, but it also lays bare the desires
of Korean producers and audiences who actively participate in this process of imagined
representation. At first, it seems, and rightly so, that both Hairspray and Dreamgirls served as
purveyors of the American form of colorblind racism, whose functions and workings Eduardo
Bonilla-Silva so clearly decodes and explains in his book, Racism without Racists.313 Indeed, the
structural and systematic racism was contained in the rhetoric of individual prejudice and
therefore paved the way for Korean productions to also present the Korean form of racism
without racists, or race, even, considering the lack of racial awareness and/or language regarding
“race” within the Korean domestic contexts. Korean audiences would have related to the racist
structure in the world of Hairspray and Dreamgirls because neoliberal multiculturalism is alive
and well in Korea. However, due to the lack of racial awareness within the domestic contexts, as
explained in the previous chapters, racism would exist under the guise of multiculturalism,
creating a form of racism without race within Korean society.
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At the same time, the fraught metonymic representations of the U.S. and the U.S.
American culture in both Hairspray and Dreamgirls also suggest that Homi Bhabha’s colonial
mimicry is at work in both productions. Building upon Lacan’s psychoanalysis on mimicry,
Bhaba asserts that the “almost the same, but not quite” imitation and “partial vision” of the
colonizer serve as a form of subversion through which colonial authority is threatened. Although
Korea’s colonial history does not necessarily make it an American colony, post war Korea was
politically, culturally, and socially reliant upon the presence of the U.S. in South Korea, and the
presence of the U.S. army bases confirms such influence. In that sense, Koreans’ ambivalent
portrayal and “partial” representation of the U.S. and U.S. American society ends up creating
room for both desire and anxiety towards the U.S., as a form of mimicry. This is also in accord
with Koreans’ ambivalent sentiments towards a country that has been its closest ally and a role
model, yet also the most feared authority that exerts a strong influence over Korean politics.
Through performances both on and off stage, Korean actors and audiences find the means to
disrupt, subvert, and challenge the U.S., the colonizer-ally, through their partial gaze, where both
the audience and the creators of the Korean production get to perform the role of Americans, and
thereby globalized citizens.
As I conclude this chapter, I would like to return to the idea that musical theatre in South
Korea, especially that of the licensed productions, is very much a commercialized enterprise that
is mostly initiated, planned, and manufactured by producers. More often than not, the project of
importing a foreign title for a Korean audience reflects producers’ personal tastes, artistic
dispositions and financial analyses of the project’s viability. Hairspray and Dreamgirls are not
free from this model, in that they were both marketed as projects that embody the passion,
devotion, and dreams of their producers. However, no matter how much of a personal narrative
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can be discerned in the geneses of these productions, the personal taste, dispositions, and
viability cannot be extricated from the social, cultural, and economic systems of a society that
arbitrate and dictate such personal choices. Moreover, musical theatre, as an industry, has now
become an important part of cultural growth and embodies the desires of the Korean
government, as examined in the previous chapter. Being able to consume and produce these
“American” musicals, which serve to situate Koreans in the global map of race, grants a sense of
global citizenship for the individuals who are involved, as well as global recognition for the
government. In the following chapter, I further explore how Koreans utilize the issues of race
within a domestic context by examining a Korean original musical that features characters of
different ethnic and racial backgrounds.
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Chapter 4
Musical Bballae: Musical and “Multicultural” Korea
“Da” is a homonym of two very different Chinese words transliterated into Korean: 茶
(meaning tea) and 多 (meaning many). Because of this, the Korean term damunhwa (다문화,
literally multi-culture, but mostly used as an adjective to mean multicultural), can mean either
“tea culture” or “many cultures.” A quick online search of damunhwa on Naver.com, a Korean
language search portal, reveals that the term’s usage before the 1990s was most commonly in
reference to tea-drinking culture. Beginning around the late 1990s there was a drastic change in
the frequency of the use of the damunhwa with 多, which translates to multicultural. This change
in usage is particularly interesting because it indicates changes within Korean society rather than
changes in multiculturalism in other parts of the world such as the U.S. As briefly mentioned in
the Chapter 2, this surge of the usage of the term in relation to the domestic issues corresponded
with the increasing number of foreign nationals residing in Korea as a result of the Industrial
Training System (Saneop Yeonsusaeng Jedo, ITS). By the 1990s urbanization, increasing
education level, the aging population, and lower fertility rates led to industrial demands for a
supply of labor.314 ITS was a training program established in 1993 to enable non-Koreans to
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temporarily migrate to Korea for training and work, providing an able-bodied (and cheaper)
labor force to facilitate this industrial growth.
On the other hand, searches of the terms daminjok (다민족, literally multi-ethnicity, but
mostly used as an adjective to mean multiethnic) and dainjong (다인종, literally multi-race, but
also mostly used as an adjective before a noun to mean multiracial) reveal that it was not until
the mid-2000s that people began to use these terms to refer to Korea’s domestic sociocultural
issues. Even then, it was still more common to find articles where daminjok and dainjong were
used to refer to characteristics and social issues of other countries, most notably the U.S. but also
many other Asian and European nations known to have a heterogeneous racial makeup. In other
words, the obvious preference for describing domestic matters with the word “multicultural”—
that foregrounds relatively more vague categories such as places of origin of an individual—over
“multiracial” or “multiethnic”—which foregrounds the individual and personhood—indicate a
lack of awareness in Korea about the ethnic and racial makeup of Korea before the mid-2000s.
However, by 2005, there were more than a dozen articles that noted that the
demographics of Korean society were becoming multiethnic and multiracial. These articles
promoted public consciousness of and government intervention in the discrimination faced by
non-ethnic and mixed-race Koreans living alongside ethnic Koreans in Korea.315 Discourse
around non-ethnic, non-racial, and mixed-race Koreans was amplified by the success and
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achievements of Hines Ward, an NFL player for the Pittsburgh Steelers who was named an MVP
for his performance in the Super Bowl XL in 2006.316 Ward was born in Seoul to a Korean
mother and an African American father, a US soldier who had been stationed in Korea. The
media portrayed Ward as a half-Korean whose success could be attributed to his mother Kim
Young Hee’s sacrifices.317 The heightened attention to and celebration of Ward and his mixedrace lineage pressured the media to pay more attention to an uncomfortable reality: that Koreans
have long subscribed to discriminatory views on mixed-race people, as well as other people who
are non-ethnically and non-racially Korean yet reside either permanently or temporarily in
Korea. Following Ward’s visit to Korea, there was a surge in the newspaper articles that called
attention to the fact that Korea was either already or was becoming a multiethnic and multiracial
nation.318 Many articles advocated for building a more open and tolerant society, pointing out
the benefits of multicultural and multiethnic diversity in a community. A widely celebrated result
of this nation-wide discussion was that the Ministry of Education (MOE) published a revised
textbook for fifth- and sixth-year students. The new version included sections where students
could learn to respect and sympathize with a wide spectrum of Koreans, including mixed-race
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people, children from interracial/interethnic marriages, and those who were adopted at a young
age.319
This was the background against which the musical Bballae was conceived. Created
entirely by a group of Korean artists as a college thesis project in 2003, and running for more
than 15 years as of 2018, Bballae pioneered the growth of small Korean original musicals. As
mentioned in the first chapter, Bballae is a story about socioeconomically marginalized Korean
and non-ethnic Korean residents in Seoul. Because it examines racial politics within Korean
society, Bballae is one of the most important examples of how Korean musicals serve as both
reflection of and catalyst for domestic issues, such as understandings of race and ethnicity. A
study of Bballae reveals the economic, sociocultural, and political factors that determine how a
musical is created and received, how it achieves popular support, and how it influences the
community. In this chapter I trace the production history of Bballae, the context in which it was
created, and how this work portrayed and incorporated non-ethnic Korean characters. By doing
so I contend that Korean musicals, as a genre of popular culture, not only reflect but also effect
how others are viewed in society. Before I delve into analysis of this work, I first explain its
humble beginnings and provide some information on the political and cultural environment
within which Bballae was created.
Bballae Breaks Ground in 2003
The increase in the number of productions of both licensed and original musicals between
2003 and 2005 demonstrates that the Korean musical theatre industry was growing rapidly
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during this time.320 Reflecting this trend, more local universities started musical theatre programs
that provided classes for aspiring actors and writers.321 Bballae resulted from one such program:
writers Chu Minju and Min Chanhong collaborated on their thesis project at Korean National
University of the Arts (KNUA). Conceived by Chu, Bballae tells the story of Nayoung, a woman
in her twenties who moved to Seoul from the rural Kangwon Province (an area located on the
northeastern shore of South Korea and known for its mountains and the sea). The musical begins
as she moves into a small room in a shared house in “daldongne,” which literally translates to
“moon-town.” This romantic moniker is applied to neighborhoods that are typically located at
higher altitudes (and therefore are closer to the moon). Despite the romanticized association with
the moon, the reality of many daldongne is that they are located in the parts of Seoul that are
difficult to access, and therefore less developed and less expensive. These neighborhood
attributes attract residents with lower incomes. Nayoung reveals that she moved to Seoul some
years past to pursue her dream of becoming a writer, yet the material reality of life as a perpetual
part-time worker has distanced her from her dream and forced her to move six times during her
five years in the city.
At her new home in the daldongne she meets new neighbors, including Solongos, a 20something undocumented migrant worker from Mongolia who works at a factory, and Jooin
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Halmoenee (literally translated to master old lady, but refers to the lady who is the landlord of
the small shared housing, landlord lady from here on), who makes her living by picking up rags
and papers, and with the rent that she receives from her tenants. The landlord lady has a
developmentally disabled and severely paralyzed daughter, whose presence on stage is limited to
sound effects such as groans, grunts, screams. There is also Heejeong Umma (literally translates
to Heejeong’s Mom—Heejeong is the name of her daughter that she cut ties with sometime in
the past—Heejeong’s mom from here on), who works at a small clothing shop in Seoul’s night
market, and Mr. Ku, her boyfriend.322 The musical also features another non-Korean character,
Solongos’s friend Michael, who is also an undocumented migrant worker from the Philippines.
Michael—originally named Nassim—mostly serves as comic relief throughout the story, but he
is also a dramaturgical device to show the plight of being an undocumented worker in Korea as
he suffers an injury while working and receives unjust treatment from his boss. This group of
economically marginalized people, many of whom are displaced from their hometowns, find a
new family in this neighborhood.
In an interview, Chu recounted how the story of Bballae presented itself to her about four
years before she began writing the thesis production at KNUA.323 Not unlike the story of the
musical’s protagonist Nayoung, Chu moved to Seoul from Daegu (another city a several-hour
drive from Seoul) in order to pursue her dream of studying theatre. Because she was struggling
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to support herself financially she was forced to find a small, ground-floor studio in one of the
low-income neighborhoods. One day when she went to hang her wet laundry on the rooftop she
encountered three men who, she later found, were migrant workers from Bangladesh. Although
this encounter did not end up in romance in Nayoung’s story, some of the details are similar: the
Bangladeshi workers were shirtless, enjoying the sunlight while doing laundry. Perhaps out of
shyness or expecting a cold response from a young Korean girl, the three Bangladeshi workers
nudged each other to muster up the courage to say hello to a stranger who interrupted their
restful afternoon.324 Chu remembered the encounter and her reflections on it and returned to this
moment four years later for her thesis production. As she developed the story for the show, she
heard more news about the plight of migrant workers in Korea, and even attended organizing
meetings and protests about improving the quality of life for these workers.325
In various interviews, Chu makes it clear that the encounter with the three Bangladeshi
men on her rooftop inspired her to tell the story of the people of the daldongne, the systematic
injustices that they face everyday, and how they overcome and find happiness despite these
difficult realities. Despite the source of the inspiration, Chu told the story from the perspective of
three female characters, especially Nayoung, rather than from Solongos’s perspective. Nayoung,
Heejeong’s Mom, and the landlord lady each represent different generations of women who
struggle to make ends meet and survive in patriarchal and capitalistic Korean society. The female
bonding that they build through both small and big moments of trouble is one of the most
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significant factors drawing in the audience, even more than Nayoung’s romantic relationship
with Solongos.

Making Ends Meet: Post-Graduation Bballae
After graduation, Chu, Min, and the other friends who created Bballae decided to take a
less conventional but perhaps more appropriate route as the next step in developing their work.
Considering that there was significant financial support during this time for developing musicals,
in the form of various grants and awards for small- and medium-sized productions, as well as
interest from bigger production companies in new shows, the creators could have sold their title
to or signed a deal with a larger, more financially-stable company. Instead, they formed a
production company of their own, Myeongrang Theatre Company Soobak [Soobak, from
hereon], and assumed the roles of partners with equal shares in the company’s few assets. Chu
explained that their intention was to establish a democratic process and create an environment
that empowered themselves as artists. In this environment, they could therefore develop work
that will make everyone happy, without running the risks of profit-driven professional companies
that were often part of large corporations.326 They entered and won a National Theatre of Korea
(NTOK) competition soliciting small productions to debut in their newly renovated small theatre
space. Bballae opened at NTOK in April 2005 for a two-week-long production with minimal
props and set pieces. Despite its brief run, Bballae was received as an exemplary work that wove
the troubling social issues of Korean society into a heart-warming and sincere story, and Chu
was awarded with Best Book and Lyrics in the eleventh Korea Musical Awards in 2005.
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Although it was critically acclaimed, Bballae did not make much profit over the next
couple of years. The members of the company were all amateurs at that time, so Soobak—and
therefore, successive productions of Bballae—went through a process of trial and error in
running and budgeting the production. These difficulties were often brought up in interviews, in
the form of nostalgic banter about the early days, such as joking about a 2008 production when
the number of audience members was often fewer than the number of cast members on stage.327
Bballae received its first professional revival production in 2006, at a small venue in Daehangno,
the theatre district of Seoul, and took a hiatus in 2007 while Min, the composer, fulfilled his
mandatory military duty. During this time Min and Chu continued to improve the show, adding
nine new songs and tweaking the existing songs to flesh out the character of Solongos and to
develop the story. The new songs included a number Solongos sings when he first sees Nayoung
doing laundry, and another upbeat song by Michael and the ensemble about how native speakers
make fun of his broken Korean. The changes introduced during this time played an important
role in the subsequent phase of Bballae’s production history, as it became positioned as an
exemplary work of multicultural Korea.

A Turning Point: A Musical for the Multicultural Korea
The most prominent differences in the new version of the show were an increase in
Solongos’s on-stage time and in the significance of his story compared to the previous
productions. In the productions before 2008, Nayoung and the other two female characters—the
Landlord Lady and Heejeong’s Mom—were the main characters of Bballae. The reviews of the
2005 premiere production mentioned Solongos, but most of them focused on the plot around the
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female characters: Nayoung moves into a shared house, meets Solongos, and falls in love; the
landlord lady’s long-estranged, ingrate of son comes back to her and seeks forgiveness after his
business goes bankrupt; and Heejeong’s mom moves in with Mr. Ku, a divorcee who she had
been dating.328 One reviewer of the 2005 production makes it plan: “it paints the story [of] a 20something part-timer woman working at a bookstore, a 40-something widow, and a 60something woman with a physically challenged daughter.”329 The 2006 production does not
seem to have been received differently. A reviewer for that production, for example, made a case
that the female characters in this musical were an example of French feminist Hélène Cixous’s
notion of “white ink,” signifying the feminine perspective in the story-telling and characters.330
In other words, Solongos was seen as only a small part of the larger narrative of Nayoung
navigating life without losing her integrity in neoliberal multicultural capitalistic Seoul.
However, with Solongos’s role expanded in the 2008 production the musical’s
association with migrant workers became more prominent. Furthering this association, Soobak,
working together with the Seoul Catholic Human Rights Committee, invited 20 migrant workers
and 70 social workers to their performance on the evening of May 8, 2008.331 Through this event
and critical reception, the 2008 version of Bballae consolidated the show’s reputation as a heartwarming story with marginalized characters in an urban cityscape, and especially as
representative of migrant workers whose voices and presence in Seoul was often dismissed,
refuted, and deemed illegitimate.
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The 2009 production continued to build on this reputation through casting choices,
marketing strategies, and increasing overall popularity. The changes the production underwent in
2009 are also important to understanding how Bballae developed over the years and became the
multicultural musical of Korea. The most obvious change was the addition of stars to the cast.
For the first time, Soobak hired two well-known actors for the role of Solongos. Lim Chang
Jeong, a pop singer and actor who was not an idol but who was much-loved for his ballads,
joined the 2009 cast. The other celebrity was Hong Gwang Ho, a relative rookie whose
popularity was on the rise due to his phenomenal vocal capacity in the Korean production of
Jekyll and Hyde. For ticket sales, Lim was a great name to attract those who were not musicaltheatre-goers as well as those who were; Hong was also definitely someone who attracted
musical theatre fans.
Casting stars for the production also demanded different marketing strategies from
Soobak; the company needed to utilize the familiarity and popularity of the two stars, especially
Lim, in their marketing of the show. Unlike for previous productions, the 2009 production
organized a press event in which the cast performed a few scenes to publicize the upcoming
opening. At this event as well as the in the subsequent media coverage, the casting of Lim and
Hong were highlighted as expected, which naturally emphasized Solongos’s role to the public.
Thus by the 2008 and 2009 production, Solongos’s position as a male protagonist of the story
was solidified.
Knowing that they needed to capitalize on their stars, Soobak booked Yeongang Hall
(since renamed Doosan Arts Center), a 600-seat venue typically associated with commercially
successful productions such as the Korean productions of I Love You, You’re Perfect, Now
Change, and Company. Booking this venue not only provided additional publicity, but also
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secured more ticket revenue compared to the smaller venues in which Bballae was previously
staged. Another benefit of mounting the production at Yeongang Hall was reputation-based: in
this house Bballae was eligible for The Musical Award, a newer award (discontinued after 2016)
that was only for medium-to-large-sized productions.
Focusing their marketing on the male lead of the show also made financial sense, as the
majority of the theatre-going audience in Korea consists of females in their 20s and 30s. The
audience could sympathize with Nayoung, around whom the main plot rotated, and having a
strong male lead also appealed to this general demographic, who were presumably heterosexual.
The musical’s emphasis on female bonding over male bonding was still an important factor in its
popularity, as the realities of the female characters resonated loud and clear for the many
audience. At the same time, the strong male lead alongside this female protagonist struck a good
balance with Korean audiences. Realizing this, Soobak continued their efforts to raise awareness
about marginalized population in Seoul and other parts of Korea; the company invited migrant
workers, inter-racial/inter-ethnic families, people with physical disabilities, and also single
women in their 20s and 30s by making special complimentary tickets available for those who fall
under these categories. Soobak also toured outside Seoul, making the show available to parts of
Korea that were less exposed to musical theatre. In 2009 Soobak was finally able to turn a profit
for the first time since 2005; in addition, it won Best Book, and Best Music and Lyrics from the
third The Musical Awards in 2010.332 Thanks to casting changes, marketing efforts, and the
prestige of the venue, Bballae finally achieved resounding commercial and critical success.
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After the Yeongang Hall production in the Spring 2009, Bballae closed shortly to re-open
at Hakejeon Green, a smaller venue in Daehangno in the same year. Since then Bballae has had
one or two productions at small-sized venues in Dahangno each year (up through the time of
writing, with the production’s twentieth reincarnation with 20th anniversary cast members in
2018). During the time, Bballae celebrated many milestones that indicate its impact and
longevity, including its 2,000th performance, its 10-year-anniversary, a Japanese language
production in 2012, a Chinese language production in 2017, and most recently its 4,000th
performance in 2017.333 In 2012, celebrating 2,000th performance, The Musical, the only
magazine that is dedicated to musical-related news, interviews, and articles, ran a special
segment that featured interviews with the creators, Japanese cast for Solongos and Nayoung, and
12 of the 16 Solongos who have performed on Korean stages since 2005.334 The absence of
female characters in this celebratory interviews is particularly revealing of the ways in which
Solongos became the more central figure, at least in the marketing of the show, as the face and
representative of the marginalized characters in Bballae.
Furthermore, tellingly, two scenes—the one where Nayoung meets Solongos for the first
time, and another where the protagonists do laundry together—were also featured in middleschool and high-school Korean Literature textbooks in 2012, making Bballae the first original
musical to be included in such textbooks. Unlike elementary school textbooks, middle and high
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school textbooks are not mandated by the MOE, and the textbooks that feature Bballae were not
necessarily the most widely-used publications. However, the fact that Bballae was featured in
textbooks was widely publicized, further legitimizing Bballae’s legacy outside of the theatre
industry. In 2017, Bballae also received the award for Best Musical at the Yegrin Musical
Awards, a new award ceremony named for the first Korean musical theatre company and
dedicated to honoring Korean original musicals.
It is important, then, that it was through the success of the 2009 production that Bballae
established itself as the exemplary Korean multicultural musical. It was a complex combination
of the aforementioned factors that led to this success, which placed Bballae at the center of
national discourses on migrant workers. Not unlike what happened after Ward’s visit to Korea in
2006, this show became a cultural phenomenon that was significant in relation to the
government’s ongoing initiatives addressing Korea’s multicultural society, which will be further
elaborated in the following section. Bballae received significant attention because its premiere
and subsequent productions coincided with a period during which the Korean government was
trying to raise awareness about the value of a multicultural society. In other words, some of
Bballae’s sociocultural appeal came from its ability to capitalize on the government’s
multiculturalism initiatives, thanks to the presence of its ethnically non-Korean, and male
protagonist that is racialized as other.335 However, precisely what Korean audiences took away
from Solonogos’s character remains an open question. Chu said in an interview that she chose
Mongolia because the green pastures of that land provide a contrast to the character’s hard life,
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confined to a small room in an impoverished neighborhood in Seoul; Chu also noted the
phenotypical similarities between Mongolians and Koreans.336 If Solongos did not look very
different from Korean people, was Solongos somehow marked as a Mongolian? If so, what were
those markers; how was Solongos’s non-Koreanness embodied? By looking at the specific
choices that were made on stage, we will be able to examine further how this production
portrayed the ethnic Other and impacted how marginalized demographics were viewed in Korean
society. Before that, however, it may be useful to discuss what being “Solongos” meant in
Korean society, especially during the years that Solongos became an important character in
Bballae’s plot.

Bballae and the Sociocultural Climate for Migrant Workers in Korea
Korean government’s policies towards foreigners in Korea changed a great deal
beginning with President Roh Moo-hyun’s “participatory government” (참여정부,
chamyeojeongbu) in 2003; the previous policies towards foreigners that focused on controlling
and surveilling were, at least to some degree, replaced with policies that paid more attention to
protecting the basic rights of foreigners living in Korea. This demographic included but was not
limited to migrant workers and marriage migrants—foreign-born brides who married bachelors
in rural areas of Korea, kyeoron iminja, in Korean—as well as the interethnic and interracial
families that had increased drastically since the early 2000s.337 One significant change occurred
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in 2003, when the Industrial Trainee System (ITS) gradually was replaced with Employment
Permit System (EPS). ITS, which was instituted by the government in 1993 to supply workers
for the industries that were unpopular and in need of laborers, allowed unskilled workers to come
to Korea and receive on-the-job training below minimum wage. However, it was much criticized
for its insensitivity to and exploitation of foreign workers; because foreign workers were
considered “trainees,” and were not eligible for the protection of the labor law at the time. The
government did try to remedy the issue by mandating health and accident insurances from all
employers, the ITS continued creating issues of abuse, and generated more unregistered and
illegal residents as many trainees chose to leave the assigned employer to make more money
with the skill that they had obtained.338 EPS, which came in effect in 2004 and completely
replaced ITS in 2007, removed the “training” system and granted migrant workers three
opportunities to switch their place of employment. However, this does not mean that EPS did not
have its own issues; because the employer had the advantage of asking for a permit for the
specific employees of their choice, migrant workers still had to rely on the good will of
employers to move to another job without falling into “illegal” status. Moreover, such policies
still did not change the discrimination that many migrant workers experienced. Roh’s
administration was also sympathetic towards marriage migrants and other multicultural migrants,
establishing multicultural centers in rural towns to provide education in the Korean language as
well as counseling for foreigners. However, these policies still fell into the category of
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assimilationist and failed to designate foreign workers as equals, and so gave way to
discrimination, if not abuse.339
The subsequent administration under president Lee Myung-bak passed the 2008 Act on
the Treatment of Foreigners in Korea, which gave birth to the first-ever government-led longterm plan for foreigners, the Basic Plan for Policy on Foreigners.340 By this point there were over
a million foreigners residing in Korea, making up 2.2% of the entire population.341 The Basic
Plan for Policy on Foreigners, which was long-term and multi-phase, acknowledged the
shortcomings of previous policies and their focus on assimilation and short-term solutions, and
had a budget of over a trillion KRW (about a billion USD) for the first five years. It is obvious
from the official descriptions that the government considered this vision of multiculturalism a
way to further improve Korea’s competitive advantage over other countries in the world. The
first phase of this 5-year-plan was defined by the vision “World’s First-class Country, together
with Foreigners,” and featured specific policy goals including: “1) Strengthen Nation’s
Competitive Advantage by Actively Permitting Immigration;” “2) Quality Social Integration;”
“3) Realize Orderly Administration in Immigration Process;” and “4) Protect Rights of
Foreigners.”342 In other words, this first phase was clearly planned and implemented to
strengthen Korea’s position in the globalizing world.
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The second phase (2013-2017) updated this vision to “Dynamic Korea that Grows
Together with the World,” and included five supporting goals of openness, integration, human
rights, safety, and cooperation.343 Unlike the first phase, which focused its language more on the
rights of foreigners, the second phase focused more on the ways in which foreigners could
cooperate and contribute to Korean society, with emphasis on maintaining domestic and border
security, order, and safety. This reflects how the Korean public’s views towards foreigners in
Korea changed negatively over the three years prior to the implementation of the plan’s second
phase, according to Asan Institute’s Report.344
It is undeniable that the policies and attitudes towards non-ethnic and non-racial Koreans
since the 2000s reflect the increasing needs of those populations, as well as some changes in the
public’s perception of those populations. However, researchers have demonstrated that these
policies and attitudes have been assimilationist, and that those who are subject to such policies
are viewed primarily as resources and assets for national and collective development rather than
as equal partners in the community.345 There are many more in-depth analyses and studies on
these policies and attitudes, and the direct and indirect impacts they have had on non-ethnic and
non-racial Koreans’ lives. However, this overview will suffice for understanding how the
sociocultural circumstances of Korea reflect and influence Bballae, the dynamics among the
characters, and especially its marginalized characters Solongos and Michael.

Dramatizing and Choreographing Differences
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Korean original musicals typically have smaller budgets compared to productions of
licensed European or Broadway musicals, and therefore have smaller physical productions. This
pressure has often led Korean producers and musical creators to dismiss choreography and
privilege storytelling through book and music over other aspects of production. While such an
attitude is less prevalent in productions with larger budgets, whether imported or home-grown,
smaller original productions tend to have choreography that is minimal if any. While recent years
have seen growing awareness of the importance of movement, staging, and choreography, this
was not necessarily the case when Bballae was first introduced.
However, this does not mean that the cast’s movements and staging are devoid of careful
choreography. The choreography—developed by Seo Jeongseon, who has experience in smallscale original musicals—emphasized mundane movements such as sweeping the floor, running,
driving or catching a bus, opening an umbrella, and doing the laundry. As a musical about the
ordinary lives of economically- and socially-marginalized people who represent struggles and
sufferings to which the audience can relate, a choreography of mundane gestures and movements
is particularly effective. This is especially true in one of the most well-known scenes that appears
towards the end of the musical, in which the female residents of Nayoung’s house do the
laundry, singing about how they can overcome the sadness, frustration, and negativity that they
face. At the beginning of this scene, Nayoung enters from stage left, dejected and limp, having
been demoted for standing up to an unjust management decision. She collapses in front of the
door to her room and begins bawling. The landlady and Heejung’s mom, who just started doing
the laundry, run to Nayoung to comfort her, demonstrating solidarity as women who can relate to
what Nayoung is going through. In this number the landlady, and Heejung’s mom use what
appears to be a mattress cover or sheet as a prop. Invoking the mundane movements of doing
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laundry by wringing water from the soaked fabric the two characters pull on either end and
sweep it over Nayoung’s head. This action makes a whooshing sound that creates a moment of
release when Nayoung appears underneath the sheet.
Nayoung’s limp form revives throughout the song and dance, almost as though her damp
and wet body—embodying the oppressions of a patriarchal, neoliberal society—is dried,
stretched, and refreshed. Prepared to take on another day, she spreads her arms into the sky with
a big smile on her face. The song preaches a passive acceptance of the problems of life as the
lyrics tell you to leave your life to time as a wet sheet does to wind. Moreover, it conforms to
gender norms as the female characters end up resorting to the stereotypically-female household
chore of doing the laundry, in order to relieve their frustration. Despite these limitations, the
choreography and the movements in this signature scene grant a powerful sense of relief to these
female characters, a sense which is not available for the non-Korean characters in the story.
Solongos experiences similar, if not more severe, oppression from Korean society, but
does not have a moment of release like his female counterpart Nayoung. This is not the case with
Solongos’s Filipino friend Michael, however. In an early scene Michael helps Solongos with his
laundry while Solongos helps Michael with his Korean. Solongos teases Michael for his lack of
linguistic proficiency in Korean. In response, Michael sings a hip-hop style rap song titled “나
한국말 다 알아 (Na Hangungmal Da Ara)” [I Know Korean Well] in which he claims that he
knows Koreans well enough. He begins singing and dancing by himself, but is soon joined by an
ensemble of apparently non-Korean characters wearing baseball caps and bomber jackets with
Afro wigs. Together, they dance a few basic b-boy steps while Michael raps words that lay bare
the verbal abuse that he experiences. The verses are followed by the choruses “na hangungmal da
ara” 나 한국말 다 알아 [I know Korean well] and “nae ireumeun Nassiminde” 내 이름은
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마이클인데 [Although my name is Michael]. Both choruses are followed by verses that reveal
the abuses that Michael experiences while working in Korea: “apayo, donjwoyo, ddaeriji
maseyo” 아파요/ 돈 줘요 / 때리지 마세요 [It hurts/ Please give me Money/ Please don’t hit
me]; “ppallippalli/e jasik/jeo jasik/gasaeggi/ssibsaeggi” 빨리빨리/이 자식/ 저 자식/ 개새끼/
씨발 새끼 [Hurry up/this bastard/that bastard/son of bitch/motherfucker]; “mwo?/ya! imma!/ya!
e saggia!” 뭐? / 야! 임마! / 야! 이 새끼야! [what?/hey you!/yo!/ you asshole!].
These verses include explicit curse words aimed at him from his Korean co-workers and
boss, as well as his pleas to them to stop. This song serves as a cathartic moment for Michael and
the audience as he spews this derogatory language in a fast-paced rap that culminates in a fully
choreographed dance break. Michael is able to communicate his feelings not only through his
words but also through his dance moves, which include some combination of up-rock and
freestyling to punk-style music with guitar riffs. Out of context, Michael’s dance moves may
seem out of place and not necessarily in association with his Filipino identity, but within the
context of multicultural Korea, the implications of his rapping and dancing in this mesh of hiphop and punk music are obvious. Michael is portrayed as expressive, unbridled, and rebellious,
as he swings his arms side to side and stomps the ground with ensemble members who seem to
be his friends; singing and dancing together they evoke street dancing b-boys.346 In contrast,
Solongos is never given the opportunity for such expressive choreography or language. Even in a
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dream sequence earlier in the show, in which he sings a solo ballad praising Nayoung and
imagined taking her on different types of dates, his physical expressions are constrained, limited
to walking, gesturing towards Nayoung, or accompanying her actions.
Another song, titled 아프고 눈물나는 사람 (Apeugo Nunmulnaneun Saram) [A Human
with Hurts and Tears], is even more telling of how Solongos is constrained. In this number
Nayoung and Solongos lament their shared plights as marginalized denizens of Seoul, one as an
illegal migrant worker, the other as a precarious female laborer. The song comes after a scene in
which Solongos and Nayoung had to fend for each other in a fight against two drunk Korean
men who harassed them for their identities. Nayoung is pushed to the ground for trying to fight
back; Solongos covers Nayoung as the harassers leave. Nayoung asks, “Why are you just getting
the beating [instead of fighting back]?” and the song begins as Solongos’s response. He explains
that he takes the beating, the injustice, because of his family back home and the debts he has
incurred for coming here. He sings how he forgets that he is also a human that feels pain and
sheds tears. They have slowly raised themselves up from the ground, and stand a few feet away
from each other, without much movement. Once Solongos sings his verse, Nayoung responds
with her reasons for bearing with injustice: because of the rent to be paid. She notes that it is the
same everywhere. This is followed by the chorus during which they approach each other and
sing together how they forget that they are also humans. The song that began as a ballad become
much heavier and almost solemn as the chorus join Solongos and Nayoung towards the end of
the song to harmonize and underscore almost like an acapella performance. During a
crescendoed underscoring of the song, they help each other walk towards their stage right exit.
Like the laundry number and the rap number, the lyrics of this song do reveal Solongos’s
troubles, but importantly this number fails to produce the same cathartic effect. One of the
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reasons is that this song dramaturgically functions as the moment of bonding for the two main
protagonists, as it is their first duet. The lyrics of the song strengthen their bonding through their
shared suffering, linking economically marginalized people with uprooted people in Seoul.
Despite the fact that Solongos genuinely speaks of his hardships and how he needs to bear with
injustice, the song’s purpose in the plot as the protagonists first duet emphasizes the song’s value
as the moment that they open up to each other somewhat mutes the honest confessions of both
Solongos and Nayoung. Moreover, the choreography of the scene further takes away Solongos’s
moment of release, as Solongos still does not move much throughout the song. This limited
action conveys intimacy between Nayoung and Solongos, thereby adding to the romantic
purpose of the song. Yet this limited movement also mutes Solongos’s outward expression of
anger at the injustice he experiences, and reduces this moment as a display of criticism in favor
of the romance.
Solongos’s lack of physical expressiveness, then, seems to hint at a further restraint. This
remains interesting in particular when compared to Michael, as Michael’s verbal expressiveness
is much more uninhibited. Towards the end of the musical the audience finds out that Solongos
can stay in Korea and continue his “Korean Dream” whereas Michael cannot. In fact, Michael’s
“illegal” status is discovered and he has already been deported, disappearing from stage. The
audience learns of his deportation only after the fact as a neighborhood rumor; this is followed
by the final scene in which Solongos and Nayoung have their happy ending. Thus, it becomes
clear who is and is not able to stay in the Korean community. Solongos, with his soft-spoken and
gentle demeanor, does not voice his dissent or frustration towards Koreans and Korean society,
and is quite compliant with the status quo of Korean society. As a reward, he is granted the
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opportunity to win his love at the end of the show through marriage, no matter how provisional
or temporary, and therefore insecure, that may be.
Even though the musical is widely celebrated in the media and by the public as the
epitome of Korea’s multicultural strength, when analyzed through its choreography this work
undercuts the very openness that is ostensibly its strength. Instead it reveals the surveillance and
regulation that ultimately assimilate and oppress racialized ethnic non-Koreans, who must
conform to become neoliberal South Korean subjects or leave the community. Nevertheless, at
the end of the show the audience is given a sense of hope and satisfaction when they see
Solongos and Nayoung standing together on the rooftop of their daldongne apartment. They
stand above others characters of the cast who is on the ground level, looking up to them to
congratulate and celebrate them for their achievement of having found each other, and the
audience is invited to join the cast in acknowledging Solongos and Nayoung’s successful journey
so far, disregarding, if temporarily, the painful realities that they need to face.

Racializing Socioeconomic Status / Economy of Racialized Others
In Bballae, Solongos and Michael are both marked as different, racialized, and othered on
stage, although they can find home among and only among characters who are similarly
marginalized, the warm and caring group of lower-class residents of Seoul. Seen this way,
Solongos’s racialized identity serves primarily as a dramaturgical device to place him in this
specifically marginalized community of the daldongne.347 When Solongos and Nayoung marry at
the end, their plights and precarious statuses as illegal citizen and part-time worker are
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The producers and creators of Bballae decided to have the male protagonist be Mongolian, as
Mongolians supposedly have the closest physical features to Koreans, and therefore avoid
marking him as ethnically or racially different from the rest of the cast.
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temporarily relieved. They vow to each other, on a hopeful note, that they will work hard, make
lots of money, have kids, buy a house and a car, and also travel. This ending provides mostly
heteronormative, middle-class audiences a healthy dose of neoliberal multicultural satisfaction at
the thought that Solongos and Nayoung have the freedom, however precarious, to pursue their
lives together. Solongos’s racialized identity is subsumed under his economic identity as a
familiar neoliberal subject of Korean society.
This process is further consolidated because Solongos does not wear any particular
makeup or costume to identify as Mongolian. Moreover, musically, Solongos is given one song
that includes traditional Mongolian melodies. In “내 이름은 솔롱고입니다” (Nae Ireumeun
Solongos Imnida) [My Name is Solongos], in which he introduces himself and a little bit of his
background to Nayoung, the music begins with a variation of a folk song that Min found online.
As Min explains, he added bossa nova rhythm as well so that the music will sound less like a
folk song. Dramaturgically, bossa nova rhythm made the song sound lighter, reflecting
Solongos’ joy of sharing a little bit of himself with Nayoung, whom he had already been
developing feelings for since he first saw her.348 Musically, however, the melody of the folk song
is further masked by the addition of the different rhythmical progression, and Solongos’s
Mongolian identity is covered up, assimilated to the rest of the soundscape of the musical.
In terms of the diction, he does speak slowly and with a slight accent, which, because
language is a marker of education, can be read to indicate his non-Korean status as well as his
economic class. However, when he sings, he sings without an accent, which could indicate his
internal voice, but also helps further masking Solongos’s identity as the ethnic other. In other
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words, through all of these intentional and unintentional masking, Solongos’s Mongolian identity
is further trivialized, while his class identity is foregrounded as a neoliberal subject, not unlike
Nayoung. It should be noted that many musicals, especially musical dramas and conventional
comedies, share a similar arc, in which a protagonist expresses a desire that is then pursued and
attained over the course of the narrative. In Bballae, the neoliberal ideal of never-ending selfimprovement and competition is placed within this narrative, as the protagonists, instead of
basking in the glory of finding one another, choose to list more “wants” to be fulfilled together
rather than individually. This is a very neoliberal kind of a happy ending; in fact, it is a neoliberal
multicultural kind of a happy ending.
According to Jodi Melamed, neoliberal multiculturalism, much like neoliberalism, is a
market ideology that has transformed into social philosophy and contributed to the current global
racial formation. Quoting Aihwa Ong, another scholar of neoliberalism, Melamed argues that
neoliberal multiculturalism makes the “differentiated citizenship” of the neoliberal subjects seem
just and fair by creating new ways of “ascribing privileges and stigma” and “racializ[ing]
neoliberalism’s beneficiaries as worthy multicultural global citizens.”349 If we examine the
unsettling happy ending of Bballae through Melamed’s neoliberal multicultural critique,
especially within the context of the (neoliberal) multicultural campaigns and policies of the
Korean government towards “foreigners,” Nayoung and Solongos’s cheerful proclamation at the
end of the musical can be seen as a proclamation of their newly-gained identity as two individual
neoliberal multicultural “global” citizens. This track is not unlike the transnational journey of the
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production of Bballae itself—or the experiences of many Korean audience members sitting in
the theatre.
The musical’s happy ending, which alludes to Solongos’s changed legal status through
his marriage to Nayoung to mix romantic fulfillment with elusive economic dreams, is perhaps
exactly Bballae’s appeal; it provides an example of successful assimilation to neoliberal
multicultural ideology, and concludes with a heartfelt celebration of that success. By the
musical’s end, Solongos’s racially-marginalized, outsider identity is replaced by his new identity
as an obedient neoliberal Korean subject; because of his appropriate behavior as well as his
status transformation, he is no longer an outsider in the community of neoliberal multicultural
citizens of the world.
As of 2018, Bballae is still one of the most popular musicals in Korea, with its nineteenth
production welcoming audiences consisting mostly of Koreans but including Chinese and
Japanese tourists as well. The production even provides Japanese and Chinese translations. As
briefly mentioned before, Bballae received a successful Japanese-language production in Japan
in 2012. The positive responses indicated that Japanese audiences were able to relate to the
struggles of marginalized characters. In China, a Korean-language production of Bballae toured
in 2016, followed by a Chinese-language production at Dayin Theater (大隐剧院) in Beijing in
June 2017. The Chinese language production almost did not happen due to the rising political
tensions between Korea and China about the placement of a Terminal High Altitude Area
Defense (THAAD) system in Korea. As a result of the tension, the 2016 Chinese tour was
abruptly cut short, as well as preparations for the Chinese-language production. The rapid
changes in the Korean political climate, with rallies that resulted with the impeachment of
president Park Geun Hye and the election and inauguration of the new president Moon Jae In, is
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supposed to have diminished the tension; this led to the successful opening of the Chineselanguage production at Dayin Theater in 2017. This production was also highly successful; there
ware even rumors that the producers were discussing a revival.
How the show was received in Japan and China are topics that will have to be studied
further, as the responses and adaptations may reveal more about the different understandings of
and relationships to racialized others in these other nations. However, for now it suffices to say
that both the Japanese and Chinese productions were replica productions, in that the audiences
saw the same story about the residents of Seoul, Solongos and Nayoung. Considering that the
racialized identities of Solongos and Michael were replaced with their class and political
identities as neoliberal multicultural subjects by the end of the story, I believe that the positive
reception of the productions in both Japan and China evince the spread of neoliberal
multicultural ideologies in these countries, as well as in Korea.
Bballae has a unique place in the history of Korean musical theatre. It is an original work
that received significant love from fans and the public over more than a decade following its
humble beginning in 2003 as a school production. Yet it is the only musical thus far to explore
how Koreans understand race and racialized bodies in the contemporary domestic Korean
context.350 Furthermore, as the show became popular, Bballae’s creators and cast were able to
extend its narrative impact beyond Korea to Japan and China, in the process revealing both the
extent and the limitations of the neoliberal ideologies embedded in a musical marketed as a story
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of openness and acceptance. In the past few years, Koreans have seen in the media a variety of
non-Koreans of different classes and cultural backgrounds, many of whom actively confront the
lack of awareness and acknowledgement of race they experience in Korean society. Considering
that Bballae’s script has been updated in order to accommodate changing living conditions in
Seoul, most notably the changing minimum wage over the years, it will be interesting to see if
increasing awareness of racial and ethnic others is also reflected in the show’s future
productions.
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Conclusion: K-Musicals, K-pop, and K-Culture in East Asia
and Beyond: What Now?
In 2006, the first television program that featured “foreigners” who lived in Korea and
spoke Korean was launched. It was entitled Minyeodeurui Sooda [“Global Talk Show”], and in
the show a male talk show host led a group of female foreigners who discussed their experiences
in Korea and shared their home culture with viewers. It was at first praised, celebrated as a
program with the potential to open the horizon of experience for Korean viewers. Gradually,
however, criticism accumulated: the host was a patronizing interlocutor, and the portrayal of the
panelists as “others” perpetuated stereotypes. The program lasted for about four years and ended
in 2010.
Despite its shortcomings, Global Talk Show was a pioneering platform within which the
issues, culture, and experiences of ethnic and racial others living in Korea were exposed to a
wider group of Koreans. In 2014, JoongAng TongYang Broadcasting Company (JTBC)
launched a program called Bijeongsang Hoedam, [“Abnormal Summit” or “Non-Summit”],
whose title is a pun on Korean word “jeongsang,” which can mean both top and normal.
Jeongsang hoedam would translate to the English word “summit,” so by putting the suffix bi(non-) in front of it, the title bears both meanings: it is a meeting of abnormal people, and also a
non-summit. Non-Summit featured all male panelists from different countries working, studying,
and raising families in Korea. The initial concept of the program was to debate a topic each week
as representatives of their home countries. With three Korean male hosts to mediate the debate
and provide Koreans’ perspectives on the issues, this program became almost immediately
popular, and the show’s participants quickly became celebrities. What is important about the
popularity of the Non-Summit is that it launched a television genre of shows on non-Koreans in
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Korea, and thereby increased the visibility of this population. This genre also provided a venue
for foreign guests and local hosts to interact with each other either both in and outside Korea.351
At the same time K-pop was continuing its rise in popularity. Because of the growing
number of non-ethnic, non-Korean, and mixed-race Koreans who live in Korea both short-term
and long-term, and the increasing media representation of this population, some K-pop producers
felt pressured to include one or more non-Korean members in their groups. This was also
strategically useful, offering better connections with the other Asian countries that the groups
traveled to by including inside the group someone who spoke the language and knew the
culture.352 Of course, the growth of K-pop outside Korea also meant that Korean television
programs and culture in general were gaining exposure to the non-Korean world.
Koreans also saw a non-ethnic Korean performer performing in a Korean language
production for the first time in 2016. The theatre company Seongbukdong Bidulgi mounted a
post-dramatic adaptation of Shakespeare’s Othello titled Oh The yELLOw.353 Playwright and
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development by anthropomorphizing pigeons.
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director Kim Hyeontak wanted to explore Koreans’ understanding of self by focusing on the fact
that Othello was framed and killed because he was dark-skinned. To explore this, Kim cast
Anupam Tripathi, an Indian actor who speaks little Korean, as the dark-skinned stand-in for
Othello among Koreans, the “yellow.” In an interview, Kim explains that the project came about
when he realized that he had not seen whiteface on stage, and that by including Tripathi as well
as whitefaced and blackfaced Koreans, he wanted to challenge the audience to see the colorism
that is inherent in their own judgment.354
All of the examples above reveal the changing culture of Korea with regards to racial and
racialized ethnic others. Furthermore, the political landscape has changed drastically as of the
spring of 2017, when Koreans democratically impeached a president for the first time in the
country’s modern history. The censorship and the cronyism that once affected the theatre
industry are now under greater scrutiny, as many of the close associates of former president Park
are indicted and imprisoned due to their involvement in Park’s cronyistic activities and plans for
which Park was herself impeached.355 Neoliberal multiculturalism is surely still the
government’s hidden agenda, as the second phase of the Basic Plan for Policy on Foreigners
concluded in 2017 and the third phase is being drafted and will be implemented soon.356 In
addition, Korea’s relationship with Japan has become more contentious since the new president
Moon Jae In took office; its relationship with China and tensions over THAAD seem to have
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subsided; and its relationship with North Korea has improved as many have expected. Of course,
in 2018 the U.S. remains Korea’s closest ally.
In the meantime, the Korean musical theatre industry is still thriving, churning out up to
200 new and revival productions of licensed and original titles each year, despite rising
production costs, heavy reliance on stars, and a deeply saturated market without much room for
domestic expansion. A few more Korean musicals have also managed to secure Chinese
productions, while there were fewer Japanese productions, perhaps reflecting political tensions.
It has become a commonplace for local producers to collaborate with creative staff from other
countries, mostly from the U.S. but some also from U.K and other European companies to create
Korean original productions.357
All of the changing circumstances mentioned above are the elements that can and will
change the ways in which musicals reflect and also shape the local discourses around race and
racialized others in Korea in the coming years. In this dissertation, I examined two subjects that
are rarely considered side by side; global circulation and local formation of racial ideology, and

357

Ranging from replica productions of licensed musicals to Korean original musicals, inviting
non-racial Korean creators for a new or returning production has become one of the most
common practices in commercial musical theatre industry. Shin Chun Soo, the producer of
Dreamgirls is one of the most prolific producers in terms of this practice; most recently, he
produced a licensed production of Musical Titanic with Eric Schaffer as the director in 2017,
with a plan to transfer the production to Broadway at some point. Another producer, EMK,
which specializes new and licensed musicals that are set in Europe or based on the works of
European writers, is also one of the producers that commonly work with non-Korean creators
such as the Hungarian composer Sylvester Levay (Elizabeth, Mozart!, and Rebecca, to name but
a few). Yet another example of this trend is a new musical about a cute love story between two
humanoids in not-so-distant future, created by New York based composer/lyricist/book-writer
duo Will Aronson and Hue Park. Titled Maybe Happy Ending (Korean title Eojjeomyeon Happy
Ending), it was first commissioned and developed by Wooran Foundation, a non-for-profit
producer based in Seoul. After it was developed in Korea as a Korean language production in
2016 and received critical acclaim in Korea, Wooran Foundation and the creators found a
Broadway commercial producer to further develop their work with both Korean and U.S.
markets in mind.
224

the development of musical theatre as a form of popular culture. As I wrap up the dissertation, it
is clear to me that the fact that these two subjects seemed so unrelated for most of Korean
musical theatre history is in and of itself very telling of the ways in which race and the
consequences of race are (not) taken into account in Korean society. However, I hope that this
study contributes to the field by opening up discourse about the role of Korean musicals in
instituting ideas about others, generating more discussion of the role of the musical within
Korean society, and establishing the sub-field of Korean musical theatre scholarship, as musical
theatre will remain, at least for the foreseeable future, a powerfully unique and thriving industry.
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